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Mathematics Education'Reports

Mathematics Education Reports. are being developed to disseminate

information concerning mathematics education documentsanalyzed at

the ERIC Information Analysis Center'for Science, Mathematics, and,

Environmental Education: These reports fall.into three broad cate-

gories. Research reviews summarize and analyze recent research in

,specific areas of mathematics education. Resource guides ident:ic-
.;

and analyze materials and references for use by mathematics teachers

'at all levels. Special bibliographies announce the availability of

documents and review the literature in selected interest areas of

mathematics education. ,Reports in each of these cates;ories may also

be targeted for specific sub-populations of the mathematics education

community. Priorities for the development of future Mathematics

Education Reports are established by the advisory board of the,Center,

in cooperation with the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,

the Special Interest Group for Research in Mathethatics Education, the

Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, and other professional

groups in mathematics education. Tnciividual comments on past eports

and suggestions for future Reports are always welcomed by the associate

director.
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In April, 1975, the National Institute of Education issued a
request for.,proposals to review;and synthesize studies of "activity-
based approaches to mathematics teaching. The RFP explained,

In recent years a variety of "activity- based"

apprbaches to the teaching of mathematics have become
widespread. F'yPically, these approaches are characterized
by children's active manipulation of physical objects, but
beyond that the diversity of programs claiming to be
activity-based is enormous.

1

.The research that has been conducted.on the effec- _
tiveness oEsUch programs has,led-to -results that.ate-
often conflicting. There seems to be some evidence, though,
that many "activity-based" programs have a beneficial effect
on 'low- achieving children. The purpose of this, review of
studies is toisynthesize and interpret existing data on
"activity-based" programs. The primarY,objective is to'
identify which of the many dimensions in which the approaches
differ are the ones that are partiCulariy important.

This publication is the final report of that review and synthesis
(NIE Contract No. 400-75-0063). The synthesis was restricted to studies
in which, the matheMatical content did not go beyond what is commonly
found in grades K-8. Furthermore, we were interested on the effect
of this teaching approach on elementary school students, especially
low-achievers. Therefore, we did not analyze the sizeable number .

of, studies whichrinvolve K-8 content taught by an activity-based
approach to prospective elementary school teachers in college course.

Within these limits, we believe that this publication represents_ --

the most complete and thorough review of research_on-mathebiatics
laboratories and other activity- based teaching approaches presently
available. From this review, we have attempted to draw both practical
conclusions for classroom teachers and suggest-Ions for mathematics
education researchers.

Jon L. Higgins
Associate Director for

Mathematics Education

This publication was prepared pursuant ro a contract with the
National Institute'of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education
and,Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects vnder Government
Sponsorship are encouraged to express freely cheir judgment in professional
and technical matters. Points of 'view or opinions dc not, therefore,
necessarily represent official National Institute of Education position

1
or policy.
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Activity-Based Learning in Elementary

School Mathematics:, Recommendations from Researcip

Marilyn N. Suydam
Jon L. Higgins

The Ohio State University

I. Activity-Based. Instruction:/What Does It/Mean?

Educators have varying conceptions of what acti ity-based instruction

is when they hear or use the term. The common elem4at across these con-

ceptions or definitions appears to be student invollvement in the process

of learning mathematics. This involvement is mote than intellectual: the

student is actively involved in doing or in see ng something done. On

broad scope, activity -based instruction is con erned with a teaching stra7.

tegy, may encompass a program, and frequentl/ involves the use of manipu-

lative materials.

The Role of Teaching Strategy

As a teaching strategy, activity-ba ed instruction means that the

teacher incorporates activities of some type in planning lessons. But

under this general umbrella lie a rangfe of specifics:

The activities vary widely, fIom actual real,-world experiences to

%working within groups to acc mplish a task.

The activity may serve to mtivate; to introduce, to provide

reinforcement or practice, to help children apply a mathematical

idea to the real world.

- The activity may be integral to .the mathematical content or to the
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instructional objectives, or it may be used.pro forma, simply

be'ause the teacher believes or is told that the use.of activities
41,

is necessary.

- The activity may or may notinvolverthe use of objects or manipu-

lative materials.

The-:Role of Program

A program termed activity-based can, in actual pract-ice, refer to al-

most anything. 'Students are involved -- buts they may be involved with.such

things as worksheets or workbooks, programmed instruction booklets, teaching

Machines or computer terminals, audiovisual materials, or calculators. In

s,

Most activity-b.3,ed prog ams, however, such materials form only one com-

ponent of the system; using manipulative materials and participating in

othe'r activities are key components.
/

/

I'

To many teachers and educators, the term "activity- based" appears to

be synonymous with "mathematics laboratory". Yet mathematics laboratories
I /

theffiselves vary widely. Sometimes they are interest centers or corners

/

containing materials of some type; they may'be used every day, or .only

.once or twice a or independentl, during "free" time. Sometimes the

term mathematics laboratorv'reters to a pattern of teaching in which

students are free to move aribund, to experiment, and/or to explore.

In the report of the National Advisory Committee on Mathematical

Education (1975), it is noted that "In addition to the availabiliI ty of

varied manipulative materials", activity programs "are generally charac-

terized by the use of varying instructional styles, multimedia approaches,

variable -sized groupings, and learning (interest) centers" cp. 61). Most

of these attempt to provide "a blend of activity.methods, varied concrete

materials, [anal ?dent interaction wits. peers and the environment . . ."

(p. 62).
U

a
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The Role of Manipulative Materials
IP

It should be evident from the above discussion that manipulative

materials may or may not be-involved in an activity-based program. Mani-,

Tulative.materials are also used in many instances in programs which are

not term ed activity-based.

a.

The role of teaching Strategy as it affects and interacts with the

use of manipulative materials cannot be ignored. Through most of this

century, and in particular since themid71930s, the importance of mean-
,

ingful instruction
1

in the learning, of mathematics has been espoused and

'accepted. In an' analysis of the points of view and of the relevant

research on meaningful instruction, Weaver and Suydam (1972) indicated

that the use of concrete objects is integrally related with the develop-

ment of meaning. In many of the studies they.cited, the use of materials

was an accepted component of the meaningful treatment, while the non-

meaningful treatment generally precluded their use. (Few of these studies

are cited in this report, since the extent of use of materials was rarely

controlled, nor was their effect a clearly discernable factor in the

collection and analysis of data.) Van Engen (1949) in characterizing

a general theory of meaning, provided an indication of.the interrelation:

ship:

1 "
In any subject area like mathematics, in which there is a large skill

.

component, teaching can be done in a.rote, Mechanical way which emOha-
sizes only speed and accuracy. In contrast, teaching can emphasize
relationShips. betWeen 'different skills and patterns or .structures. This
latter approach has often been called meaningful instruction. Much
writing on this approach was done by William A. Brownell, most notably
in the Tenth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Meaningful instruction is a forerunner of cognitive psychblqgy; it under-
lies the way in which most mathematics educators believe that mathematics
should.be taught.

I V .
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'In any meaningful situations, there are always thi-e2

/elements. (1) There is an event', an object, or an

action. In general terms, there,Ts a referent. (2) There

is a symbol for the referent. (3) There is an individual'

to interpret the symbol as somehow referring to the referdnt.

. . . It is important to remember that the symbol refers

to something outside itself. This. something may be anything

whatsoever, even another symbol;, subject only to the condi-
/

tion that in.the end it leads to a meaningful act or a

mental image.[p. 323]

Inherent-!in this statement are two suppositions that have forbed the

basis for many research studies: (1) that learning proceeds on a concrete-

to-abstract continuum and (2) that concrete materials are not essential

;

to every stage in the process of learning: once- al concrete referent has

been established and has led to the 'development of understanding with

c
;

symbols, 'those symbols may serve as the referent fcir further learning.

1

/

ilMore recently, others (e.g., Bruner, 1960;,Ausubel, 1968) have pro-

C
.

pounped a similar idea; such as the following are not uncommon

in their writings:

I
The essence of the meaningful learning proce,ss . . . zs

that symbclically expressed ideas are related in a non-
vbitrary and substantive (nonverbatim) fashion to what
the learner already knows, namely, to some existing
relevant' aspect of his structure of knowledge,. . .

[Ausubel, 1968, p. 37]

In general,?the use of manipulative materials is widely accepted:

bOth mathematics educators and teachers proclaim their belief in the

efficacy of such materials. This belief is not always translat6d into

action, however. In surveys of elementary-school teachers,,A. Green

(1970) and Harvin (1965) found that first-grade teachers renOrted that

.they used manipulative materials more than pictorial or symbolic materials.

But teachers in grades 2 through 6 indicated little use of manipulative

materials. T1 a survey cited in the NACOME Report (1975), it was noted

that 10 per cent of the second- and fifth-grade teacher; queried had never

II t
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a

manipulative materfalS,,at all.

'Of course, the other side of that coin is that 90 per ceTtt of the

teachers surveyed have used manipulative materials; data from Thomas (1975)

64port
,

this conclusion. And many teachers have raise \questions about

what-Materials to--,:use,'when to use them, how tO-uSethe' and with ,whom

\
.

6'
.,

use them. This.concern in turn has led to researT
\
w ich attempted. to

provide answers. We will.delioLe a great deal of.attc.,cion in 'his report
!

,

to these answers, but first it seems Tlausple to prov,d aY'erview of
/-1

mitations,

which./(unfortunately) accrued. . \``

11

how the review

f

was conducted, as well.as a' iscussion of
J. .

r
1''

if
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The priMary objective of this review has to identify the most

'viable dimensions or facets of activity -based instruction, especially as

c7

,.
II. Overview of the ,Report

4

.41

they might apply to children needing cOmpensatory education. To aceom-

,piiSh this, four proceduresvdre proposed:.

.
.

(1.)'study the iniormation data.base'on activity-based approaches
. , ,.

to mathematics instruction in zrades K78,

'

V ;
.

(2), analyze program components as . described -by research,

(3) interpret results and conclusians,'and

.
(4) synthesize findings from separate reports and studies intoa.

e,

set of recommendations for activity-based teaching which show

the greatest promise for maximizingmathematics achievement

and improving attitudes 'toward mathematics.

The research,Studies to be analyzed.we're selected on the basis of:

(1) appropriateness. of level and content
.

'(2), appropriateness of the type of material or approach, with empha-

sis on research reports which present a clear, 'explicit descrip-

tion of OIL procedures followed

(3) evaluation of the experimental-type studies in order to reject

studies.so poorly designed 'that their findings are meaningless. 3

Factors to be Considered

To aid in the analysis and synthesis process, an inventory form
4
was

2
Fin- this review, research is characterized as an exploration of a
cipestion'through the collection of data.

3
To,aid'in this evaluation, the Instrument for EValuating Experimental
Educational Research Reports was used. Appendix C contains a copy of-
the instrument, plus information on its development and reliability.

4

A copy of the form appears in Appendix D.
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developed which incorporated nineteen types of distinctions which appeared

(in advance) to be relevant:

fi

(1) Mathematical content: the "standard" content of the present
elementary-school curriculum, including,numeration and place
value; computation with whole numbers, fractions, and decimals;
measurement; geometry; and verbal problem solving (i.e., word
problems).,

(2) Grade level: kindergarten through grade 8 (or corresponding ages).

(3)-Characteristics of the sample: including socioeconomic factors,
cultural factors, geographic,lodation, and'typelof community.

(4). Length of .time: from.minutes per.day"to total number of days,
weeks, or months. 4

() Theoretical.baiis: reason or rationale for using materials or
procedures. 1

.6) Sequence placement of activity: introductory, during development
,of concept; or foi: practice.

. (7) Use of symbols: initially, throughout instructional period, or
for final culmination.

(8) Nature and _generality of materials: illustrating a wide variety

of concepts, "afiumber of hrbda concepts, or only one or two
narrow concepts.

(9) Manipulative level: level of ,accesS, ranging from remote demon-,
stration by teacher 'to individual manipulation; type of use,
ragging from object manipulation to picture study; and purpose
of use.

(10) Perceptual variability: the number of different materials used,
and'the number of different examples or explanation's given for
each material and/or each concept.

(11) Guidance in the use of materials: ranging from highly structured
to free exploration.

*

(12) Social interaction: large class, groups, individualized, or
isolated.

(13) Cost of materials/implementation: ranging from high to low.

(14) Special facilities needed: classroom arrangements, storage, and
other factors.

1A
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(15) Training of teachers: minimal training, use of training materials,

or special in-service sessions (or experimenter=taught).

(16) Extra staffing needed: special teachers, teacher aides, and/or
. parents.

(17)Special time factors: large segments of time. needed, "regular"

content -not covered, etc.

(18) Correlation with remainder of educational program: ranging from
integral to conflicting.

(19) Research and design factors: the nine points-included on the
instrument in-Paiendix C represent the salient factors experts
on educational research haVe identified.

As we began to use the form in analyzing the studies; however, a problem

became - .apparent. There was too little stated in many research reports to
t

enable us tb complete many of the items. In a few cases, even such

A .

aspects as mathematical content and grade level were not clear. While we

had never expected that all of these items would be stipulated in each

report; we were nevertheleSs surprised at hoW few points were presented

uneeuivocably, so that we could be certain that our interpretations were

-accurate. As d result of this, the synthesis iS presented under a more

general set of categories than anticipated: type of use of materials,

'type of learner, level of learner, and mathematical content, While the

SAT

focus is on achievement, attitude is also considered., Research on programs

and modes is considered separately from that explicitly on materials.

Compilation of Studies "

Appendix A contains an Annotated list of those studies which are

discussed or cited on tables in this report. In compiling the list of

studies to be reviewed, we attempted to be ais comprehensive as possible.

However, certain studies originally listed were deleted because of inap-

propriate level, content, focus, or type. (Appendix B contains.a list of

those studies which were deleted, and the reasons for their deletion.)

Among the types excluded were:
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- Piagetian-oriented studies. We at first included Piagetiamr.
orientedreseara; since there are physical materials involved
as cognitive development is probed. But these_studies are not
concerned with teaching through the useof.materials, while our
locus is on learning as it relates to effective-teaching proce-
dures. The materials in Piagetian research are predetermined by
the theory and by protocols, which represent real-world situations

involving mathematical ideas, but not materials that the child will
use to'solVe mathematical problems or_apply-mathematical ideas.

- Studies 'on-activities involving no use of manipulative materials.
Thus, research with such materials as computer-assisted instruction
prograins or-calculators'was. not included.

\
- -Studies so glObai that the use of materials and/or activities was
only one of many factors incorporated and the effect-of any one ,

factorwas indeterminable. -,

- Studies in which the materials were used across treatments, so
chat the effect of use of materials was a controlledi'variable

. rather than an independent variable, and their effeCt was not

therefore.a faCtor under investigation.

Research and design factors, item 19 on the list of distinctions;

provided a particular difficulty which was'not wholly anticipated. We have
,

, .
concerns

, . .

*been aware for many years of the expressed by researchers and
.,

.
, .

others about the quality of research. Werealized, therefore, that we

-Would'endOunter very few studies which could be rated excellent: the

difficulty of conducting research in the classrooth is well-documented.

.We'knew that the most we could do, if we were to have stuaies left in the

set to be considered, would be to sort.out.those in which we believe too

little confidence can be placed because of design questions. Sothe

studies involved the use of materials, but were not citable for reasons

varying from COntrol'of variables and confounding of variables to lack

of clarity. 'These studies are lister' on Table 1, with the reason for,ex-

clusion from the discussion which follows noted. All of these studies are

annotated in'Appendix A, so that-readers can consider their findings, but

In terms of the stated reasons for non-inclusion. As one reads this report,

one can ascertain the trend*-across a set of, studies with quality of
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TABLE 1

. STUDIES NOT CITED-IN THE REVIEW

Author Date
. .

Bsrragy

.Barrish

..:Cheatham

1970.

1971

1970

Choate 1975

Cooke 1971

Coxford 1966

Crabtree 1966
Dashielihawkey 1924

Dawson/Ruddell 1955

-DeFlandre 1975

Dilley 1970
Eudy 1.973
Farris 1971,

1973
Finley 1962
Genkins 1971
Gipson 1971
Hirschbuhl -1972

Houtz .1974

Jencks 1969

Jones 1975
Kapperman 1974.

Kellerhouse 1975.

Kratzer 1972,

1973
Kuhfittig . 1972,

1974
McGinty 1973

McLaughlin 1972
Miller 1964
Mott 1959

Nicodemus 1970

Focus/Reason for exclusion

type of material: matching photographs with
camera position

-strategy: inductive-discover vs. deductive-
reception; concrete materials used in both
as feasible

type.of material: compass /straightedge or
paperfolding; lack of control of variable

sequence, conceptualization; paper- folding
and diagrams used across groUps

type of material: attribute blocks; focus on
strategy-

sequence, time; bead frame and_. other materials

used across groups
type of study: case study with number line-
type of study: action research with two ,types

of balances. /
focus on algorithm; materials used with both

treatments
/'

type of study: feasibility of developed unit
on other number bases

focus on algorithm: materials only. an adjunct
type of materialf device not generalizlble
focus on transfer adrogs modes.

test items with or without
bilateral .symmetry: paper-folding dr mirror used
type of study: lack of control of/variables
focus on transfer across modes

d
/

type of-materials: models, slides, pictures
for test items ,

type of study: feasibility of developed text
on geoboard , . .

test items Fifth three types of probability items
type of material:. abacus/for blind; limited

control of variables,/
type of study: poor control of,variables
focus on algorithm; materials used with both

coin conversion; length of time limited (2 days)

type of material: attribute blocks; focus on('
strategy /

type of material: block task
-type of study: poor control of variables
use of aidS not-iclearty specified
type ofMaterial: attribute blocks; focus on

strategy

1 7
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Author

Portis
Prindeville

Itichards.

Date

1973

,1972

1 71
Schott 19 7

Sherer. 1968
Sher-ter 1973

7:7 Spross 962
Swick 1960
Tanner 1972
Thompson 1974

Traftbn 1971,

Van Engen/Gibb ,1956

Vjtello '1972
Weeks 1971_

Wilkinson, G. 1971

a

`'

TA4E 1 (Continued)

Fous/Reason for exclusion

test items with varying aids -

confounded variables

;

i

feasibility study; pictures rather' than
/actual instruments used . - i .,..

use of ruler ,

action research; focus on.rationale
use of materials not explicitly controlled
number line:-' focus on algorithmic procedure

1

. type of study: no control group
control of variables questionable
case study: materials used (only)"to elicit

responses
focus on developmental time
uWof materials not controlled
cl4s inclusion
ltype of'material:.attributeblocks; focus .on

strategy
, type of material: films and filmstrips in --

addition to objects (objects not major focus)

7
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research taken into consideration; one can also check the excluded studies

1

to alleviate the fear of potential bias, of the reviewers,

The Task of Synthesis

We began this review with the firm belief that the role of manipu.la-

tive materials and the eftec.Cof activity-based instruction could be made
-

clearer by an intensive analysis of the research --,although we did not

believe that all of the answers to teachers' questions could be found in
1"

existing research. 'By the midpoint of the review, we were beginning to

realize the appropriateness of an analogy: that eof th photographs found

in a newspaper. When one looks very, Closely,'the fact that the photograph
4

actually consistsconsists a set of dots with space between them is obvioUs. It'

is not,until one stands back that-the form or outline emerges, and the

patte.rn or' picture is.apparent. Even so does'the meaning:bf,the studies

on manipulative materials and activity-based instruction remain unclear
S)

until one stands !back to see the pattern. Getting "bogged down" in details

.does not help. Individual studies make a contribution to the whole;

%

unfbrtunately, however, there are many gaps in the research -7- points "
.

-

which have remained unexplored -- so that the entire pattern or picture

is not yetobvious.

. As in most, research studies, the effect of the teacheftterves to

confound other (variables. Because it i so
.-.. - .,

difficult
-

to contrcil,,'identify--,-
----....__.:

.,,,,

P
s'4

and/or isolate the precise nature of the interaction betWeen teacher and

learner, or between the teacher's strategy and the instructional materials,

the "teacher Effect" has; across- research, been held to account for the

,greatest amount of variance. Thus, Sole (1957) notes that "The effectiveness

of the learning of arithmetic depends more on'the teacher than on the

materials used" (p. 1518). And Reys (1972) emphasizes that "the one common

1



thread among these studies, is that learning mathematics depends more on

the teacher than on the embodiment [material] used" (p. 490).

- The teacher effect in most of the studies we reviewed leads us to

the same conclusion. The teacher is, without doubt, a most volatile

element in reseaxch conducted in a classroom. Research evidence has yet
a*

.
to confirm the factors involved in effective teaching, but many educators,

..,,,

,.,.

, nevertheless believe that, if teachers are committed and well-trained in
,

-.. .
.

..-.... .

tern of knowing both the child and the curriculum, they will have a very

, ,

, , .- .

positive effect on. a child's learning. FoN r instance, Harshman et al.
. ;,-s,' -,... .,

.
(1962), 'LIT'- stvriming up their study, noter-

..

, ';',..-:.41-4-;,
_

il ..',As one examines the rankings of the'twerity=six classes,

one is impressed by the fact that some classes ranking
low onO.ntelligende-have high rankings in arithmetic
Computation, arithmetic reasoning, and total arithmetic

-,.. achievement. This might suggest that one of the factors
involved was effective presentation of conCeptShy the
teachers.; [p. 192]

Because variance in research findings can frequently be attributed to

the teacher effect (that is, to differences between teachers), we have

searched for categories or sets of'studies which cluster. One study may

be affected by individual differences of particular teachers; several

,

Stndies involve a broader base of teachers. When the findings of a set of

' studies concur, the, result is more likely generalizable across teachers.

Nevertheless, teachers should test research findings in their own classrooms.

Research can only indicate what in general is effective or appears to be

"truth".

in.the.remainder of this report, we will focus on those studies which

remained in the set. In 'chapter III, studies involving materials are

considered,.while in Chapter IV research on activity programs and modeS

of instruction is discussed.

0
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III. Research on Materials

sections of this chapter focus on research specifi-
,

cally related to haracteristits of materials. and their use, with some

form of achieveme t as the dependent Variable generally being measured.

Then the focus shifts to ithe learner,with studies on materials classified

by learner chara teristics and by age or grade level. Mathematics content

provides a seven& focus, with an additional look at the interaction'of ac-

tivity and content in studies on multiplication. The last section con-

!

siders affective results separately.

Manipulative Materials: Yes or No?
L

. .
Does the use of manipulative materials help student achievement-in

(

mathematics? Both classroom teachers and developmental psychOlogists

. generally hold strong beliefs that it does. Classroom teachers often

base this belief on experiences with young children, at grade levels'
.

\where reading and symbolization cause learning difficulties. At these ,

\levels, the use of manipulative materials maybe the only viable alterna-

Live available to the teacher. Developmental psychologists often cite

Piaget as providing an example of a theory, which places manipulative

materials or concrete objects in a special prerequisite function in the

development of learning structures, Yet neither teachers nor psychologists

are apt to derive their conclusions from research on classroom-based

-learning and teaching situations..

Nevertheless, a large body of research exists which is related to the

question of the effect of manipulative materials on mathematics learning.

Many of t4se studies, however, developed not from theory but out of a folk-

lore of ;beliefs about activity learning. Perhaps because of this, they pre-
:

sent what appears to be an almost random selection of independent variables

2i
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and treatments. Making sense of the results of.this research requires

\. a very careful sifting and categorizing of stud s.
;

Over 20-studies were identified comparing le6soLs in which manipu-

latiVe materials were used with lessons in which manipulative materials

were not used: These studies overed all levels from grade0s 1 through 8,

and elementary-schopi mathemaii s concepts ranging from number recognition

to operations with fractions and nits of geometry.' The results are

summarized in'Table 2. Of the'23 tudies
5

, two favored lessons in which

Manipulative materials were not used; 11 favored lessOns in which manipu-
,

,lative aterials were used; and in lb no statistically significant dif-
.

fere ce in achievement was found between lessons in which. materials were

u ed:and those in which materials were not used.

. \
,

Approximately half of the'studies comparing use and non-use of ma-
p

terials thus favored the use of materials'. A closet look at many of these
\

.

\

studies is justified: for a third the data, are Larkedly different between
.

1
. .

....

treatments; for another third, the data- are clearly different but not
c) 0

'0-

markedlys0; for the other third, the data indicate a weaker difference.

<Seea4endix E foraertinent data from each\study on Tal-le 2.) But while
'--;

this variance erip.ts,ithe fact remainsthat the differences which were

significant on moat'of,the various tests favored the use of materials.
1,

In almost the same number of studies, no significant differences

were found. A look at the data indicates that in 6 of the 10 studies,

there was a tendency for the group whiCa did not use manipulative materials

to score higher than those who used materials -- but this trend is charac-

terized by very slight differences (as one might expect in the case of

studies reporting no significant differences). The trend toward favoring,

5 Tobin (1974) reported data for two samples.

0-
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TABLE 2

STUDIES COMPARING USE OF
MANIPULATIVE MATERIALS WITH NON-USE

Date Content
Grade
level n* Trend Strength*

Favoring Use of Manipulative Materials

1.976 multiplication
feels

-1974 fractions
1970 Problem solving

''1972 geometry
1973 fractionS
1968 several topics
1964 'several topics

,_1972 multiplication,
division

1971 problem solving
1974 , remedial.
4974, fractions

2 3

76

7 339

1 36

5,6 102
4 12

1 105
1-3 1088
3 10

267
4 90

age 9-12 202
4-.6' 154

NoNSignificant Differences

1958 geoMetry
1971 fractions
1969 integer's

1973 , several topics
1971 remedial'
1957 several topics
1973 numeration
1974 remedial

1973- .multiplication,
division

1970 ..several topics

'8 408
5 501
6 79

3;4. 16'

4 12

4 , 2

7 '..202
ale -6 -9 28

\ 3 - 65

1 6

c,

p
p

p

P
c

p

p
c,
p
P
p,(MRs)..

p

e

p N U
p U N

N ,U
c N U

c N U

p N
p unclear
p N, _U

N

Favorind Non-use of Manipulative Materials

N

Carney_ 1973 rational numbers 4 8 c
. Smith, J. 1974 geometry . c/

7 .;4

As

*

U - -- Use\of materials
N ---- Non -,use of materials

**

O`

In tables, c classes
p

s schools

A: +

4-f

"Strength" indicates a subjective estimate of the\degrec of differences
in score's, considering the qual itv of the :,tudy arfid the data, with

-,!> high, + average, - low. Pertinent data from each
study on this cable are included in Appendix E, to\aid readers in
verifying the differences in Acores.

23
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the use of materials in 3 other studies'.is likewise slight. Differenc

,might exist between tne treatments,Wtnese studies, but their effect

47ere not, revealed with the measuresi4sed.-

Let us propose a way of considering the studies or Table 2. en we .

aconsider these-studies, we should contrast outcomes with expectations.

Suppose that there was, in face, no difference between. the use and the
. . /

ii
1

non-use of materials. We might then expect every Ludy to show no -Signi- 77

/- ,/ 1

. ,

ficant difference Or we might expect that some studies would avor the e

use of manipulative materials while others -wOOld fav6reithei:r non-use,
. \\ ...... ,

1-.
.

,.,.
...\

accordin to the.effeCt of uncontrolled variables (including,the.teacher--

Viriabie). The effect of these variables sho uld be random,ht'si4ever --

the number of studies, favoring use of manipulative materials should. be

approkimately equal to the number favoring non7use (and the number of

each should 'be less than the number of studies finding no significant

difference, forming a pattern analogous to that of the normal distribution

curve). This is not the pattern found in Table 2. The number of studies

favoring the use of manipulative materialS greAly, exceeds the number

favoring the non -use of materials.

Those studies in this latter category are only 2 4n number. One

(4. Smith, 1974) is categorized by data in which, of 15geothetry tes

significant differences favoring expository instruction over the use of

multimodel or unimodel approaches were found in only 4 instances -7 but

the trend of the remaining data favors the exposiiory group in every in-..

,/

1

.---

stance but 2. We should note, however, that expository instruction

6
It, is possible that there could be a single study so well designed and
executed that its findings take precedence over all other studies on a
given point. This would negate the trend analysis. We searched our list
for such a study (or studies). We did not, however, find any that ful-
filled this !'exceptional" expectation. Therefore, we have had to consi-
der trends.

0
. I
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resented -y teachers was compared with manipulative lessons where all

instructions were read by students from booklets. It seems possible that

a confounding variable, reading ability, may have produced an effect just

as strong as the manipulative /non - manipulative Ya ble.

The data from Carney (1973) clearly favors the group taught by an

siCact approach '(based on, for instance,properties of whol\numhers,

such as the commutatiYe\property, .3 + 2 = 2 + 3) over the grou;\taught

with materials. In contrast with other studies, the abStract approach

was considered to be the ekperimental,treatment; moreo lr, it is inferred
r

that a large, part of the control group's experiences consisted of vork-

with diagrams rather than concrete materials.

` .

Similar types of comments could be made 'about studies in the other

two categories, also. There are reasons which can be hy4othesized in -------

almost every instance for why the results of a study were fo -- reasons.

ranging' from confounding of variables.: to, experimenter as to strong or

weak:treatments. The overall point remains, a4ever: far more of the

studies favor the use of materials than avor non-use of materials.

Congidering the evidence summarized in Table 2; we believe that,,on

a simple manipulative vs. non- anipulative comparison, non-manipulative

lesgons cannot be expected to Produce superior achievement in elementary-

school mathematics. The use of manipulative materials has a high probabil-

ity of producing,greater mathematics achievement than do non - manipulative.

sequences:

The fact that in cci many studies ho significant diTferenceS were

found between treatments may indicate that the way manipulative materials

are.-used in lessons may be of critical importance. What are the influencing

factorS for a strong manipulative activity treatment? Does the sequence

J



of use from concretetcLabstract makP a differe ce? 'Do the number of-dif,-

I I / '

ferent physical embodiglent representations of the, mathematical concepts or
1 /

-

make a differe nce? Does it make a;difference whether the student handles.,

Materials or only wa4hes the teacher dedonstrate with-materlials? Do age
. ,

, i
.

or Other ,characferisics of the learner affect the outcome Of tile.freat-
:

.
1

. it

,... imentat Do some manipulative treatments workibetter

,-

- concept's or confen/ than forOihers? In thefollowIng sections, research
/

. 4 i 1
. -,

1

studieSvill be classified in an,aittempt to ansWerfthese questions., -
,,

1
-

, . , - ji

i

for: -some mathematics

.-- ,.

Concrete, Pictorial, and` ymbolici'Sequences: Which??When/-
.,,,

.,-

Through/ the years, the idea that the learning of/Mathematics pro-
-..,/

--,

,,,.

,...
,

,,greAseS through three levels.ofiabstraction has eVolvedand-beed,prO:
tz , /

.4. >// ,' ,-,' 4- .

iOniidgd-g-t-,,,see-Brownell, 1928). it:bE.;?an (in. all probability) with"

..7
Pestalozzi,, though 'its origins can be traced to earlier/times.

,'.
,

1.-

Until 1500 A.D., arithmetic throughout Urope wua.faught
Altogether by means of objects. Aft the introduction
'of the Hindu-Arabic symbols; calculating by, means of the
abacus and through=the use of objects - ;ceased, and the
study of numbers became very abstract: Object teaching
was discontinued until after the teaching of Pestalozzi
began to exert an influence. [Newcomb, 1926, p. 10]

. ,

A great reform In elementary teaching was initiated in
Switzerland and Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, . Pestalozzi emphasized in all instruction the

1' necessity of object-teaching. . . . The child must be.tirug
to count things and to'find out the'various processes
experimentally in theconcrete', before he is given any
abstractrule, or is put to abstract exercises.. [Cajori,'
1896,,pp. 211212]

ti

Reform inarithmeticai teaching in thelinifed.States did
not begin until the publication by Warren Colbu'rn, in 1821,
of the Intellectual Arithmetic. This was the first fruit of
Pesalozzian ideas on American soil. [Caiori, 1896, p. 218]

By the 1930s, the belief was well- accepted that it was necessary fer'the

young child to progress through three stages -- from concrete objects to

dpictures to-symbols.

2 t)



More recently, Piaget (1958') and Bruner (1960) have discussed these

three stages with new labels attached: enactive, iconic, and symbolic.

They suggest that first learners must learn by manipulating physical,
v

Concrete objects in an enactive sense. Once this is done, they can

learn through pictures or representations of objects in an'iconic fashion.

Finally_they develop the ability to learn by manipulating only abstract

syMbols. It is"not clear whether this sequence is necessary for every

7 new mathematics topic, or whether it can be. shortened for some concepts

;

rS

ii f

or'for some learners -at particular ages or stages. .

D.concrete, pictorial, and symbolic treatments presented separately

have differing effects on achievement? The results of studies directed.

',to this question are shown on table 3. Only three studies favored a sym

bolic treatment, and they vary widely in their focus. Carney (1973)

worked with fourth graders using the number line with one group and an

abstract approach based on the properties of wholernumbers for his second

treatment. Thus the students it this treatment were expedted to -- and

did -- exhibit transfer from previqusly taught ideas.

Fennema (1970, 1972) found the result favoring the symbolic treatment

only on a transfer test with symbols and not on a test of immediate

'achievement. She introduced multiplication to second graders as repeated-._
,

.4

addition facts (symbolically) or as trains of Cuisenaire rods (concretely).

It seems possible that lessons intervening between the immediate achieve-

ment test and the symbolic transfer test might have reinforced the symbolic

treatment mce than they did the concrete treatment (see also pages 48-54).

As she states, both treatments were developed meaningfully: this might have

been the key variable.

In the third study, Rathmell (1973) was investigating the effect of

sequencing differences as first graders began to work with numbers greater

2 1
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TABLE 3

STUDIES INVOLVING COMPARISONS
OF CONCRETE, PICTORIAL, AND/OR SYMBOLIC TYPES OF MATERIALS

Author Date

ArmatiOng 1972

Clitisen 1972

411241,, 1967

Johnsoni. Robert 1971

:'Nich4a 1972

-Shoecratt. 1972

Wood 1974

Gibb

Carney.

Fennema

Rathmell

Content

Favoring Concrete

sets

several topics
addition, subtraction
geometry
multiplication,

division
problem solVing
multiplication

(transfer)

Grade.

level

MA 2-4

3

4-6
3

7 (9)

1-3

20 p (TMRs)

8 e, 177 ,p

27 c, 584 p
96-p
10 c, 267 p

12 c, 366j.p

40-p

Favoring' Pictorial

1956 subtraction 2 36 p.

1973

1970,

1972
1973

Favoring Symbolic

rational number's

multiplication_
(tranler)

numeration

Concrete, Pictorial Symbolic

Bohan 1971

Carmody 1971

Curry 1971

LeBlanc ,1968'

Nickel 1971 ,

Norman 1955

Scott/Neufeld 1976

Steffe 1967,

'1970

Steffe/Johuson 1970.

4 1 c, 240
2 95p

llo p

fractions (equivalent) 5

numeration 6

numeration 3

problem solving 1

(subtraction)

problem solving
division (transfer)

multiplication
problem solving

(addition)

problem solving 1

(addition)

6 c, 171 p
3 c

3c
338 p

4 90 p
3 24 c

2 9 c

1- 132p

No Significant Difference

111 p

.

Armstrong 1972 sets MA 5-12 67 p (EMRs)

Bohan 1971 fractions (operations) 5 6 171 p

Denman 1975 addition,, subtraction 5,6 33 c, 455 p'

2s
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Date Content

,1

Grade
level

No Significant Difference (continued);

1970, mUltiplicatioff 95 p
...:

1972 (other tests)

.Green, G. 1970 fractions 5 120 p

Norman 1955. division- (immediate) 3
.
24 c

Trask 1973 multiplication; 3 65 p
division

. -

Wood 1974 multiplication 1-3 _:40 p
(immediate)

..-.

r

2 9

as :
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than, 9. Having pupils'read.and write numerals before giving them experi-

, .

ences in regrouping with materials appeared.to have a .positive effect on

achievement.

Gibb (1956) reported differences favoring the pictorial treatment,

over the concrete. 'Sile found that a higher level of performanCeon'sub-

traction problems was associated with problems which were presented with

, .

stimuli in the form of squares and/or circles mounted im cards. Abstract

-contexts were the most difficult. However, popular belief appears to be

mirrpred in her conclusion that

Children have less difficulty solving problems if they:can
manipulate objects or at least think in the presence of
objects with which the problemg'are directly associated
...than when solving problems wholly on a verbal basis. [p. 77]

COncrete treatments were found to be superior to both pictorial and

symbolic treatments by Ekman (1967) at the third-grade level and by.Robert

JOhnson (1971) in grades-4 through 6, as well as by Shoecraft (1972) for

some problems in grade 7.' For the concrete treatment, Ekman used cardboard

disks and holders on a number line while teaching addition and subtiaction.

Johnson used geoMetric models- to teach perimeter, area, and volume concepts,

These are only two studies which illustrate, the point that quite different

types ofc.concrete objects have resulted in findings of superior achievement

in differing areas of mathematics.

Both concrete and pictorial treatments were found to be superior to
ti

symbolic treatments in effecting achievement by Carmody (1971) in grade 6,

,Curry (1971) in grade 3, and Scott and Neufeld (1976) in grade 2. In all

three.studies there was no statistically ,significant difference\between

(1475),.Green (1970), and

differences between the

the concrete and pictorial treatments. Denman

Wood (1974) found no statistically significant

sz.

:)U



three types of treatments. In Green's study, involving multiplication with

fractions in grade 3, a difference favoring diagrams over materials was

indicated. HoweVer,.Green points out that the difference in achievement

was very small, and that the use of diagrams' on the-achievement test

might have favored the pictorial treatment group. Indeed the difficulty

of testing for achievement in ways that do not favor one treatment-over

-
another is a serious problem in many research studies.

On the whole, the studies on Table 3 show that symbolic treatments

are probably at a disadvantage when used alone. This finding is consis-

'tent with the trend favoring the use of manipulative materials noted on
.

Table 2. (Nevertheless, many mathematics lessons involve the use of

numbex symbols only, particularly after grade 1.) The studies which

sound pictorial treatments to be superior to symbolic treatments confirm

that pictures and diagrams can also be- important in designing mathematics

.

lessons. However, pictures agesrarely superior to concrete expeii6nces;

thus this importanCe is a relative one.

Do different sequences of concrete, pictorial, and symbolic treatments

produce differential effects on achievement? Rich questions of sequence

Are not as easy to research as the previous question was. On the one

hand,' one can vary sequence by omitting a type of treatment or by changing

the order of the three types of 'treatments. On ,the other hand, one can

vary sequence by repeating certain treatments in such a way as to place
/

more relative emphasis on one type of treatment than another. When these

possibilities are combined, the number of possible sequences that can he

investigated is infinite.

\

Only three studies 'were clearly directed at the question of sequence.

lley (1974), in a five-Lesson study with numeration Ideas in grades 3 and

7, found that, for transfer, concrete-to-sTbolic sequences were preferable
1

Lo

\
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to pictoria17to-symbolic or symbolic (alone) sequences.* (No significant
,

differences..werejound, however, on a retention test.) Punn (1974)
7

studied third graders as they worked with multiplication using concrete-
,

to-symbolic, pictorial-to-symbolic, or concrete-pictorial-symbolic

sequences. Higher achievement was attained by those moving in the

Concrete-to-symbolic sequence, followed by the concrete-pictorial-
,

symbolic.* Poorest was the pictorial-symbolic sequence.

St.Martin (1975), in contrast, reported no significant differences

between fifth graders using a concrete- pictorial symbolic sequenceand
.

those using a pictorial-symbolic sequence on fractions. He.noted,-

however,'that use of concrete materials resulted in some higher subtest

scores.

Thusagain, the concrete stage appears to have an important role.

Embodiments: One or Many?

Dienes (1961) argues that one key to, mathematics learning and teaching

is the presentation of a mathematical concept in several different physical

forms-or embodiments. The use of different, representations causes the

child to rocus on what is constant across them the mathematical idea,.

In other, words, the child is expected first to transfer a learning from

one context to another, and then, more importantly, to generalize across,

,contexts and thus develop a firmer understanding of the mathematics.

This is a very complex process for children. Gau (1973) and Beardslee (1973),

in studies of concepts of equivalent fractions with fifth- and sixth-grade

students, found no difference on tests of either transfer or generalization

between treatments involving one, two, or three embodiments.

Their lack of strong findings,/hOwever, should not be interpreted

as meaning that there is'no connection between use of embodiments and
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"mathematic earning. ,Wheeler (1972), for instance, tested second -grade

children'and fou'n'a't t those who could correctly represent single-digit

, addition and subtraction pro ms with three or four representations of

physical objects could also solve Mo multidigit addition and subtraction
],

problems with paper and pencil than children o could only demonstrate

one representation. This correlation was not affectedwhen the data,were
,\

blocked by age, IQ, or-knowledge of basic7tddition or subtraction combine-
;

tions.
.1]

t

Wheeler's corgelatiopal study cannot, of course, idedtify which

variablelis the causal factog. It may be that ability to represent multi-
\

-ple embodiments causes-a higher performance on multidigit addition and

r),

subtraction problems, or it may be that greater facility with addition

and subtiaction gives more insight into constr,ucting physical representations.

Research attempting to pin down this causal relationship by designing

teaching treatments using varying numbers of multiple embodiments is

generally inconclusive. In the one study with a directional finding,

J. Smith (1974)' reported that an expository approach was more effective

in teaching area concepts than'wes use of either one or several models

(see page(17 for a comment on his study) But in addition to Beagdslee

and gau, Sole (1957) found no effect due to varying the number of embodi-

ments at the third-grade level when teaching addition with carrying. In

a study conducted during the past year in connection with the Project for

, the Mathematical Development of Childen.at The Florida State Unillersity,

half a dozen embodiments were used in developing each of several mathe-

matical ideas. Behr (1976) indicated that, although the data analysis

. was not yet completed, preliminary analysis indicated that the finding

f no significant differences between number of embodiments would probi-

/)
bly be found.
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Although the, argument for multiple embodiments seems' plausihl,.:, the

indication of these few studies thai it is of little practical conse-
,.

quence may in fact be correct. Thelprocess of finding.cOnstant ideas across

.1

a variety of situations requires blth reflective and retroactive thinking.

We know from other research which focused on transfer (e.g., Kolb, 196Ux'

Sawada, 1972) or on generalization (e.g., Swenson,. 1949) that children

. \
must be taught specifically/to transfer and to generalize, Childreh must

be made aware:of the pdint/that what they learn may be, pplied in similar
--,

,

-w
,

-- and not-so-similar -- /situations. For most Children, neither process

i., I
i

is spontaneous: They must be given strong guidance and focus by the teacher.
!

Without the teacher strongly'focusing the attention ofitheolearners, _ .,......,

relatively little'le4ning might be expected from a variety of embodiments.

The Beardslee and Gau studies utilized. programmed instruction format's,

J
in whicIone cannot ascertain whether learners were actually focusing on

the vital or rele t components of the instruction; their results reflected,

weak effects on aChievemen 4y,their treatments, perhaps attributable to.

this factor.

It.is extVemely difficult, to design experiments which vary the number

of embodiments without also varying the amount of practice, time,

or intensity/0f presentation. In fact, many classroom teachers would find
-.

it, easier to/manipulate time, the amount of practice, or the amount of

drill. It /Should also be noted that multiple embodiments have actually

/

been used in many other studies than these few in which they were identi-

fled as tie factor of concern. Perhaps ,children who count using both

markers And hops on the number line are being given a basic multiple em-

bodimell experience. Considered in this sense, children used several

types o/f materials in many of the studies considered in the previous two
11

3.1
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But until the interaction of all these variable's is better

understood, the .expectation that use of multiple embodiments, as a single

factor, will affect achieVement does not seem to be warranted.

There are other criteria by which multiple embodiments may be just,i.fied.

To help children understand applications of mathematics or appreciate the

utility of mathematics in today's world, presenting mathematics in a

variety of physical and practical embodiments certainly 'seems logical,

.
Theinclusipn of multiple embodiments may be important to Consider as

course. objectives and long-range curriculum goals are determined. Until'`

researchcan further clarify the relationship of embodiments to immediate

learning, it would seem that programs should.not be limited to the use of

one type of embodiment.
_ \

Who Shall Manipulate?

Does it makea difference who manipulates physical materials in the

classroom? Several studies have been concerned with comparisons between

indiVidual student use of materials and teacher demonstration with

Achievement outcomes of these studies are summarized in Table 4. Only one

study favors the demonstration mode (Trueblood, 1968, 1970). It is impor-

tent to note,- however, that in Trueblood's teacher-demonstrationtreatment

pupils were asked to focus on thinking about maJipulation of the mate-fials

as the teacher worked. He,termed this "Covert manipulation", and the strong

focusing on vicarious participation sets this treatment apart from the

usual idea of teacher demonstration. /

These, results seem quite consistent with those who advocate activity

learning approaches. Learning is believed to take place because of mental

activity by the learner. Physical manipulations by the learner increase

the probability of this mental activity. However, the four studies which
, \
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. . .

Glibere

Toney
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TABLE 4

- STUDIES INVESTIGATING PUPIL OR TEACHER ,

USE OF MATERIALS

Date

\ 1974

1975

1968

.Grade
Content level

'Favoring Pupil Use

4.

36:p

124 p

2 c

Integers (addition, L'.6
subtractiOn)

Addition, subtraction
(two -digit numbers)

'(one school)'-

, Several topics

No Significant, "Difference
. ..

e.
Bi§io, 1971 / Fractions .5.: 29 c, 501 p ,

(,Gilbert 1975 'Addition, subtraction 3 124 p
,, (two-digit n bers)

'(second schoo )

J'aMiOn

Knaupp

Trueblood

1964 Numeration

1972 Numeration

Favoring Teacher Demonstration

1968', Numeration
1970

7

2

4

3 c, 94 p

4c

7 c

N.
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found-no significant differences. between methods remind us that individual

manipulation is not the only wa to achie-Ve desired mental acL24tity. When
...

. . .,.
.

other f
2

actors such as cost or classroom facilities become import nt, there

may be ways to create demonstrations by the teacher that can be as effective
. .

.
k

as individual manipulation.

Type of Learner

_... Various types of learner characteristics have been considered a

,

.

. factors-on which'm block and analy
\*

e data. One of these is achievem

.
what pattern of achievement have learners exhibited in the.ptt? While

. A.
,i,, A

. .
. . .

many educators believe that/low achievers need to use materials more than
,,, . ./.

. \

./ ,

.
.

high achievers do,.that 'point is not borne out by research. Denman (1.95)
.

-

and.G. Green (1970) reported no significant differences:,that is, the u

of materials appeared to be as effective at one achievement level as at .\
.

another, at.least for students in grades 5 sand 6. Shoecraft (1972),hOw-\

ever, stated that the use of materials did.not affect achievement except

I for the seventh graders at the low achietement level 'in his Sludy: there

c- 1

--the Ilse of materials seemed particularly effective. .

.

-,..

-1-4, .

Trask (1973)' analyzed data by ability level; he found that Students
. t

in grade 3 who were below average in ability benefited more from the symbolic

method, while those with above-average ability were helped more by manipu-

lative materials. He points out that the materials were confusing to

the low-ability students. Yet one study is not sufficient to have a clear

understanding of the effect of materials in relation to ability.'"Other

studies (see Appendix A) which have considered the IQ variable haVe

generally reported no significant differences., Armstrong (1972) presents

the strongest evidence that manipulative materials help mentally retarded

children.

A
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Wallace (1974) included approximately 50 students (one-third of her

samnle) who were "classified as Title i students or welfare recipients"
:,

-

.
. ,

. .

ine study o
.

, .

instruction.

.
.

the use

'(There w

varied manipulative materials versus expositorN
%

no clarification of how many of the students were.... .
in,Title I progra and how,many were welfare recipients.) She reported$

that "the achie4ment of the welfare recipients was not significantly
,Y $:

4

different from the achievement of the non-welfare recipients", and con-

-

.

'clude0 that

lc can be inferred that any student, regardless of socio-
economic background, if given an appiopriate learning
environment, can evidence growth as was indicatedby the
parallel performance of the welfare and non-welfare
recipients. Ey% 209]

In other studies, including some on activity-oriented programs

cited in Chapter IV, the findings for students from low socioeconomic

levels are mixea. Crowder (1966) and Passy '(l964b) found that achieve-

ment with the Cuisenaire program increased as socioeconomic level

uft

increased.. Bisio (1971) reported no significant differences between

manipulative use versus non-manipulative use for low socioeconomic

.

groups, while watching a teacher demonstrate with materials was better

than non-use for students from higher socioeconomic levels. Schipnert

(190) reported no significant differences between students using

materials in a laboratory approach or having regular instruction.

Weber (1970) indicated a trend favoring manipulative materials for first

graders from low socioeconomic levels.

Hankins (1969) developed a special program for fourth graders "from

impoverished are?". Like many other programs developed for special

purposes, it was found to be better than the "usual" program. ,The

motivational effect of being involved in a project, of being provided

,...[1.
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with special help ,and instructional material, can be attested_t by

thousands of students and teachers. Students generally profit from

the attention directed toward them in special projects: thatris, they

1

have positive reactions and sometimes even make achievement gains.

Teachers should take advantage of this motivational effect and

attempt to collect data on how strong and lasting an effect it is.

Age of Learner (Grade Level)

Many mathematics educators feel that the relative importance of

activity With manipulative materials decreases as age increases. ,They

reason that materials are,important until the child deveiopi,symbolic

skills, but that once those skills are developed in one major area they may

be applied to other areas:. For instance, once addition is.master6d

symbolically, multiplication can be learned symbolically by treating; it as

repeated addition.

Because of this widespread belief, the need to consider results by

age level is apparent. Research studies on manipulative materials were

'therefore grouped according to the grade level involved, since most used

this designation rather than age. Summaries of these groupings are

found in the tables Which follow. Since not all grade levels are equally

represented by studies, it was necessary to group togethei'stuaies by

pairs of grades, in order to get a clearer projection of the results.

Table 5 lists 16 studies conducted in grades 1 .or 2. Five studies
yl

(Babb, 1976; Bolduc, 1976; Cook et al., 1968; Earhart, 1964; Steffe and

Johnson, 1970) favor the use of concrete materials over the use of

pictorial and/or abstract modes. In two studies (LeBianc,1968; Steffe,

1967, 1970), no significant difference was found between concrete and

9
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TABLE 5 ..

. .

,

RESULTS OF STUDIES IN GRADES 1 AND 2

1

Date Results

Babb*

Bolduc

61976

970

manipulative materials ) imagery or textboOks

. for multiplication facts .

.visual aids no aids in problem solving

Wheeler

Cook et al. 1968

Earhart 1964

....

,Fennema, 1970,
,

1972,19

Gibb 1956

. ...

Hershman 1962
a

- ^-4 Knaupp 1971,
,

t 1932

LeBlanc ' 1968

Muckey 1971

Scott/Neufeld 1976

Steffe 1967,

197G

Steffe/Johnson 1970

Weber 1970

1972

Wood 1974

G ,

manipulative materials) television or
textbook

abacus ),workbbok .

symbolic> concrete on transfer test for
Multiplication

pictorial ) concrete ) abstract for subtrac-
tion problems 1

.

teacher-made program with aids) Numb,lraids
(commercial)pprogram

NSD between individual use and teacher
demonstration for numeration

concrete = pictorial> symbolic dri subtraction
problems

Dienes = non-Dienes materials at high Sf.S
level; non-Dienes slightly favored
'middle SES level for numeratIon

NSD between concrete, pictorial, symbolic
for multiplication

concrete = pictorial) symbolic on addition
problems

concrete > no materials for addition problems

NSD betleen concrete and paper-and-pencil
follow-up activities

significant taorrelatiOns between number of
embodiments and achievement on multi -digit
addition and subtraction.

NSD between concrete and pictorial for
Multiplicaticn

,4 0

v

-4
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pictorial treatments, but either was more effective than use of only

symbols. Three other studies. also indicated no significant difference

between concrete and other treatments (Scott and Neufeld, 976; Weber,

1970; Wood, 1974). Only one study (Fennema, 1970, L972) indicated that

. a symboliC treatment was more effective than a concrete one, while one

other study (Gibb, 1956) found that a pictorial treatment was more help- -

ful than a concrete one, but either was better than use of only symbols.

[The remaining studies focused on the type of use (Knaupp, 1911,1972),

compared two types of materials (Harshman, 1962; Muckev, 1971), or con=

sidered multiple embodiments (Wheeler, 1972).] The importance of manipu-

lative materials in grades 1 and 2 seems apparent from these results.

Twenty studies were conducted in grades 3 or 4 (see Table "6). In 5

(Earhart, 1964; Ekman, 1967/Johnson, 1971; Nichols, 1972; Wallace, 1974),,

the use of concrete materials was aored over the use of pictorial and/or
0

abstract modes. And in '4 others (Brown, 1973; Curry, 1971; Nickel, 1971;

Norman, 1955), use of
7
cdncrete and pictorial materials was better than use

of only abstract'materials. An abitract treatment was found to be more

effective than concrete-or.pictorial treatments in only one study (Carney,

Y973). No significant difference between modes was reported by 3 studies

(Davidson, 1973;' Trask, 1973; Wood, 1974). [Four studies (Gilbert, 1975;

Prigge, 1974; Toney, 1968; Trueblood, 1968,'1970) compared types of use;

-two (011ey, 1974; Punn, 1974) focused on-sequences; while another (Sole,

1957) focused' on number of eMilodiments.] Thus, the picture at grades

3 and 4 again indicates an advantage when manipulative materials are usud.

In Table 7, 12 studies with children in grades 5 and 6 are cited.

Use of concrete materials was favored in 3 instances (Bring, 1972; Johnson

1971; Wallace, 1974), and use of either concrete cr pictorial treatments

Q

. 4i
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TABLE 6.

RESULTS OF STUDIES IN GRAD 3 AND 4

Author Date

Brown 1973

,.

Carney 1973

Curry 1971

Davidson
-

1973'
. -

Earhart 1964

Ekman 1967

Gilbert.
.

;

, ,. ,

197 -5

,

Johnson, Robert 197t.

a

.

NicholNichols 1972

Nickel 1971

Norman 1955

011ey 1974

Prigge 1974

Punn 1974

Results

text + manipulatives + film ) other combine-
tions for equivalent fractions

abstract>"objects + number ling for addition
and-subtraction with rational numbers
r.

concrete or pictures) verbal for clock'
arithmetic

-

-NSD in achievement, but better conservation
fpr materials+ textbook rather than
textbook alone

abacus > workbook

- concrete > pictorial or abspraCt-fdr
addition apd subtraction

individual!: manipulation.) teacher demonstration
'for addition and subtraction in one school;
NSD'in anothar ichocl

.
- .

-

physical models and instrument:; + text>
.text ,without models or. text without dr. 'zings

4-. - -fpr perimeter, area, and v&luMe.conce s .

--, -.4,4,.
:

/ .

material, with discovery traditional exposi--,

'don or multfplication and division.

., . ..
.., . , % c....:.-

'1.4,matesials 4- :1ictures). verbal for problem

solving
"s

. .

, . .

concrete -1- pi!Ctocial> te:-t t or conventional

on transfer/retention test: NSO onimmediate
test for division :.:-

, /,A\

concrete-to-abstract sequences) pictorial
abstract or abstract sequences on transfer
test on numeration concepts: N8D on retention

.

teacher demonstration and student manipulation

of solids ). parer and pencil or paper-folding,
geoboard activities ,.

.
.

,

concrete-symbolic > concrete-pictorial-svmbolif
pictorial-;:symboii?-g-eguences for multiplication k

C.
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Sole.

Toney

. Trask

Trueblood

Wallace

Wood
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TABLE 6 (Continued) (

Date Results

1957 NSD on number of, embodiments used for addition
with carrying

4

1968 . individual manipulation) teacher demonstration
for' several concepts

1973 NSD between materials and traditional U-,sons
for multiplication

1968, teacher demonstration) individual manipulation
1970 for exponents and bases

11)74 materials> traditional for fractions

1974 NSD.between concrete and pictorial for-
multiplication

.4"

43
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TABLE 7

RESULT'S OF STUDIES/IN GRADES 5-AND6

Date Results

0.

Beardsle -1973 , NSD on number o'f multiplte embo.diments for
-7 fractions on generalization tests

Bisio 1971 NSD between pupil use and teacher demonstration,
but teacher use>no use of materials for
fractions

Bohari 1971 - diagrams-or,paper-fdlding> abstract for
. equivalent fractions; NSD for onerat-i,ens

with fractions

1974 individual use),teacher demonstratical for
integers

1972 contrete) no materials for geometry.

1971 concrete> SymboliCon transfer test.on
numeratiim concepts; pictorial > symbolic
on two other transfer tests and immediate
test_

Branch
t

Bring

Carmody

Denman

Gau

Green, G.

1975

1973

1970

NSD between concrete, pictorial, and symbolic
for remedial addition and subtraction

NSD on number of multiple embodiments for
fractions on transfer tests

NSD between materials and diagrams for fra,tiou.:

Johnson, Robert 1971 physical models and instruments + text ).
text wtthout models or text without drawings
for perimeter, area-, and volume cOncepts

St. Martin

Wallace

1975 NSD between concrete-pictoristract sequence
and pictorial-abstract sequence for fractions

1974 materials> traditional for fractions
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was better than a symbolic treatment in 2 others (Bohan, 971;,CarMody,

1971). No significant-difference'between modes was reporten by 2 studies

(Denman, 1975.; G. Green, 1970), as well as' by one cited above n a seCond:

measure- (Bohan, 1971). [Other studies focused on type of use 1971;

Branch, 1974), sequences (St. Martin, 1975, or embodiments (Beardslee, 1973;

Gau, 1973),I That beneficial effects may accrue from the use of concrete

materials at these grade levels is suggested by these results.

Two of the 8 studies at-the seventh- and eighth-grade levels se:e

Table
,
8) favor the use of concrete materials (Bledsoe et al., 1974: Shoe-

craft, 1972), one reported "no negative effects': from using concrete materi-

als (Rich, 1972), while one favored the use of an abstract approach

(J. Smith, 1974). No significant difference between modes was reported by

2 (Anderson 1958; McMillian, 1973). [One study focused on type of use

(Jamison, 1963, 1964) and one on sequence (011ey, 1974).1 Whila the

totarnumber of studies limits the generalization, nevertheless these

studies provide some evidence that the use of concrete materials can be

effective in upper grade levels.

The variety of approaches, topics, and designs inv,olved when studies

.1 are grouped by-grade level makes interpretation of age trends very diffi-

cult. We believe, however, that the studies do not support the notion

that activity lessons with manipulative materials ara important at early

elementary-school levels, but not at upper elementary-school levels.

Studies at every grade level support the importance of manipulative atti-

vity,lessons -- and more studies support the use of materials than use

of only pictorial or abstract procedures.

4 3,

z
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TABLE 8

RESULTS OF STUDIES IN GRADES 7 AND 8

Date Results*

Anderson 1958 NSD between materials and no materials for
geometric concepts

Bledsoe et al. 1974 materials> paper-and-pencil units for
fractions and decimals

Jamitcin 1963, NSD between individual use and teacher
1964 demonstration for numeration

-*McMillian .-- : 1973 NSD between use or 119n-use of, physical model
for numeration

()Hey 1974 concrete-to-abstract sequences:. pictorial-
abstract or.abstract sequences on transfer

* test on numeration concepts; NSD on retention

Rich 1972 multi-base blocks + Cuisenaire rods did
not negatively affect achievement on
fractions

Shoecraft 1972 concrete or abstract) pictorial for number,
coin, and age problems; concrete > pictorial
for work and mixture problems

. Smith, J. 1974 expository).unimodeI or multimodel approach
cfor area concepts

a

Lib
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Mathematics Content

Is a manipulative materials approach more appropriate'for some motile-

matics concepts thAn for others? To answer thiS question we grouped' studies

according to the mathematics topic involved, and, examined the outcomes.

A few studies [e.g., Branch (1974),. and Toney (1968)] dealt with so broad

a range of content that they could not be placed,on any table._ The re-

maining studies have been grouped into six broad content areas: numeration,

addition-subtraction, multiplication-division, fractions, geometry, and

verbal problem solving.

Nine studies on various numeration topics are,included on Table 9.

Of S on number bases, use of concrete or pictorial,materials was favored

on one (Carmody, 1971), no significant difference was noted on one (McMil-

lian, 1973), while 2 others focused on type of use also reported no signi-

ficant difference (Jamison, 1963, 1964; Trueblood, 1968, 1970), and one

compared two types of materials (Muckey, 1971). Of the remaining studies

on numeration, 2 favored use of concrete or pictorial materials (Curry,

1971; Earhart, 1964), while one focused on type of use (Knaupp, 1971, 1972)

- and one on sequeces (011ey, 1974). The variance in focus is too.great

to enable any firm conclusion from this set of studies on numeration topics.

Studies which dealt with addition and subtraction are listed on Table

10. These studies can be divided into two categories: those which dealt

with the use of materials in problem solving (all in grade 1) and those

which dealt with algorithms involving regrouping, carrying, and borrowing

(in grades 2 and 3). The 4 studies InvofVing problems (Bolduc, 7970;

LeBlanc, 1568; Steffe, 1968, 1970; Steffe and Johnson, 1970) are alsf, in-

cluded it. Table 14; all provide some evidence indicating that the use of

maierials'is helpful in problem solving involving addition and saita,i ion.
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TABLE 9

RESULTS OF STUDIES ON NUMERATION TOPICS

Author , Date Results

armody 1971 . concrete > symbolic on transfer test on
number bases, properties of odd and even
numbers, and divisibility; pictorial
symbolic on two other transfer tests
and on immediate achievement in grade 6

1971 concrete or pictures> verbal-for clock ,

arithmetic in grade 3

1964 'abacus> workbook, for varied numerz.tion
topics in grades 1-3

1963, NSD between individual use of abacus and
1964 teacher demonstration for number base

in grade 7

I

Curry

1 Earhart'

I

jI

Jamison

. .

Knaupp

IMcMillian

, Muckey

1971, NSD between individual use-of 'Dienes blocks
1972 or sticks and teacher demonstrat

for numeration concepts in grade 2

1973 NSD between use or non-use"of physical model
for number bases in grade 7

1971 Dienes non-Dienes materials at high SES
level; non-Dienes slightly favored at
middle SES level for studs' of number
bases in grade 2

011ey 1974 concrete-to-abstract sequences >pictorial-
,

abstract or abstract sequences on transfer .

test on numeration concepts related to
even/odd, zero, and one or permutations;
NSD on retention, test in grades 3 and 7

Trueblood 1968, teacher demonstration: individual manipu-
1970 lation for exponents and number bases in

grade 4

43
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RESULTS OFSTUDIES

Date

Bolduc 1970

Denman 1975

Ekman 1967

Gibb' 1956

Gilbert 1975,

,LeBlanc 1968

Sole 1957

Steffe 1968,

1970

Steffe/JohYson 1970

Wheeler 1972

-42-

TABLE 10

ON ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION TOPICS

r.

Results

visual. aids > no aids On addition problems
in grade 1

NSD between concrete, pictorial, and symbdlic
for remedial additionand subtraction
in grades 5 and 6 '

concrete > pictorial or abstract for addition
and subtraction in grade 3

pictorial >concrete> abstract for subtraction
in grade -2

individual manipulation > teacher demonstration

Jor.additionand subtraction in one school;
NSD in another school (grade 3)

concrete = pictorial> symbolic on subtraction
problems in grade 1

NSD on number of embodiments in grade 3

concrete = pictorial >. symbolicon addition
problems in grade 1

concrete?' no materials for addition problems
in grade 1

significant correlations between number of
embodiments and ,at.hievement on multi-digit

addition and subtraction in grade 2

J-1



The remaining studies vary-in focuS; the findings of the three comparing

modes (Denman,'1975; Ekman; 1967; Gibb, 1956) reveal discrepant findings.
. 1,.

Thus the evidence on:the effect of the use of manipulative materials in

teaching addition and subtraction is somewhat limited, but-bade stronger

by the positive effect on addition and subtaction problems.

Seven studies dealt with the use of manipulative, materials to teach

multiplication (see Table 11). These all Concern introduction of the

multiplication concept 'in the primary grades. Three favored the use of
1

concrete and/or pictoria'. materials (Babb 1976; Nichols, 1972; Norman,

1955);onefaVoredtheuseofthe symbolic mode (Fennema, 197d), and 3

reported no significant difference betwe.en modes (Scott and Neufeld, .

1976; Trask, 19734 Wood-, 1973). [One k.unn, 1974) focused on sequence.]

Thus the use of concrete amaterils when introducing multiplication seems

rather effective.

The 11 studies listed on Thole 12 looked atAhe us-e- of manipulative

materials to teach various fraction 'concepts. Use of the concrete ardor

pictorial mode was faYored on 4 (Bledsoe et al., 1974; Bohan, 1971;

Brown, 1973; Wallace, 1974);.one reported "no negative effects" (Rich,

1972); one favored the abstract mode (Carney, 1973); and no significant

differences ware reported by 2 (Bohan, 1971, also cited above for another

measure; G. Green, E'70). [Two others focused on embodiments (Beardslee,

1973; Gau, 1973), one on type of use (Bisio, 1971), and one on sequence

(St. Martin, 1975)]. Again,the use of concrete materials in teaching

fractional concepts seems rather effective.

Table 13 lists 5 studies concerned with the teaching of geometric

topics. These studies span grades 3 through 8, and are very diverse in

,the specific geometric concepts which they include. They are also diverse

;30
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TABLE 11

RESULTS 0,F STUDIES-ON MULTIPLICATIO AND DIVISION TOPICS

Author

Babb

Fennema

Nichols

Date Results

1976 manipulative materials >imagery or textbooks
for multiplication facts in grade 2

1970 symbolic > concrete on transfer test for
for multiplication in grade 2

1972 materials with discoVery> traditional expoi-
tion for multiplication.and_division in
grade 3

Norman 1955 concrete + pictorial> text or conventional
on transfer/retention test; NSD on imMedi-
aie'ddhieveMenr-test for division in
grade '3

Punn 1974 concrete-symbolic> concrete-pictorial-symbolic
pictorial-symbolic sequences for multipli-
cation in grade 3

ScOtiNeufeld 1976 NSD between concrete, pictorial, symbolic
for multiplication in grade 2

Trask 1973 NSD between materials and traditional lessons
for multiplication in grade 3

Wood 1974 NSD between concrete and pictorial for multi-
plication in grades 1-3
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TABLE 12

.RESULTS OF STUDIES ON FRACTION TOPICS

. .

Author Date

Beardslee 1973

Bledsoe et al. 1974

Bisio .1971

r, : Bohan' .971

/

.1
Brown ' 1973

i,/
::,-

,

/

',. '.. .

: Carney 1973

, .

Gau 1973

Green, G. 1970

Rich 1972

St. Ilartit, 1975

Wallace 1974

c.

'Results

NSD on number of embodiments on generaliz?on
tests in grades 5 and 6

materials> paper-and-pencil.units for fractions
and decimals in grade 7 .

NSD between pupil use and teacher demonstration,
but teachc :,..use > no use of materials in
grade 5 4

diagrams or paper-foldingi abstract'for

. equivalent fractions;, SD for operations
.

with fractions in grade 5

text + manipulatives + film) other combina---
tions in grade 4

abstract> objects + number' line for addition
and subtraction with rational numbers
in grade 4 .

NSD on number of embodiments on transfer tests
in grades 5 and 6 .

-NSD bctweed materials and diagrams in grade 5

multi-base blocks + Cuisenaire rods did not
negatively affect achievement in grade-7

NSD between concrete-pictorial-abstract sequence
and pictorial-abstract sequence in grade 5-

materials traditional in grades 4-6

lo
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TABLE 13

RESULTS OE STUDIES ON GEOMETRIC TOPICS

Authbr Date :Results

Anderson 1958 NSD between materials and no materials in
grads 8

Bring 1972 . concrete no materials in grades 5 and 6

Johnson, Robert 1971 'physical models and instruments "7+ text
-text without models or test without
drawings in grades 4-6

Prigge 1974 teacher demonstration and.stddent.manipulatiOn
of solids paper and pencil or paper-J'olding,
geoboard activities/ , .,.%

A." Smith, J. 1974 expository > unimodel or multimodel approaches.
in grade 7

a

5

a



in findings, and no firm conclusion can be reached.

Six studies investigated the use of materials in mathematical problem-

solving situations (see Table 14). Although these studies span grades 1,

4., and 7, they all agree that the use of manipulative materials or visual

aids is an advantage in problem solving. Perhaps this findinvis not too

surpriSing. Since most problem-solving involves first understanding

,. the situation in which the problem is embedded, representing that situation

with objects or pictures, should obviously be helpful. Per,haps what is

surprising is that the use of physical materials in problem solving in

elemdntary-school mathematics ie not more widespread.

Our initial analysis of studies on manipulative materials indicated

thaCthe use of manipulative materials either increa'ed aChieVement in

mathematics, or provided achievement as good as that in lessons with which°

materials were not used. This analysis of studies according to the type

of,content involved does not change that conclusion; rather, it adds some

detail to the picture. While no firm conclusions can be drawn from the

studies on numeration or geometry, the other topics (addition and subtraction,

multiplication, fractilns, and problem solving) are generally positive

toward the use of manipulative materials. We have suggested that this is

entirely plausible for problem solving. It also seems quite reasonable

for the other topics, particularly at the introductory points for new con-

tent. But as concepts become increasingly difficult, more prior learning

must be considered as studies are designed. We shall now turn to an

exploration on procedures; considering four of the cited studies on multi-

plication as examples.
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TABLE 14/-

.RESULTS OF STUDIES ON PROBLEM SOLVING

Author bate Results

..: Bolduc 1970 visual aids> no aids with addition problems :.

'in grade 1 . - ,
.

, ..
.

LeBlanc 1968 concrete = pictorial> symbolic on subtraction
problems in grade 1 ..,

, 7

Nickel 1971 material's + pictures> verbal approach in
grade 4 .'

,.. Shoecraft 1972 concrete or abstract> pictorial for number,'

.
coin, and age problems in grade 7; concrete. .

. pictorial for work and mixture problems

Steffe 1968, .concrete = pictorial> symbolic, on addition

1970 problems in grade 1

Steffe/Johnson 1970 concrete> no materials for addition problems a

in grade 1

.
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for the addition-subtraction category. These topics are taught at a time

when the child is first coping with Symbolism, and materials which remove

symbolism difficulties should be,expected to produce greater achievement.

Perhaps, however, the fact that manipulative materials provide less rela-

tive advantage for multiplication, frallions, and geometry is a function

of the fact that these concepts iecoime increasingly diTficult,.and more

prior learning must be considered as studies are designed. We shall now

turn to an exploration on procedures, consideringiour of the cited studies

on multiplication as examples. ,

Kitiplication Revisited: The Interaction of Activities and Content

. Sometimes the use of manipulative materials aids in ,the learning of
) L

mathematics content; sometimes it does not. To try to gain it72'ihtrIpto.'

reasons that might underlie these differences we will examine the treatments

used in five studies involving tht_ teaching of multiplicaqsn in grades 2

St 3. As we have seen from Table 11, the results of studies in this area

are varied.

One of the most important studies on multiplicdflon-and activity

learning is that of Fennema (1970, 1972). In a carefully controlled study,

second-graders were taught multiplication products less than or equal to

10 by eiL:ler a meaningful symbolic method or by a concrete manipulative

method. In both cases, multiplication was taught as a mapping of an

ordered pair of numbers onto a single number. The multiplication fact "two

times three equals six" was written as 2,3 -,'6. The method for justifying

this mapping was varied according to treatment. The justification used in

the symbolic treatment was that of repeated addition: 2,3 maps onto 6

because 3+3=6. In the concrete treatment, the justification was made using

Cuisenaire rods: 2,3 maps onto 6 because 2 rods with a length of 3 when
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placed end to end are as long as a al with a length of 6.

Six classes involving 148 second - graders, from the elementary school

in Orr7on, Wisconsin were used in the study. Children from each of six

classrooms were randomly divided into two groups for the two treatment

. lessons. The unit of analysis used in the study was classes (6). Four

outcome measure_ were.obtained.. The first of these, an immediate recall

test of the multiplication facts taughtshowed no sigrrIficant diffebence

between the two treatment groups. A second test (Symbolic Transfer I)

. assessed students on multiplication facts whose products ranged from 11 to

16 (facts which had not been specifically taught by either treatment).

No significant difference was found on this test, although trends favored

. -

the symbolic treatment group slightly. A third test (Symbolic Transfer

was given one week after the second test. This test was identical to

Symbolic Transfer Test I, except.that all students were provided with dis-
.

crete countera to use. A significant difference at the .03 level favored

the symbolic treatment group on this test. ..Finally, a ooncrete transfer

test was given, in which children were asked to use multiplication facts

to balance a balance beam. No significant differences were found on this

fourth test.

The finding of a significant difference on the third test is particu-

larly.puzzling since that xest*can be interpreted as measuring at least

two different outcomes. Because it was given seven days'after the original

symbolic transfer test, it can be interpreted as a retention test, leading

one to conclude that the symbolic treatment provided greater retention of

learning. However, this test was unique in that all students were provided

with a manipulative aid which they had not used before, namely counters.

These counters were all identical. students in the concrete treatment had

Jr



previously used Cuisenaire rods. But Cuisenaire rods are not all identical:

- they vary by length, with different lengths representing different numbers.

It seems just as plausible to explain the differences on this test.as being

due to_ interference between the ma ulative aid provided and the manipula-
.

rive aid used-by the concrete group. (Since the symbolic group used no

aids they should have experienced no interference, and therefore have been

at an advantage, as the results indicate.) UnfOrtunately, there is no

' evidence in the study.to.indicate which of the two interpretations is correct.

The conjecture that performance is affected by the nature of the

manipulative aid used mayalso provide an explanation for the-slightly

.

poorer showing of the concrete treatment on the first symbolic transfer
- s k

test. On this test-the concrete group was provided with Cuisenaire rods

as well as pencil and paper. This test (as did the second symbOlie

transfer test) involved multiplication-products ranging from 11 to 16.

The largest Cuisenaire rod has a length of 10. In the original lessons

(which involved products lesS than equal to 10), any-required answer

could be represented by a. single rod. But in the.transfer test, no

answer could be represented by a single rod. To find an answer to

0

? , three four-rods should be placed end-to-end. These are longer

than a ten-rod. One must then find anther rod to add to the ten-rod

to construct an equivalent length. Technically tlt;i:s calls for a new

procedure not taught in the original lessons. 'Thus the symbolic transfer

test allows children in the symbolic treatment to transfer their pro edure

to new problem:;, but requires children in the concrete treatment to invent

a new step to extend their procedure to apply to the new problems. Whether

or not this extension is trivial is certainly open Co question. It seems

plausible that it might account for the silght advantage noted for children
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in the symbolic treatment.

It might also account for part of the disadvantage shown by children

from the concrete treatment on Symbolic Transfer Test II. As a consequence

o
of Symbolic Transfer Test I, the successful concrete-treatment children

learned to apply one process,to products less than or equal to ten, and a

slightly different process to products greater than ten. Yet on Symbolic

Transfer Test II they were provided with a manipulativ,.... aid (discrete coun-

ters) which allowed a'single process to be applied to all problems.

Perhaps 'the only conelu.Sion thatcen be drawn from.Fennema's study

is that the use of Cuisenairods to teach multiplir:ation raises potential

pr9bleMs! Comparisons of Cuisenaire programs with other elementary - school

programs show that the Cuisenaire programs lose their advantage by,grades3

(see 'table 19). The introduction of multiplication as an important_topic

in grade 3 makes it pos-sible that earlier advantages could be canceled

out by difficulties encountered in teaching multiplication witl. Cuisenaire

rods.

Are there similar difficulties in teaching multiplicatiOn with

discrete objects such as counters? The study by Nichols (1972) seems to

indicate that this is not the case. Her Treatment A used 5/16-inch cadmium-

plated metal nuts with felt mats marked into patterns to correspond with

number combinations and booklets for the recording of answers. Treatment B

used semi-concrete materials such as pictures, drawings, flannelboards, and

1

Other materials of a non-manipulative nature. She also characterized Treat-

ment A as one involving pupil discovery, while Treatment B used teacher

explanation and expoEition. In Treatment A children worked in pairs

according to assignment by the teachers. Treatment A utilized specific

language for the multiplication and division signs. These pupils were
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taught to read "x" as "sets of" or "groups of". Thus 2 x 3 is read as

"2 sets of 3". The division symbol t- was read as "has how many sets (groups)

of". Thus 6 t- 2 was .read as "6 has how many sets of 2". No mention was

made of similar vocabulary treatment in Treatment B.

:Both treatments involved "if teen 45-minute periods of instruction

on the multiplication and division combinations with 6, 7, and 8. A total

of 267 third-grade pupils and ten teachers from six sch6ols in the LaMesa-

Spring Valley (California) schools. were involved. Results strongly favored

Treatment ,A pupils. They raised.scares on,a multiplication test from

45 per cent:before the lessons to 85 per cent after the lessons,-while

Treatment B pupils were only able to:lricrease scores from 42 per cent to

54 per cent. Gains-on a division test were even more spectacular for

Treatment A pupils, rising from 28 per cent to 74 per cent as compared

I '

with a gain from 33-per cent to.43 per cent for Treatment B pupils,

Unfortunately, it is impossible to credit this success to any single

factor. Treatment A differed from Treatment B in its use of manipulative

materialS,: But it also differed in its use of pupil discovery, pupil-

pairing!, pupil recording of 3sults in booklets, and use of specific/ e
and consistent vocabulary for multiplication and division symbols. When

mixed together by Nichols, these factors all combined to zreatea potent

.treatment! But wd know neither the effect of varying the prOportion
..

pr the emphasis of these factors, or of the mixing process itself. (Nichols

mentions that each 'teacher in Treatment A was supplied with a kit of

materialS and irfstrdcted in their use, but giyes no details about this

instruction.)

7
The reader might be interested in noting that Babb (1976) indicates
the use of Nichols' manipulative treatment, but,does not attain the ,

strength of her, results. However, it is unclear just how closely Babb
replicated the procedures, beyond the use of .cadmium-plated nuts . .

F

O
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We can conclude that a treatment involving.counters.can be very

effective in teaching multiplication and division facts, but we really

have no,insi-gfii into wHat makes it effective. (Could it be because the
c.

metalinuts4 were cadmium-plated?)

Punn (1974) also found an advantage for using manipulative materials

to teach multiplication in grade 3. His first treatment involved a wide

variety of manipulative materials such as number lines, arrays, grids,

chips, bottle caps, pegboards, geoboards, and matched sets of blocks and

,

cut-aut. felt objects. Treatment 2 used pictures, charts, and transparencies.

Atha rd treatment used both manipulative materials and pictorial 'represen-

tations. Ninety pupils from three schools in the Cherry Creek School Dis-

trict in Colorado were involved. Three randomized samples were drawn from

the schools, and each received .One treatment for a period of nine weeks

(with 30 to 40 minutes of instruction per day). Three different teaChers

were involved, and-each gad a teacher aide. The criterion test was an

investigator-constructed multiplication usage test including 20missing-
,

factor problems and ten word problems involving multiplication. The first

and thild treatments (involving manipulative materials) were superior to

the second treatment (involving only pictorial representation) at the..05

lev61 Of significance.

In contrast, Trask (1973) was not able to show any advantage for the

.use of.manipulatiyematerials in teaching multiplication at grade 3. He

was concerned about keeping treatment times /equal over the 12-week period

of the study, and because the non-manipulative treatment group was proceed-
.

ing at a faster pace, he provided each pupil in that group with a set of

flashcards. The manipulative treatment group did not receive similar

drill and practice. Trask followed the textbook closely with both treat- .
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li

ment groups. He used the.manipulative materials to illustrate textbook

situations, and in so doing used concrete devices as representations of

other concrete devices. Thus "pebbles were used to represent keys, pennies,

or shoes; n a pegboard often represented fruit trees or basketball

players" (pp. 32-33). This concrete representation of a thought-image

seems to be a more abstract way to use manipulatives, and clearly sets

Trask's
.

study apart from Nich,ls' or Punn's. Whether Trask's different

, findings are due to this distinction or to the different emphasis on

,..- ,

drili'and practice-can only be a matter of sheer speculation.

-What then can one conclude from these studies? In the course of this

discussion, we have probably raised many questions in the reader's mind

about the credibility of their findings. The reader is urged to,be aware

c,

that questions can be raised about (almost) every single study ever done,

when one delves into them to a greater or lesser degree. Yet we can also

learn something from (almost) every single study ever done. We have in

this review by and large attempted to stand back in order to glimpse the

e meaning of the picture, rather than staring at the dots. The rook at the

dots of these four studies was done to illustrate the point (in

reader was unaware!) that research is a very complicated process. \
Every

single detail has potential implications, from the choice of material to

the choice of test. These researchers passed a first test of their
\
own,

however: they studied important questions. They raised other questions that

future research should clarify.

Attitudes: The Forlorn Variable

Up to this point we have focused on studies which considered how

well students achieve when manipulative materials are used. Now let us

1' )



consider,(briefly) the relatively few studies in which attitudes have been

of concern. Table 45 includes nine studies in which attitudes were

assessed. Because Of the varied comparisons, a firm conclusion seems to
i

use to be unwarran4d. At most we note that the use of manipulative

/

materials and pictdrial aids may be better than the use of symbols (or no

materials) in prom ting more positive attitudes.

Analyses of jesearch which have attempted to discern the relationship

. /

between attitude laild achievement have indicated that at best the.correlation

,.

is positive.but .ow (Suydam and Weaver, 1975). Nevertheless, there is a

popular belief ghat a stronger relationship between the two exists; it has
,

. i

been suggested that perhaps the instruments and scales used for measuring

attitudes are nPt as effective as we had once assumed them to be. This

comment should /be kept in mind as the findings on the table are noted.

Summary of Research on Materials

What can e conclude about the use of manipulative materials? Embedded

one by one "in theprevious sections are these points:

Manipulative Materials: Yes or No? Does the use of manipulative ma:-

terials help student achievement in mathematics? In almost half (11/23)

of the considered studies (see Table 2), use of manipulative materials was

favored; that'is, students having instruction in which manipulative materials

I

were used scored significantly higher on achievement tests than students

who had instruction in which manipulative materials were not used. In 10

additional studies, no significant differences were found; that is, he

11

group using manipulative materials and the group not using manipulative

materials scored, much the same. Therefore, in a simple manipulative vs.

non-manipulative comparison, non-manipulative lessons cannot be expected

6 :3
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TABLE .1.5

RESULTS OF STUDIES OF ATTITUDE

Date Findings

Anderson 1958 NSD between multisensory aids ,or none

1.

Babb'
I

1976 manipulative, non-manipulative

Bohan
i

1

1971 paper-folding group > abstract

Green, G.F 1970 diagrams favored More than materials

Harshman. 1962 NSD between three types of material

Knaupp 1971, NSD between use of Dienes blocks or sticks
1972

Nichols 1972 manipulative> non-manipulative

.PUnn, 1974 concretesymbolic sequence> concrete-pictorial-
symbolic> pictorial-symbolit

Scott/Neufeld 1976 manipulative and 14ttorial> abstract

6,1

c
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to produce superior achievement. Lessons using manipuleftive materials

have a higher probability of producing greater mathematics achievement than

do non-manipulative lessons.

Concrete, Pictorial, and Symbolic Sequences: Which? When? Does the

sequence of use from concrete to abstract make a difference? Symbolic

treatments are at a disadvantage' when used alone (see Table 3); only 3 of

28 findings favored th,1 use of symbols alone. So are pictorial treatments

at a disadvantage, as the fact that only one study favored them suggests.

In 7 instances use of concrete manipulative materials was favored over

sequences 4.1 which manipulative materials were not used. In 9 instances,

use of manipulative materials and repr'1 esentpictori1 ations resulted in

)
higher achievement than use of symbol-S. lone. Pictures and diagrams can

/
be important in designing mathematics lessons, especially when used in

conjunction with manipulative Materials. in 8 instances, no significant

differences were found; that is, all treatments resulted in. equivalent

achievement.

Do different sequences of concrete, pictorial, and symbolic treatments

produce differential effects on achievement? The evidence of three studies

shows:

(1) concrete-symbolic> piCiorial-symbolic or symbolic

(2) concrete-symbolic> concrte-pic orial-symbolic > pictorial- symbolic

(3) concrete -pi oriel 1SD pictorial-symbolic

Thus again the concrete stage appears t have an important role.

Embodiments: One or Many? Do the n ber of different physical embodi-

ments or representations of the mathematical oncept make a difference?

Research in which the number of embodiments for a mathematical idea has

been the focus has resulted in no significant differences in achievement



in3 of 4 studies (see pages 25 -28). It may be thgethe reflective and

retroactive thinking required is too difficult at thc age revels tested.

It may be that the teaching did not clearly focus children's attention on

the idea behind the useof various embodiments. On the other,hand, it

may be that it really doesn't make any diff:!rence how many_embodiments

- .

are used, providing_the teaching, whether on one or many, is-effective.

Thus, a program should 1.1,t be selected -only because it uses mult:iple

. embodiments for each or many mathematical ideas. Varying embodiments

-
may aid children in. making mathematical applicat.i*s, but no studies

N

have measured thss specific achievemeht.

Who Shall Manipulate_ Does it make a difference whether the student

handles materials or only watches the teacher demonstrate with materials?

As might be expected on the basis of evidence from Tables 1 and 2, student

manipulation was favored -- but only in 3 of 8 studies. In 4 others, no

significant differences were found. This is somewhat surprising to many.

It appears that individual manipulation by the learner is not the only way

children learn: it can be as effective to watch the teacher demonstrate.

The only stUdy'favoring teacher demonstration was one in chich the teacher

strongly focused learners' attention, asking thenl to "thin:, along" in

vicarious participation. More research is needed in this'aren before a

conclusion can be drawn firmly. For the present, it appears that effec-

tive lessons can be designed even if-monetary or space factors 7reclude

the use of materials directly by children -= though this should not be

taken to mean that all teaching/learning should proceed without the use

of materials (see previous sections of this summary!).

Type and Loge of Learner. Do age or other characteristics of the

learner affect the Lutcome of .treatments involving materials? In grados
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1 an [2, 7 studies favored the use of materials over abstract modes, with

.1. ,

no significant differences in 3 cases (see Table 5), and only 2 instances

in which the concrete mode was less effective than a pictorial or a symbolic

treatment. In grades 3 and 4, 5, studies favored the use Of materials, ana

in 4 other reports the use of concrete and pictorial modes was favored.

Thre.e studies reported no significant difference, while one study favored

an abstract treatment (see Table 6). In grades 5 and 6, three studies

favored the use of concrete materials, two favored either concrete or

abstract treatments, with no significant differences characterizing three

others (see Table 7). In .grades 7 and 8, two studies favored the use of

materials, two reported no significant differences, and one favored an

abstract approach.

Thus, across a variety of mathematical topics, studies at every grade

level support the importance of the use of manipulative materials.

-,
Additional studies support the use of both materials and pictures. We can

find little conclusive evidence that manipulative materials are effectie

only at lower grade levels. The use of an activity approach involving

-/ manipulative materials appeats to be of importance for all levels of the

elementary school.

The use of materials appears to De as effective at one achievement

level as at another -- that is, high achievers profit from the'use of

materials as much as low achievers do, at least below grade 6. Cne study

indicates that using materials in grade 7 was particularly effective for

low achievers. (For evidence on this and the following studies, see pages

30-32.)

The use of materials appears to be as effective at one ability (IQ)

level'as at another -- thatis, those ofrhigh ability profit from the use

O
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of materials as'much as those of low ability do. One caution, however, is
,. P .

. .

that low-ability must be able to see the reason for using the

,-,materials and understand hoWthey'are to be ustd -- but that caution is

V

true for Children at all other ability levels, too!

Although data are sparse, the use of materials-appears to be, at

least as effective at one socioeconomic level as at another --:providing

the materials are not Cuisenaire rods! (Two st lies With these indicated .

a

that achievement increased as socioeconomic level increased. why this
.

might be a factor found with the use of the rods is unclear.) There is

"dame indication ---N7I1.-ad-Tather than a .significant difference -- that
.*

'children fromlow socioeconomic levels find manipulative materials par-

ticularly helpful.

/ Special programs for children from low socioeconomic levels -- or

of.lowabir 7 or low in achieliement are frequently reporLed to

be sU'CCgStul. (So are special ,programs for those from high- or middle-

level pupils!), When someone takes care to consider the needs of a par-

ticular group of children, they respond -- generally favorably! The

program may be "exportable" -- providing there are those in another com-

munityl who will shape it to fit tie needs of their children. One of the

joys in reading project reports is that sometimes the enthusiasm is

transmitted. One of the despairs is 'the lack of specific information in

so many, so that one cannot try out the idea elsewhere. (Just as research

should be replicated, so should effective Projects!.

Mathematics Content. Do some manipulative treatments work better for
.1

some mathematics concepts or content than for others? While no firm.'

conclusion can be drawn for studies on numeration (see Table 9) or

geoMetry (see Table 13), studies on.the other topics (see Tables 10, 11,

4
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. 12, and 14 for addition-subtraction, multiplication, fractions,and
. .

.- problem solving) are generally positive toward the use of manipulative
-

Attitudes: The Forlorn Variable. Becausicif the paucity of evidence

(considering how rarely attitude was assessed in relation to the total

-number of studies), a firm conclusion on how children Like mathematics or

like: using materials is unwarranted. At most, we can note that the use

of manipulative materials, and pictorial aids may be better than the use

of symbols (or no materials) in promoting More poitive-attitudes.

-I Note: We had originally hoped that we could make some conclusions
,

about types of materials which seem particularly effective. A wide

variety of materials -- egg cartons, bottle caps, markers, geoboards, etc. --

were used in these studies.- Except for one study reporting that inexpensive

materials were as effective as expensive ones, we were unable to find any

more specific trends.
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IV. Research on Activity Programs and Modes of Instruction

In the introduction to this review, activity programs andactivities--

embedded in a mode of instkuction,Were discussed. The key point empha-

sized was that programs termed "activity-based" vary, widely. Given that

as a problem in reviewing studies, we have nevertheless grouped in this

chapter research (and, in some cases, field-study evidence) under several

topics. Various activity-oriented programs are discussed first, leading in-

to a discussion of studies on games. Then current developmental projects.

are discussed, followed by discussion of research on programs based on the
. ,

use of Cuisenaire rods. Finally, the focus is on the mathematics laboratory.

It should be noted,that:in nany specific studies.there is no clear distinc-

tion between activity-oriented programs and laboratories: what one re-

searcher labels a "mathematics laboratory" another identifies as "activity-

oriented instruction". We have separated them in terms of the label the

researcher used, but recognize-that the findings cannot be considered

discretely.

Activity-Oriented Programs

During the 1930s and 1940s, many studies were conducted to evaluate

the effect of then-current activity programs (e.g., Harap and.Barrett,

19*; Harap and Mapes, 1934, 1936; Harding and Bryant, 1944; Hopkins, 1933;

Jersild, 1939; Passehl, 1949; Wrightstond, 1944). In. most of these-studies,

the efficacy of the activity program in question'was supported. But the

eduCational scene changed, and the social utility emphasis which had spawned

many of these programs waned. It was not until the early 1960s that the

term activity program again assumed popularity, as such experimental programs -

as the Madison Project and the Nuffield Project (the latter an English

project) began to have an impact. The National.Defense Education Act pro-

r

a
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-vided the needed money for schools to spend on materials; research and

1 development dollars were made available for the development of materials;

sudden awareness of Piaget and his theory of developmentalstages wap

1

attained: these and other forces interacted to strengthen once again our

N

belief that children can learn most effectively through being involved in

the learning process.

During the past 10 to 12 years many researchers have investigated

the effect of activity-oriented programs and units. Table 16 contains a

list of 21 such studies. (None of these studies has been included on

previous tables; although many involved the use of manipulative materials,

the effect of those materials Can rarely be determined apart from their

interaction with a variety of other instructional materials, devices, and

activities.) About half report achievement differences favoring the use

of activities; while the other half report no significant differences.

The variance in focus is wide; undoubtedly (as in other research) an

I experimenter-bias effect or a halo effect has crept in; yet the fact

1.,realthat, despite questions about quality, the evidence indicates that

students using activity-oriented programs or units can be expected to

achieve as well as or better than students using programs not emphasizing

activities.

The evidence on attitudes is not clear; largely because so few re-

searchers considered it. Whether the belief that children favor the use

of activities can be substantiated is a moot question (see also Table 20

citing research on mathematics laboratories for additional findings on

the attitude question). In the survey reported by Thomas (1975), students

indicated a preference for activities like games, ut re less positive

about manipulative materials.
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TABLE 16

STUDIES ON ACTIVITY-ORIENTED PROGRAMS/UNITS

Grade
Author Date level n

Activity-Cen-
tered Program

1973 elem..

Beal 1973 7-9,
12

30 c

-0
Becklund 1969 3-5 ltc

Castaneda 1968 1

Dunlap et al. 1971 4 12.s

Ebeid 1964 7, 8

Fitzgerald 1965 7,8

Hall 1967 4,5

Hankins 1969 4

Focus

school-developed
program

NCTM materials
(low achievers)-

activities vs.
regular program
(geometry)

activities with
Mexican- American
disadvantaged

learning and
behavior problems
(remediation)

SMSG texts with
or ,without self-
selection

self - selection

summer camp pro-
.

gram; concept
method

disadvantaged

Achievement.

acceptable

activities')
non -NCTM text
on various units

differences for
each on some

measures

a tivities
(gain

scores)

manipulative
aids > paper-
and-pencil

NiD

Attitude

NSD

NSD below 115 IQ,
regular better
above 115 IQ

grade 5),grade 4 positive attitudes
in both groups

multi-faceted
program better

3
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).Grade..

Authdr Date ,level

Johnson, Rabdall 1971\ 7

Jones 1971, ages
1972 7-11

Koch 1973

Lerch 1972

Macy 1957 4

Matthews 1974 7-9

Moody .et al. 1971 3

Polz 1975 ages

7-10

,Snyder 1967 7,8

Stanford

-TABLE 16(Continued):

n 'Focus Attitude

160 p -activity units .NSD="

6 p emotionally improved with
disturbed . , activities

varied program

activities *t.
riuMbe:r;-dpnEepts'

2 c jvarded program, i

. 56 p

42 c

alternated groups

-.:

INCTM materials

'activity vs., rote

48 p learning disabled
1

I 1

self-selectionf

1970 7 games, proble s 1

i

self-selection

I 1

Tobin 1974 mentallyentally retarded

-..., i /

I.6-12
. p

ANN . i

I 11

:s- i

Unkel tutoring under ;. 1971,, elem. 29 p
achievers i i

I t

74 1

NSD

activities
control

NSD/

.

so e signt nt

in reases, but

improved wi h
activities

.

NSb pn cothpetencies ,

ND

kSD

1

NSD (gains grea e t

for self-select on)
;

significant in se

NSD, 6-a, years

materials) no
\thaterials, 9-i2 gear

significant

fl

al



'4A Note on ResearChon Games

The research explicitly on the use of games has focused on relatively

few games, with "Equations" used most frequently '(see Table 17). Played at

the seventh- and eighth-grade levels, "Equations" appears to result in

better attitudes (Allen and Ross, 1974a; DeVries and Edwards, 1972, 1973;

Edwards and DeVries, 1972, 1974), better reasoning (Allen and Main, 103;

Edwards et' al., 1972) better computation '(Allen and Ross (1974b), and bet-

ter social interaction (DeVries and Edwards, 1974). In only one instance

(Henry, 1974) were findings of no significant difference noted between

gaMe and non-game users.

Another logic game, WFFiN PROOF, was used in two studies. Bowen (197.0)

reported greater increases in logic scores in comparison with textbook

instruction. Wolff (1970) found that first and second graders using an

adapted version did not react well to the cooperative game format unless

they were allowed to move at their own pace. With "Equations" at upper

levels, te.sn competition and reward were favored (Edwards and DeVries, 1972:

Hulten, 1974), though Faris (10/0 reported better achievement when the

game was played cooperatively rather than competitively.

In two studies involving a number of games, positive results were

reported with kindergarteners and first graders (Wynroth, 1970) and with

_mentally retarded children aged 4 to 10 (Ross, 1970). A card game was

effective for aiding in learning factorization (Karlin, 1972), while a

division game was not as effective as anticipated (Fishell, 1972).

So what have we learned? Certain games can be used to promote spe.:ific

learning outcomes. Students like to play games./Older students like to

play competitively. The "Equations" game may be usedits,a vehiale for

4
0



Grade

TABLE 17

STUDIES ON GAMES

__-
Author Date level Game

Allen /Main 1973 7,8 Equations

Allen/Ross 1974a 7,8 29 p Equations

Allen/Ross 1974b 3 10 c Equations
237 p

Bowen 1970 4-6 3 c WFF1N PROOF

.DeVries/Edwards 1972, 7 110 p Equations''
1973

DeVries/Edwards 1974 Equations

Edwards/DeVries 1972 7 117 p Equations

Edwards/DeVries 1974 7 128 p Equations

Edwards et L. 1972 7 96 p Equations

Fishell 1975 5 8 c trading game
(division)

Freitag 1974 6 4 p function game
63 p Bingo

Fleury 1974 7 9 c Equations
182 p TacTickle

ih1Len 7 8 c Tuf

Karlin 1972 5 8 c card game
(factoring)

Pari 1971 5 302 p Equations

Finding

,game -->better use of logical reasoning

game - -> better attitudes

game -40 better computation

game ) textbook-fOr logic gain scores

game -- -more peer tutoring, positive
affective reactions

game ---) reduced race and sex barrier

game --7) better attitudes; team reward

individual reward

game positive attitudes

game ) conventional instruction for
computation, divergent solutions

NSD

case study: descriptive

NSD

team competition >individual competition

game > textbook (factor trees) in learn-

ing theorem

cooperation (teams)) competition;
NSD in attitude

7



Author

Ross

Wolff

Wynroth

Grade
Date level

TABLE 17 ,(Continued)

n

1970 ages
4-10 (MRs)

1970, 1,2 66 p

1970 1C,1

Game

"program of
games"

WFFr. PROOF
On-Sets

25 "competitive
games"

Finding

games > special class

preference for games declined; fixed pace,
NSD; own pace, cooperation > competition

game) conventional instruction

'79
0

b()
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research. The research appears to focus on justlrying the inclusion,of

commercial games in the curriculum. Little attention has focused on

Vames for most basic topics. Taken as a whole, this et of studies is

disappointing. Not yet explored are such questions as what make.) a game

effective and for whom and when are gam\es effective.

DMP and Other Programs

Several large-scale developmental projects are currently underway,.

producing new curriculum materials. One'that incorporates a-belief that

the use of activities and materials is essential to learning is the Develop-

ing Mathematical Processes project of the Wisconsin Research and Development-

, Center for Cognitive Learning. DMP is based on a measurement approach4tc

elementary-school

developers noted,

must 10 things."

mathematics, rather than a counting appioach. As the

"If you're basing a program on me..1surement,,the child
0

Other strong purposes of OMP are to teach children to

solve problems and to teach them to work together, interacting about

mathematics.

While the theories of Piaget, Bruner, and Gagne can be citedt'o support

the developmental work of the curriculum project, the actual approach is far

more pragmatic. Previous research was done with'a different curriculum, s,,o

the findings are not all useful, noted one DMP-developer. The manipulative

and other materials used in the program have been evaluated in terms of

their usefulness in developing.severa., concepts (that is, their ariability);

on their cost, safety, and durability; on the way children react -- as

well as whether they lend themselves to the mathematics to be taught:

DMP has had research associated with various factors (e,g., questions

of sequence or of alternative algorithms) related to its development, but

few summative evaluation, studies have thus far been conducted -- or, per-
,

S
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haps, not only conducted but also pUblished in some form. This, is not

surpi:.ising, since at the time of this writing, the sixth -grade program

,
was still being developed! Various xternal field tests (e,g., Rgbbard

and Buchanan, 1972; Schell et al., 19714, 1975) indicate that pupils in

the prim ary grades achieve successfully with MP. Teachers have reported
,

a

, that they have had some difficultylin adjuSting to the program, but.

their reactions to it are favorable. (Perhaps the strong in-servi-e strut-
.

ture of workshops which are associated with adoption of the progi-am aid

`,

in-promoting their positive attitu des.)

Other programs involvingactivities are listed on Table 18. Two

(Clausen,' 1972; Plummer, 1972)'studied a Montessori program. This pro--,.

a

dnvolveq r. hig. st':uctured approach to the use of seqUential ma-'

teriais, developed by Maria Montessori. The manner and the sequence in

which materials are to be used are precisely specified. Clausen recarted

significant differences favoring the use of the program with children in

kindergarten and grade 1. (It should be noted that there'are many varia-

tions of Montessori programs; not all use the materials, or use them in

y
the specified way.)

While many other investigations of the varied activity programs being

used in this country have been conducted, most of these have not'been

included in our final set'of studies. In a great number of instances, the

effect of the activities simply could not be determined, because of the

confounding variables. In.othrs, no data were provided in the reports.
ti

. Cuisenaire Program

Much research has been focused on the use of Cuisenaire materials

and the Cuisenaire program, in attempts to answer the question, effec7

tive is it". The Cuisenaine.rods have been used as a material in some

<II



TABLE 18

STUDIES ON OTHER ACTIVITYPg0GRAMS

Author ,, Date.- PrograMi---,-- %
, 1 . -e

Abernatha/Wiles 197
.,..

- DMP '1,

Adamson _

"Clausen.
!;'),

Cpltharp
.

Frary

Hubbard/
Buchanan

. ,

Grade
level

ages

7-12
(EMRs)

v-

1976 , 1

Distar

19.72

.

.

Modtessori

1969 , GCMP,
"abstract"

1967 INS
-

elem. .

.1171. DMP 2

6

Krairajananan 1974

Lucas' 1967

USMES

GCMP,
attribute

blocks

rlummer .1972 Montessori

SchaIlet. al. 1974 s'- DMP

"chall er ", 1975 DM)'

n

10 p

Result

appropriate
retarded children

and 'effective fcr mentally

Distar> DMP

8 c Montessori: waksheet/text approach
177p

4

79 p

NSD between GCMP number line approach
and abstract approach

'"meeting most of its goals"

NSD between DMP, or conventional pregranis
'(but mastery level of 81% found
with DMP)

"effective"
.

8 c some differences favoring each

1 - 109,p NSD between Montessori'and non - Montessori

1 "encouraging. results"

k-3 no significant gains found, but-progr
rated favorably by teachers; parent's,
and pupils

DM' = Developing Mathematical Processes,
GOP 'Greater. Cleveland Mathematics, Program.
IMS = Individualized Mathematics System
USMES = Unified Science and Mathematics in the Elementary School

s
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studies (e.g., Fennema, 1970, 1972). Here we focus n their use with

the Cuisenaire program, which is based on use of the rods in specifically

defined ways. The rods are

all equal in cross dimension. [1 cm] but differing in
length and color. rThe rods are calibrated in length
to represent ple Onumbers 1 to 10 and are identified
at first only by color. Thus, the rod for five is
called, not the five rod, but the yellow rod. Stress'
is put on the discovery of relationships rather than
on early mastery of the number combinations and early
uoficiency in computation. [Brownell, 1968, p. 153.]

Table 19 indicates the general-variance across these studies. Crow-

der (1966) reported that a group of first:graders-using the Cuisenaire

program (1) learned pore" conventional subject matter and more mathemati-

cal concepts and skills than pupils taught by a conventional program;

(2) average and abovie average pupils profited most from the cuise-aire

program.; and (3) socioeconomic status was a significant factor in rela-

tion to achievement with the rods.

The first finding is reflected in several other studies (Hollis,

1965a, 1965b; Nasca, 1966; Use of Coloured Rods . . 1964). Children

learned traditional subject matter with the Cuisenaire program as well

as they did with the conventional method, while they acquired additional

concepts and skills through the Cuisenaire program beyond the ones taught

in the conventional program.

Brownell (1966a, 1966b, 1968) used tests and extensive interviews in

an analysis of the effect on underlying though processes of three mathe-

matics programs, with British children, who had studied those programs for

three years. He concluded that (1) in Scotland, the Cuisenaire program was ,

in general much more effective than the conventional prbgram in develzsping
cr

meaningful mathematical abstractions; and -(2) in England, the conventional

program had the highest over =all ranking Eor effectiveness in promoting
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TABLE 19

STUDIES ON THE CUISENAIRE PROGRAM

Grade 1

Author Date level n Result

Broimell 1963, age 7 1406,11 Cuisenaire > conventional
1967,

/
(Scottish schools);

1968 / conventional> Cuisenaire,
Cuisenaire = Dienes

(English schools)

Callahan/ . 1967 ages 1 c 'Cuisenaire helpful' or
Jacobson 7-10 mentally' retarded

Crow,ler 1966 1 1 425 p Cuisenaire> conventional
Nw

.....,

'-Dairy . 1969 k-2 V p Cuisenaire in kindergarten>
Conventional

DavieS/Williams 1972

4.
- .

.

age 11 -----3-6c--NSDI--t-envent-io-nali-CuiqPnairei '
dultimodel

1

Fedon 1967 1 2 c
t NSD, Cuisenaire/ccpctic

26 p

Haynes 1964 3 5 c NSD, Cuisenaire/conventional
106 p

Hollis 1965a 1 12 c Cuisenaire > conventional
on "modern" test;

Hollis 1965b 1,2 9 c
-.

NSD on traditional test

Lucow 1963, 3 12 c. C.Asenaire conventional
1964

Nasca '-1966 2 2 c Cuienair conventional
on Cuisenaire content;
NSD on traditional content

Passy. 1963a, 3 1800 13" convent-1°nel Cuisenaire
-1963b,

1964

Williams 1972 elem. conventional ) Cuisenaire
(first year); also
Cuisenaire ) Dienes

Cuisenaire ) conventional
(second yea,-);

Cuisenaire = Dienes.

Use of Coloured
Rods . . .

1964 1,2 5-8 s Cuisenaire ) conventional
on Cuisenair8 content

NSD ontraditional content

' r-
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conceptual maturity, with the Dienes and Cuisenaire programs ranked about

equal to each other. Brownell inferred that the quality of teaching was

decisive in determining the relative effectiveness'-of the programs.

Other studies have been concerned_with the cffect of use of the Cui-

senaire program on a particular topic, for shorter periods of time. Lucow

(1964) and Hayms.(1964) studied use of the program to teach multiplication

and division concepts for six weeks in third grade. Lucow attempted to ,

control the effect of prior work ir grades4 and 2. He concluded that the

Cuisenaire method was as effective as regular instruction in general, and

seemed to operate better in a rural setting, especially with those of high

and middle IQ, than -in -5E-Uttian-s-etting--;,: Haynes-used pupils who-

4F familiar with the materials; no significant differences in achievement were

found between pupils who used the Cuisenaire program and those who did not.

One may note from Table 19 that, of 7 studies at the first- and

second-grade levels, all but one favor the Cuisenaire program (although

more often on special content -tests than on.,,raditional tests). How-

ever, the studies at grade 3 do,not'continue this trend: one favors

the Cuisenaire program, one favors ,a traditional Program, and one reports

no significant difference. Perhaps the Cuisenaire approach is more

efietive ir. grades 1 and 2,.with its effectiveness dissipating during

grade 3. The-earlier discussioh of the difficulties of using Cuisenaire

rods for multiplication (see pages 49-52) would ,_:ertainly be consistent

with such a conjectdre.

Mathematics Laboratories

The mathematics labdratory is one type of activity-based approach, and

is the mode of instruction used more frequently to promote the goals of

activity -based learning. It must be clearly recalled that the term "labctr-
:

,

r
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tory" is used to denote d wide variety of procedures: some of the studies

cited on Table 16 (activity=oriented studies) might well have been tagged

as mathematics laboratories. In Loth cases, concrete materials plus a

variety of other activities are used. fables 20 and 21 list studies or

approaches which the researchers themselves identified ai mathematics labo-

ratories.

On Table 20 are 13, studies in which a laboratory approach'was.compared

with a non-laboratory approach.
4
Although the content varies, it seems

evident that at least equivalent achievement can-be expected mathe-

matics laboratorieS are used, while the attitudes of .students using labo-

ratories we're comparable to the attitudes of students not using, laboratories.

The tact tharachievemen va-1-411_,_or_zurz_e:en ...hough time was taken

from regular instruction; that is, students who w_re expoSed to

different content,in the mathematics laboratory achieved as cell on regular

content as students who continued to study regular content; Ropes (1973)

and Vance and Kieren (1972) note this specifically. The finding of no

significant difference in attitudes is somewhat surprising to many, for

it is g--nerallv believed that more positive attitune3 are promote,' by labo-

ratory experiences. Whefl one considers tnat sometimes only one lesson a

week (or-only part of a lesson) is spent in a laboratory sf.tuat'on, the

finding may"not be as obscure. Little note is taken of individual

reactions --.- whether a ch4.1d works well in a laboratory setting ór

whether some might feel more "comfortable" in a setting where limit's are

controlled and where expectations are fully known has not been detailed

by researcherq.

Table 21 lists studies in which laboratory approaches were tsed, but

there was no comparison with a non-laboratory ap:lroa:11. in ,or

so



TABLE 20--

:STUDIES COMPARING MATHEMATICS LABORATORIES
WITH-NON- LABORATORY INSTRUCTION

u

-'kuthor

,.

----- Date
Grade
level n,

COhen 1971 7,8. 28 p

Dunlap 1971 4 -147 p

24 c
\ 24 s

-Hollis 1972 4 -6. 230 p

2 s

McLeod 1971 2,4 '550 p

Nowak 1972 4 -6

Ropes 1973 2,6 88 p

Focus

lab vs. conven-
tional in inner -

city ,special

school

lab vs. textbook

lab vs. non-lab

lab vs. teacher
demonstration vs.
no instruction
on probability

lab vs. non-lab

lab vs. non-lab

Achievement

conventional had
signifitant
increase, but
NSD on common ,

items

NSD on sta:ndarl--

dized test; on
non-standardized
test of concepts,
lab better; on
computation,
textbook better

Attitude

significant
difference
on some items

NSD, but lab
better in more
schools

NSD:between NSD in one school;.
pUpils; differ- lab favored in
ences significant other
betpeen-sGheels-

NSD

lab better in
grades 5, 6; con-

better
in grade 4

NSD

4

NSD

89 9U

6



Author

Grade
:Date level

x_
Schippert 196D 7

'Silbaugh 1972 7

Simpson 1974 7

O

Smith, E. 1974 6-3

VannelKi2rer. 1t172 7.8

WI;inple 1972

4

TABLE 20 (Continued)

n iocus

4 c SMSG texts
With student
manipulation
of models or
abstract approach
in inner-city
schools

36 c

87 p

lab Vs. non-lab
vs. non-lab in
school (but no
manipulative
materials in any).

lab approach with
NCTM book vs.
traditional text
approach kslaw
learners)

235 p lab vs. non-lab

pairs in 'dab vs .

large-clas dis7.
r.over vs.Yregu-
ler programs

93 p lab vs. indivi-
dualize(1 instruc-

tion un,.cs

Achievement Attitude

significant
skill growth
favoring lab;
still favored
2 years later

lab had favorable
effect

NSD

significant dif- NSD

ferences favoring
lab on 1 of 6
units, favoring
non-lab on 2 units

NSD NSD
(significant correlation'between
achievement and attitudes for
lab group)

NSD, except
lab group better for lab

on higher level
thinking and
cumulative
achievement

strong preference

lab better than
non-lab

)

co



TABLE 20 (Continued)

Grade
Author Date level . n Focus Achievement Attitude

Wilkinson, J. 1971 6 232 p lab units with NSD NSD
worksheets and
manipulative
materials vs.
lab units with

y. cassette tapes
vs. cohventional
approach

AF.

0

1

e



Author

Bronder

Gray

Hicks

Higgins

Howard

TABLE 21

OTHER STUDIES ON- MATHEMATICS LABORATORIES,

Grade
Date level

1973 elem.

1973 elem. 3 s

1975 7 120 p"

1969, 8

1970

1970 5

ji. hi.

Focus

individualized
diagnostic units
on fractions

field study of
lab approach

identifying fac-
tors related to
success with
manipulative lab
approach

study of attitudes
after instruction'
Kn lab

Achievement. Attittide

increased, bUi
students did not
meet criterion

contributed to
improved achievement and attitudes

no single factor
identified

12 1) field study of lab achievement
(in rural cultufally

-deprived area)

8 c

146p

significant dif-
ferencI:e on 6 scales;

no significant
relationship
between attitude
and a ievement

and attitude gains

teacher-pupil inter- types of
act is ;_et inner -city be4aviors

identified

pre- and nost-lab effect differed
experiences among classes

favorable attitudes

O

7
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fOCUS=1.S, on making finer distinctions, e.g.., Higgins (-1969_,. 70) on

attitddeS-laisei- (1974) On teacher-p pil interactions; and Nick6 -(1975)
-

nnpredietiVe'ticiots:

Several .fadtars Ia lie been propose\ -in attempts- -to analyze the failure ,

.61 MathematiCs
/
laboratOries to- fare bettet in research Studies: We -believe

that the.-wide 'variation in type of content, type. of use, time, and such .

-variables play "a role; in many- laboratories; non=standard_ :content has been

-enfithasi-zed,. rather than interesting and- challenging-activitieS_ more
.

,related to-?the regular prograM: -The- laboratory is at times treated-as- a

-Mete ";fun- time ", rather than an integral part_ of the_:progtam..' There'

Seen* little= iasen- to us why laboratories cannot be aimed at =promoting

.:both_:.'cuttictilar.-and Motivational goals.

Sunimar3i_n liesearch On.-ActiVityjtograms/kocie's
,

-What ,Can We conclude abOut the- -use of _activit3i -progtaths and strategies ?:

In" the, previous iSedatins.,, these points have -.been made:

--Activity-Orientecrl'rograma. About half of the studies reported

_ achieyetherit difiyenCes favoring -the use of activities, While 'the other.

.half reported no significant diffe-rences:. _Despite_ queStions about quality,

the =evidence (see Table 16) indicates that students using activity-oriented

P.rdgrainS =or units can be expected to achieve as well or better than students
I'Using ihprograms not etpasiing activities. The evidence. on attitudes about\

mathematiC§ iS. again unclear..

Games -Certain games can be used to prOmote Specific-learning out-\
comes. Children like to play games., Older students. ike to play cOmpeti-

timely. The t'Equatione game may be used as a vehicle for research (see
N.,:t N ...,,,,,_ ...,N

N .

Table17) But reseatch.has not yet clearly focused on the .effectiveness
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Ofgateelor teaching:hasIC eletentary:÷e0hool mathematics topics.,

. .

--..."
'. ,

- _DliVand Other - Programs:. FIeld7tekt data-Indicate that pupils, in the

primary grades achieve-sucCeSSfUllY-vith the DevelOpiUg Mathematical -Pro=
. .

--. R

1- %

ceases prograt(DM?). Because the _Use

.

-of materials andactiVities is so

Integrated-in-the program,. it 1.-Snot possible to separate the-effect Of
. .-

--;

them from the effect of the measurement approach, seinience differenceS,

anik,d'hosC-Of other factors.

The.same problemexists with other prograts: there are simply -too_

4 ,

-04nYCoilIOUnding-V41.414-eS.

: Cuisenaire- ;Program. Use of thaTauisenaii :.program has

4

be _more oftectithaa,,*e'of a conVeniiciiia1 progratthat

which the CuiSendird rods,Were:not=usea in_abOut'halk the

--(see Table 19). leSearch-haa-focUSed on its effeat in the

.

with no- =discovered attempt to assess ita-affect beyond third. grade. (Note:-

the Cuisenaire itdellaVe-been uSed'in other .studies as a material.)

'Mathematics Laboratories. Denoting a wide variety-of prOdedures,

been. found-

it, Cone- in

studies cited

primary graddei-

the-tathematits laboratory usually (but hot AwayS)-ihvolveS use of-mani-
- .

-;

always):
-,-

,_- ,
. .

,-- ,

,liulative materials-plus otheradtivities. _At:least eciuiVa,

i

lent- achievement park be expected when mathematics laboratories are used
,--- .

(see: Table 20). The attitudes of students using laboratories were compar-

_able to the-attitudes of studentS not using laboratories; almost all studieS,

reported no significant differences in attitudes. Laboratories may be a

Strategy,not.amenable:for use:by all students or by all teachers.

Tiis, the evidence provided by Shipp and Deer 0.960),,Shuster and

Piiga,-(1965)-, and Zahn (1966) that a greater amount (at least 50 per Cent)

of concentrated developtental conceptual workin lessons has a etrong
a

.
positive effect on achievement and understanding, is strengthened by the

Tindings on activity-oriented-programs.

98



tonaltreions

,

Conclusiona, Implications and §uggestions

+.: .

In:the conCludihg sections fOr the previ.bus two chapters, the evidence
, . -.

'-'itbiriree-earch ,k6dused- on the dae-of7maniOdiatiVe materials -andother adti!..
'''' ,.. .-4-,;.*.-i:..C,,, ..,..- 1 ,

vities included -in adtiVity.:-Oriented progtamsWasstiMmarized. But tedrindancy,

seems _to be .a function of .reviews, sothe conclusions -.are suCcinctly.
.-

,::--,

rdatatdd-here. In_eaCh case, the -previous summaries shot-ad-be referredtcyrestate d°

% .

. .
..,,

as the source di Aoddthentin& eVidencd:,.

14Anipulative Materialvo Yes4or No? Lessons using manipulative materials,

-have a:higher OrbbAbility:Of-prOdUcing greater mathematical achieVeMent-----...

.-- I- __
,

H&licin=4arriii-u.4ativeIesabire-.
_

I
h .

Concrete,, Pictorial,__and-ByMboiic BeqUenceS:Which?:Mhen? sytbolic_

_ "treatments are not as eifeatiVe-as thosedri.,Whidk-MariipulatiVe Materials
.

,-

_arj ilecl. --Usd-of bothianipulative-mAterialeend pictorial representations -...,.,

. .r

than'

-
isialeOhighlyreffeatiVe._ the inclusion of the:Concrete stage-in-sequences

t-

of'AndtruatiOn =7 that is, leading from concrete to:pictorialt6 eyMbolic

ishighly plausible.

Embodiments: One or _Many? Research has generally indicated that there

or severe embodiments of:difference- in achieVeMent whether one

7riaOleMatidal ideas ate presented.

Who" Bhall_Maapirlate? Lt appears to-be
4 - -

. ,

_watch the teacher demonstrate, with materials
I

---tarialSthemselves, particularly if their

'chink alone with the demOnstration.
1 7

pl:oCieed without the use of

c0ntIdeions!).

k

'-

as effective .tot children

as ,it 'le for them..te use ma-

. .
is focused and they

to

attention

rt

(However, not all lessons shobld.

manipulative materials by students -- see above

99



.Type ancf.Age,Of Learner. The use of MaterlaiSLApPears to.beeffeC-

,ifYd*iti. Children at all-. achievement leVeie, and docio=-,.r

-6COncimEC ieVels Altholigh data are sparse. -SpeCialipreigraMa May, hot4eVer°

'-prod4dpecial effectat
- -

The Use orManiPulatiVe:taterfais is o

gra4e/agerevels in the elementary school..

- e

some impostance for all

44athematics_tofitent.' The use of materials appears to be 'effective

fOr addition-subtraction, Multiplication, fractiont7 and' problem solying,
, -

no clear canclUsiOn ter numeration atd geometry
t

, ,

. cgAttitude. Little research included in this: review assessed the atti-
, ,. _

-tides of-Studen t a im a tUd IeS : O.ri ;m ani pu lat IVe
If

materials: The use of many

mAteriais:iAndrpictotial_aids may be better thin :the use of no material-S.
,

.

probOting:mote pOsitive attitudes.

.

Activity - Oriented Programs. Students -using activity-oriented programs

or unifS,aan be expected to achieve as well or-better than students using
r..

programs not emphasipmg activities. Attitudinal. videnc is:unclear.

Games. CertaingaMes

-fic learning outcomes.,

(like g_quatiOns") can be Used to promote speci-

. \
Little research has_focused on baOlc elementary-

aChodl-ttathematics content..

' DMP and' Other Programs. Developing Mathematical Processes (DIP)
- r ;.:1%

appears to he effective in promoting desired achievemeik. The effect\of
, .

-incOrPoration'of manipUIatlYe materials And actIvities In this'and othe.,, ,
- v =4' t' '

programs. cannot fie. precisely° daerMined.
),

..-

Cuisenaire Program. The ChisenaIre program has been found.o be
,-.

.
, , _

more effective than conventional progrms in about half the Ltudies cited.

(It
/
should be noted that the -Juisenaire rods have been used in ot.icr studies



5.

Mathematics Laboratories. At least equivalent achievement and attitudes
./

Can be .expected-when Mathematics laboratories' are used.
z

e answer to the question, "Should and, how should manipulative

materials` and- activities ;be- used with -ehil:dren_in, compensatory education
I : 4

programs?" is-nog:afferent from the,answer for other children./ Care in

,

'deciding on how to- use them is qf impotance: the teacher should:attempt

- rr

to.koCus:the attention of the Children on the mathematical - purpose for

using
.0S

the material or lesson: ThiS Maycome through_moSi clearly when :the

r e

lesson proceed's from a. problem-Solving ibasis. 'That s, a situation- (or.
.

. .

11.:prObleM) is presented; t e
.

children mirror the problem with materials,
,

"as they ,(a) deVelop a mathematical idea and (b)- realize-the applicability

of mathematics to.the real world.

Q.

-Other. Reviews

ThuS far
-f- 1

in this review, we have ignored Other -KieWs of research.

table 22 liSts theSe, along with ,other desc ptive-studies on such topics

as historical background and-extent of use of materials. Of particular

inteteSt_are reviews of research on manipulative materials and/or-on mathe-
-

maficSJaboratories developed by Fennema (1972) Fitzgerald (1972).,_ Kieren

(1969, 1971), Vance and Kieren (1971), ani Wilkinson (1974). In almost all

cases, there :s similarity between their conclusions,and 'certain of ours.8

`POt 3nstance, Vance and Kieren (1971 summarize the results of tbeeseyen,

1

We did'not reread their reviews until after the preceding sections.of
a

this-teport were written!,

)
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LIST 'OF REVIEWS ,OTHRRIOESCRIPTISTUDIES
_ 4

"-Reference -"

Adkins, 1957'

Bernard, 1973

-tio_USSeaui 1073

.,13eXter 197,5.

gittMer,

rRidSOff,, 1 56

,FenneMa"3.

rennema 73

F4Zigera4i :072'
. .

Green;. R. 1.1: 1970

"Harvin, 1065

Holz, -1972

:Kerrr-, 1974}
Kieren, 1969
F.

*defen, 1971

lash; 1974

--Lewis,. 1970

100. 1972_

Snyder, 1976

Thomas, 1975

Trimmer, 1974

trance-and Rieren,

1971 e

Wiltcinion,,1074

.OCUs

hiStorical study on.USe of counting- aids'

,

historical study On develOptent Of_laberatory,spproach

review of:research On-mathema4011aporatories

guidelines fOr,developinge tanipuiarive-materiai
.

,
, e , . .

guidelines lot developing amatbeMatics laboratory
. -

Chedklist fOr-role OE instruttonal'aida.,
.,,

::--:p i, ..
,...

-revieWif 'research, on, models
IV. :;,4 s, o.

diSCussion Of findings nirmanif4141ye.materiais-

review of- research:-oh Mathethatics_labOratofies and

fianipulativematerial*:-

anfveyr.OfeNtent of-uSeof"taterial'i-
t :

survey o'f,extent-of use 6trmater'ial-i
r

9

a. study

evaluatloncf devideS;uieUby the: blind_

0

review of research on:Manipulatwiydact*tiedinIng
d -

review of reSearch.Orrmania4iveactiViiy learning

discussion Of research - psychological- theory -on

mathematids:iaboratorieS

survey of,c4utatiOnal-aids for visually handicapped-

surmey_on'use Of-games and-manipulati4e

rationale for use of a variety of materials,-
model for developing a mathematiCs laboratory

ils
;

review research 'pp materials and activities
e 5:.

review of research on mathematics laboratories

review of research,on mathematics laboratOries
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/ studies .en mathematics - laboratories Which-they reviewed (including one- With

hintil:,graders)'$Y

. The_esdarch StUdentS2,can learn, mathe-
jtatical ideas- from laboratOryLsettjmgs, However, in

achievement on cognit=ive variables, other
Meaningful instruction appears_ to work as well if not
'better, .

-

2. One generally held' feeling ,abont, mathematics- .laboratories
is that they _promote better attitudes -toward Mathematies.

There is only limited.eViderice of this in the careful,
-eValuahons-.of activity-oriented_ Mathethatics, although
most students seem-to- Prefer laboratory-approacheS to '

more class- ,oriented: approaches . :

3. The i!igo., 0'"'-m4de throng-1i a ;laboratory, .approach- appear

to -be piadtic4

-Z

c
6 ;

. ,

In SumMarT,, ja& research and evaluation_` iiteratnre suggests
that laberatery approaches can used practically and .

effectiiiely. However, any effective utilizati6ri take$
":organization. . . . [pp. 588-589] ''-

G.

ker&Illa (1912), in, her review Of research on manipulative Materials_

(terilied-2a Inodel_in her review) indicotes:.

, .

Although the evidence, both theoretidal and empirical,
,... 'appears' to indicate that the ratio of -Concrete to symbolic

mAdelS used -to convey mathethatical ideas should reflect
the developmental level of the learner; it 4Ouid not be

. Weilted that -either model [`dondrete- or symbolia]' can
suffice at ,44y level in the elementary- school. b. 638]

. , .

Since the set of studies\
exact Comparisons can be expected: That there is .a need- for more research_

.

reviewed in this report differs, .,few:

is,eCognIzed 'hy all.

-, :°N, _ -% .

Irriplieetions' :for, Further Research

e,7,----.-

' We believe that research clearly favors the _use of manipulatiye

9 *

'*rtiaterials over the non-use of- materials when compared on general measures,

of "elementar -sehool mathematics achievement over, a wide range of mathe-
,

. .
:,

.-; ' 'Matic0- topics, gr,pde levels., and classroom settings. When summedsettings.
0

-.3
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`7.

. . ,

together, the-
.

c, least equally

ases, w ere -non---,usp Of.materials'issliper.4.or are very, few, and nbuai.ly

_ieSeafahrkeViewecrshoi..!s the .use

7 '

effective_, and:often superior,

of_maeerials.-0-be at

to the nori-use cif miateriaIs.
Ix

.44

%,* 4

4AclUde4ple presence. of confounding yarAables. *4 r

-Unfortnnately,, tiie i4licatiOns of -Nseaich for .claasiooM.adoption
- ;

1. t-e'

-and naeotmanipUlative:Mateials are not a6aIl cleak,,despite-the
?

1*

,

4timistic stateMentshoye The difficultyl,is that, while:he existing
e

,-,_;.

,,,,: .research-,ean be summed to;Trovide a,- broad: `and general picture of effec-
.4) :i,-; ._ ,,,..... ''''''

.7,s/_

1,
%,- -- -0 ./i-:* '.

tive n e a si it p rovide.,... preCticallyna,speCfic qetailaabont-the components
' 4

..,- -

or aspecta ok.materiaIs,..usg tba0ed to .that effectivenesa.' If every .

.,
.keseareh.study concluSed-that.eVery use of ever_Manipnlat±Ye material

.

.

.,-

:',:intreaaed'Stndent achievement ;. there would. be little need'to-Woffy-about
,, , ,.. ,

0.
,' -. 11,

v,qhe,deiails of that -use. WeCould.concIU-4e that the-mere preSence Of
_--

_ . . _

.

..Manipulative Materials in a mathe-matins prog a wbuld be heneb,tial. In
.,

e -,,
. .

am
... .

-result-a:s ow ua 'to be as fardway from_this coMfOttable
-..

, ,',

ceonCluSion as, poSsible. No 'matter how we Classify studies. -- by mathe-.
. -,- "',.., .--

..

-deans topic,jy type of, learner, by age of learner -.-,we find the
-

number of studiesOhowing'no significant athrantage for the use of materi-'

ala to he about equal to the number significantly favoring the use of

paterials. Our optimism about the effect 'of materials stems from the
,

absence, of studies showing the non-use of materials to be more effective

e
than the use of materials. The crucial question is obvious:. what factors

Made some treatments

thers?

involving materials so much moreeffectlye than

As indicated in the section "Multiplication Revisited", we,can

find-no definitive answers to this question in the present body of

research. Most studies have been designed.to show (4-11y whether or not

1r
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the, use OfmaterlalS-Cali,he effective. We belieVe that this queSion
1

has heen answered, affirmatively. FUtureresearch must be designed to

isolate and identify those factors which are present in and--characterize

the effeative use of materials. e§UCh factors Obviodsly include the

nature of `the materials theMSelves, }nit also involve their use within

the: both-short7,arld lOng=lerth bases.
..;

. ./
,'

'Thiseffort calls fo'r more sophisticated research,deSign than _has

been-6Tical of past Studies.. Most' Of the studies- we reviewed embedded
. ,) e . P

the use` .of manipulative materials- in a broader. Mathematica_prOgrain

, '

withoUt isolating the range of potentially'confoUn4ing variables'wide
. ,

,.,'
-

. - . . : -4,. ,,, .

These -other variables are seldom clearly i dentifiect let alone MeaSured,

nilageS 7-- and 8-of OAS feport wee e3identify categories
1

. :-
of variables that would seem tOhave -soMe- a ,priori effect on the success

.- _

-.el-
.

, ,
r-pf the use of :materials-: Wea.ntidipete:the uSe of regression analysis

--
,

teOhniqtea ultimately ;`o' elaborate the intefactioo nS,and_xelative.impor-

tadde-of these categories. 'However; we believe that the lack of sped-_

'ficity and understanding of variables" within these categories In:ekes

disotaslot-of this research approach premature. We believe that the

folloWinglsevenareas'of investigation are simple enough to have mote

immediate consequence. (Our even areas, and specific suggestions within

',6achatemeant to be illustrative rather than exhaustive.)

i..Degree of Guidance. Many studies use manipulative Materiala in
an inductive-fpf-discoVery Mode: However, the degree to which
thia induotion is guided by prescribifig specific steps -and

pfocedures for handling. the materials is rarely made-eXplicit.
' It should be relatively easy to construct one treatment where
"the' desired final epal is generally deioribedhut the interme-
diate stelis,are not specified and free exploration. encouraged.
'A contrasting parallel treatmenwitspedific procedures- for
-manipuiatiOn of materials given to students at each step could

_ .then be-compared. .
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2: 'Use- of-, Symbols._ SyMbols of mathematics are an effective- way,
to record the result's of various manipulations and configure tiona
Of materi*l.s. obvious- to an experienced .adult,. .but
it -,may- not he obviouS, to children. Do- children need
a high- degree Of ,guidande_ and instruction in- tranSferring Cop,-
Crete-manipulatiOns _to symbolic records? The contras!: of -(a) a
treatment wherathe. dhild is ,g4.Ven detailed and, explicit in-
struction. in-the use of appropriate syMbols with -.(b)..a,,parallel.
treatment where-childr.-0 are encouraged. to. use symbols -only as
they need and-inVent them should' suggest additional. investiga=,.

dtiona In this ,area:
1

3. Role Of. Social interaction., A Childluay manipulate materials,
in relative iSOlatiOn,-. or the materials -may pose problems 'to-
be- discussed ,aMong children. Is sociai. interaction beneficial
in conjunc tison -With- the u-SaOf ManipipatiVe materials? fs there;'
an optimal size for the ihteractiOn7groUp ,for,'eXampte, do.
small groupS -of children learn more effectively from Materialk,

- than large- groups or itidiVidUals?, The cOnstructio_ok treatments
.differing only on,:group Side Should- be relatiVelY :easy
credibly, we 'found, no Studieb' -focusing-. on manipulative- materials:

whiCh, group -04e- waS the ,primary independent variable.

ClaSerVOM social interaction- is also deterMined- by the -teaching,
Strategy einplOyed- by the teacher. ;Do- different =types of teacher
questions, or different forma-of .teacher interaction with /student
groups, -affect the success of manipulative material,usei 'Perhaps
initial exploration with material-a is -better - carried= outLfin
groUpS, -While the -drawing, of conclusions and transfer of know=

to symbols would- be done -mare-effidiently by indivlduals
interacting, with -the ._teadh,er._ The 404gn of experiments' where
grouping- Patterns, of children, are alternated-should also provide
Interesting data:

-4: Sequencaitlacement of Activities:- Does the point at which' mani-,.
pulatiVe materials are introduded in the developMent of a.7 concept
make a difference?' \or" eXample,_ isit better to- Use materiala
to introduce- and 'define multiplication combination's, or is,
better to define multiplication more, generally (and abstractly) ,_

and later introduce -materials tc show the applications of multi-
plication? This question lies at the heart of disi:tited

arguments :between \matheinaticians- and eduCators, yet
the, very -zeneral approach taken in past research on manipulative
inaterialth,,givee ,no data 'relevant to the --queetion.}

Hand= held calculators now provide. an -abStract, but accessible,
way to intrOddc,e multiplication. Comparisons on, the use of
Manipulative materials before the calculatOr is intrciduCed with
the use of manipulative materials Only after work on the calcu-
lator .ShOuld shed- light on this question.

.

5. Length of -Use. Are manipulative materials \more ,effeative if
used -for longer periods of time? Is there benefit to ,be gained-

\

-1"
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:from using similar equipment to -illustrate different 'concepts

at _different points of time- in the- curriculum?, Or should
/

specific materials be pied:0 specific applications so that /
-A wide Variety of differing imateria9S is used for different '

apPli6ations? These and other quiOtions -relate to the effect
Of time on the use o manipulative Materials.

P
,8

6'. 'Training of TeaChera. We suspect that some -teachers: may -be
more ,effeetie- in -their- use of AaterialS than ,others. Does .a

thorough knowledge by teachers of the-:possibilities and appli-
CAtiOn of a set of manipUlative materials Affect-this effgctive-
meSS? Most studies mention that teachers were trained to- some
degree in the use of manipulative materials in the research
treatment., _But no studies varied tha atount Of this ;training
as .a first 'step towdrd measuring a specific teacher effect.

.7

7. Type ,Of Student. The initial -purpose-of this report was to
'determine- the-6ff ectiveness Of -Manipulative, materials. fOr

Istudents. in :Compensatory education .programs - We.cOild- 'find
little, evidence tnat materials were ditherl.more AiTe less eff ec-

I tiVefor students with learning ,difficulties or socioeconomic
'disadvantages. In fact, we found very_ Jew tudies_ designed to
investigate directly this- question; and f 04r instances _of
sufficient 'data= or analyais- upon -Which_ to -draw confident cOp-
-6lusiona. The measurement and description of student abilities

. I and, characteristics, is, ,crucial -to this type qf study. -Because
I, 'of the complexity of providing ,eneUgh:data.tol-understand the

/ / interaction of istudent characteristics with the use of manipu
t

lative :materiils, the use of a large population with appropriate,r
-sampling techniques' !lay be required. Suall- studies- might best
be deSigned by teat§ Of -researchers funded for relatively large-
scale invetigations:

Many mathematics educators believe intuitively in the importance

of fusing manipulative materials in the elementary-school
;

classroom.

:Sore believe that there is no longer any need foci? -further research
A;

1the. use of manipulative materials. This report tends to support the

.

firat position, but strongly repudiates the second. There are too many

ts

Studies where the use of mAniptilative raterials is "only as good' as"
. _

. - i

., .

.regtiiii: instruction to, believe that We know all Lhat is needed about
. __ _

,,

the use -Of materials. Our understanding of the details of sffective

use if ShOckinglY scant. There is an obvious need for new research

dkfortS On -the use of materials in activity learning in, elementary-
:7 t,

school mathematics.

c'
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,

0 .!"kpliCatiOns for-ClaSsrooM-PractiCe.
se

6 o !!

'' As 1.7e oCeVeloped
0
this report, we generated certain hypotheses about

..'

effective dlasSroom-"prectie. Some were deveToped-.on the basis,of the-d ,

. ,

lindingS,Of- one or tore stuaies. Unlike the items.in the section of
, - ,,-- , ,

,,
',

thisOepter on Coneiusions,-however, they are mfore derNectvral in

, .

_nature; they may serve as zeneral _guidelines for teachers as -well as;

. .!

for-others '
... '

We believe that lessons involving manipulative materials' Will pror.

' 1

0:4!,

duce greater mathematical achievement than will lessons in which manipu- //g'

lative. materials are not used if the manipulative:materials are Used wells
-

What does it mean to use materials,well? Although'muchferther research

is needed to answer this questioa, our analysis uf,effectiv and ineffec-
7 ,

X

tive treatments suggests the following pointS:

°

1. Manipulative materials should be used frequently in a total:mathe-s
matics program in alway consistent with the goals of that program.

- . i
For example, the stud? by Ropes (1973).shows thdt casual (in,this
case, once a week), use of manipulative materialS in niathematics , .- f---

,.

laboratories is not.effectikre. Simpson: -(104) is able to trace -,_'--

weak treatments to units which devoted -small percentages of -time,
to manipulative activities. He concluded that for his Laits, (at

,

the seventhr-grade level)' at least 50 per cent of the
.should have involved manipulative materials for the units ta-be
effective. It may not be reasonable to expect a fixed percentage_ ;

f time for all mathematics ,tropics, but the amount t.7,1:' time devibied
manipulative activities Should be substantial. , -/,

-----1-- f . ,
2,,Manipulative materials should be used in conjunction with other

aid incTuding pictures diagrams textbooks films and similar
A I

..: ,

s o *

-maiefials.

An example of a study which supports this is Brown (1973),'who
feund that a program involving manipulative devices togetherith
textbooks and films produced superior achievement when compared
tq prngraMs using textbooks and films, or manipulative materials.

, i and textbooks, or textbooks alone. Several Other studies have
have' found that treatments combining diffetent approaChes appears
to be mole effective than single-focus approaches.

Manipulative devices qre effective in promoting le arning, but we
must not be lulled into believing that they are the loug-sought

108
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panacea. =for solving the _probIerns- of ,mathematics: education., -VisiOrit
::arieo,--aricl:propherO 'lieriOdipaiiy.:arUt to espouSe the _cause of
.manipulative materials. We Should beware. of tunnel -vision -that
-'focuses t:Scileiy .O±1,maniPUlatiVe materials to the exclUston of i
;everything i.e. i

-
i -

-, -

--: Manipulative, UmaterialS. Should be-sed- in ways appropriate- to
content_

,mathematics content-,, arid matheinatidS t-should 'be adjusted
`tO.:dapitalize on manipulative approaches.

Some algorithms may be,- effectiVe Without manipulative .MaterialS,_
While other alternative= algorithMS are -preferable -When used in
`cOnfunction, with manipulative ,adtiVities. Asihand=held ,calculatorS.
.affect the=, classroom, this snatching of algOrithm,to*-aPPrOach- will
become eVeri_More'. significant. 1. . .

.

Iv. liefilPulatiVe- materials Should -be -used: in conjuriatiOn--with-explora-
tory,

.... _ . . ., \ -'-and; induCtive aPproadheS.. - -. ..,- i . - , :

liateriais-USed; in arbittarY .end =rote 'procedure* do not seem. -to be
,`--partiCularly- effectiVe. Nichols (1972)_Constructed'-aneOf 'the

strongest -treatMenti using manipulative Materials -:of .any- stutlyi
we andly-e:. consciously _built a :diScoVey ipp roadh-- in-TWith

use -Materials._ Strong treatment*s-:in
contain inductive approadhes, although- ti*y may not overtly-
identified -e* Such-. If the, Ultimate_'ptirpoSe of .PhysiCai.
lative activities ,stimulate :Mental activities, some degree,
of iteedOnils-eerid- desirable-: It is manipulate- objects
-addOrdingitos-'PreSet, patterns4 ,r ,

F

The simplest -Possible Siaterials- _ShOuld- be used in direct relation,-
to,,, -the 'MatheMatical.:_attribute:ibeing studied.

.Tcle effectiveriess of using rodS tó teach Multiplication_ _ . ,
_ _-seems to- be questionable -(e.g., See =,'ennema,. 1070y,_ Although_ the-CuiSenaire'.rodS redUce the number :of _piede* that pinstbe handled,-__. _- - ,_ __ _ - _,

the_, child must count a number Of -non-unit rods, convert these --
rods to trains, then eStablisii.-_,a-train of tens =or- -unit rods of
-equivalent 'length. Although- elegant irdin__an::adUlt..point of view,
thiS procedure is -apparently much more ,coniplidated- to- -the_ child' 1-4?,. _,._,

,--than simply Cotintirig.,Objects. ,, Thus, _for. introduding mUktiplidatiOri,
:Materials like, egg_ cartOnS anct. counters -Sevin to -.be more `effective: .
Simple,: diredt materiels. are, more -effectiVe than elaborate Special
constrUctiOns-. -tiaterials" ShoUlct mak -mathematidal procedures
easier; not -more ,complex.

, -

....
..,

.. .._.

6., -ManipufatiNte material;, should izg.....,:,47Tont&n?4-cic0t
, -

-, ..,......,- - -*en materials provide organitational §ChemeS dhildren_-seent...to
be helped; even with Symbolic-tecalf'and-=achievement.. _For 'tli,..--a--,_ -

:instance, TraSk _(-1973), -points out -that 'the, number of objecI used
in introducing_ multiplid-ation can be ov_erWhelming to children.
:Successful studies hak!ie not only prOvideit-counters, but; also
-other aids to help_ ii? organizing "them and!,,the- ideas. -Punn.(1974)

1C9
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provided array4oardkand pegboards ilvadditiOn.-to.the-nsdai
chips and= bottle caps =comMOnly used-Oith,-Matiplidationt.

treatment WaS.,effeCtiVe; whereas Trask'a,Was not "Nichols. -(1972)

-:poVided-feltMafs-and-reCOrd booklets, and-pganiiO4-hettreat-
hents so-tha-Children explored multiplication=COMbinaticins'

at:atike: The strength ofhertreatMent
seems =to haVe,been charatteriiedliy-freedoMwithin Organiiation..

7. Manipulative materials should:be used_-With-progs- which enCourage.,
:resultsto-be_tedotded-Symbolically,

.
.

--.

Treatments which -stress 'connections .beiWeen,,materiAIS and,symbola

7." seem-tO-be-more effectiVethaaLthasse which do .not. -The key-to .

Using,alanipuiative, materials is ultimately.-the transfer-of under_ ,-.

standing_generated-by-tho§a.materialato the successful- use of
- and -facility with -a "symbolic Systet;

. . _

-The use of manipulative materials and objeCts *a:helpful in

Promoting understandin a variety of .4athematiCal ideas (it seems to

us). In-some way Whether 'by. informal, .:,every -day observations- or by

rare systematij instruction, the child-must develop abase or foundation

= -
':,ot)dhich to de eldp suth,understandings. :The-ideas,, or knowledge and

Li_ _Cskills.- derived re-the ideas,.are applied-in the realphySiCaoncrete
- :.=

5-)

s.

Concotitant lerierits- or factorat.*d.ch--strengthen-the effect of

:the--_Use.of material , and-facilitate the understanding of mathematical

1

ideas- developed from aconcrete base, include Meanineful instruction. and

teaching for transfer and generalization.

-

ome_,§uggestedduidelineg ., ,..

. .

As we analyzed the stuiies and developed concivaons, we also developed

alist .of suggestions for those who are planning mathematics projects or

ISAecting-elementary-school-mathematics programs:
I.

- ,.
. .

.

' ''f: Mathematics projects and programs at the elementary- school level
.

. ...

should bw.scanned to. ascertain WhethenmanipulatiVe materials are incor-

porated. The use of manipulativeomaterials appears to increase matheMatics
!!-

t
materialsachievelient. Projects not using manipulative aterials should justify_

-;.- .

. k
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(

_

-non -use- of them: there are exceptions_ which Can_ be justified- as, for

-instance, -'when no :Meaningful -Material exists.

_Mathematics projeCts and prograina should be scanned_ to assure that

. ,
there is a high probability that -manipulative materials will be well-used.

3. Projects and teachers -should have_ a budget item ox "petty=cash, fund"

.
fi to purchase ordinary, low-cost materials rather than relying exclusively

. - -
-on comiaercially prepared materials. One cannot -judge the quhlity or

effectiveness. of materials-on the--basis of cost alone.... , , _.-

.
N 4. Programs should not be chosen, on the-baSis of single factorS such

t--
. _,.

... , . .

as multiple embodiments or manipUlatiVe materials without suPporting materials.

.,
-

. Wh en m ath. ema ti cs*laboratorie s,or other ktivity-oriente d programs,.-
...

...-. t1,
are pro-posed, the coordination of the laboratory and Activities .with the,

.
, -

total mathematics program should be planned. Objectives, scope', Sequence,
.-,,.

' .

and evaluation must be. COordinated.;
0,

-

A Final Word

.

Present research provides no more (plan tantalizing ideas and suggestions

about how to' use manipulative materials Successfully . it assures us that

, . "'
"'it_can be done", but not how to do it. If.,research can provide definitive

,, -.: / .

answers, it_must be the ,research of the future, not Plat of the past. Re-
,.

search- is A very complicated process. Eyery single detail of a study has

potential implications. Every single detail of a teacher's planning also

hhs implications . .
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ANNOTATED LIST OF REVERENCES

/
1 .

/ . . ,

Ab 0-ErlaWa; Evelyn .and*leS, Clyde N. N Three Month Trial :of Developing_
Mathematical ProCesSeal (DMP) with ten° EdUcabie -Mentall 'Retarded, Children-
:Technical Report No. 3,36. -Media Wisconain Research and IDeVel6p,

ERIC::ment -Center for Cognitive =learni ii, 1975k tERIC:: ED 113 ,2041, , :'

TeiCChildren= aged i td- 1, from tail intact class, used the DMP program:,, 1,

\ 'e ,t. 1

of the materialk q. r mentally ritlarded children. ,A,

for. three tdnths. Oata, attest o, the appropriateness and erfeCtiVenesa

c' J -

i \

%

1

c

-- l'?' . :

Adamson GeraaSine
t=

Mattietatics Achievetent Between First -Grade
StddentS - Using- DeVelopin& Mathetatical Processes and Distar Arith :,
tetic.MathetatiCs InstrUctio (Brighaby Young -University,-. 1975.)

_.L. '1, ,

,,Disertation '''thtracts Inter Atidnal 36A:-...42114 January 1976.
. , . , ,. ,

_

,Fcr -qm,aw groups bf first gr dierS, mean_ differences ,in scores
`significantly :ifaVOTrea the Ils4ar program, using .deductiVe logic
and' direct instruction, when compared with the discovery- oriented

',A3MP-,OrogramHuSing,manipulatIve materials.
g :.., 1 1 - ,

t

7-

Adkins(, Julia ErizObeth. .An Historical and Analytical Study of the tally,
the Knotted Cord, the Fingers, and- the Abacus. ..(The -Ohio State

1956,) Dissertatipn Abstracts 16: 2083; November 1956.

14ati's use of; phySicalleviCes through the ages was studied, with
tretids and_practiees of Schools from 600 -B.C. to 1955 AO. briefly
surveyed

.S-

('
Allen, Layman-E. ,and Main, Dana B. The Effect of Instructional Gaming .

upon Absenteeism:- _The First Step. ERIC: ED 113 159. (1973)

Seventh-- and- eighth-grade students used the "Equations" game,
-with ,twice-a-:week tournaments using teams. The mean absentee rate
in ,nongate cla'sses,was significantly higher than in game .classes.

Alleh-, -Layman E. and' Ross, Joan. Instrnc, Dnal Gaming as a Means to
Achieve Skill' in Selecting Ideas Relevant for Solving a Problem.
ERIC: ED 3113. 158. (1974)

'Tweney-nine junior high students in a, high-ability mathematics class
played the "Equations" game for five sessions. Significant increases
in - ability to detect:ihe,relevance of a particular idea for solving

aA-problem'nd in evaluating--L mathematical expression involving
that :idea .were found.
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Layman and Ross; Joan. Improving- Mathematical
eas:' A Prelirriiiiat ke off the InstrtfctionalGaMingl,Ttogram:

t Pelham Middle- Sehcial E0.113 '163; ,(1974)-
' e

eAseightb,-rgrade:fbitheinatiOr_classe§, .StUdentd)i-Athre _testes
n -computation- problems :after using the,""Equationth!',garrie; scores

increased.

f

e On, George- R. Visual-Tactual Devices: Their EfficadY in Teaching
and the Pythagorean ,Relationship to ,Eighth. Grader

/ `(The- Pennsylvania' State Univetsity; 1957.:). Dissertation
'/Abattacta 18": 160 -161; January,- 1958-..

s

cr'

n- eighth=grade classes-(n = 406Students),,,,a -kit of 16 visual-,-
tactual -devices -,(mUlti=-..senscitY aids);' were used -.by- the-teielera of
'one- group- in making presentetiOns for a- -unit on. areas,-,.vcilUmes ; ande _

the Pythagorean - relationship; -these:devices: were also available:at .-a1-1 'times to students: In a. 4ompari:Son wirh-.matChed:grOnpki- no
4gnifpeant, dgfetenoes were found in- achievement ,ot.attitude;.'__
although =all stated that they 'foutit the devices to -be-helpful.

,.,... ;.. , . .
rtnsttongJenny R. Representational 116(10- AS They interact with Cogni.

,tiveibevelOpMent_arid Mathematical Condept Acquisition- of-thethe .

Retarded' to Promote 'NeW-Mathematical Learning. Journal for lesearCh
-- in Mathematics- Education -II -4340; January', 1972. ,-

Trainable, mentally tetarded _Children (MA, 2 to 4) (n = 20)= exhibited
greater mathematical learning when -using;manipulative.leteriala than,
when using drawings. For educable menta1,1*Tretardo,d children
(MA,-5 t612) (n =``67)_, no SignIficarit diEfrerenc.ea.- Were foUnd between
the two types .of' materials Except, for learnii4twhich req4red :) -,.

representative thoiUght, where those. using manipulative materials.
scored: higher..

. -7-
-

Babb, James - ,Herman. The Effects of Textbook Instruction, ManipillativeS, L._
", -,and ,IthagetY onaRecall of the Basic, Multiplication FaCts. (University

of Southern Florida, 105.)- Dissertation-Abstracts International
364:'. 4,376; -January -1936. ..

_._

. . .

instruction' with textbooks, manipulative ,materials, or imagery (a
mneumonic method) were compared with three second-grade classes
learning ,multiplication. facts. The use of materials-was- mote-

.,

effective than the use of imagery ot extbookS.,
_

,

Batragy, Sister Micheleen. The Effect of Varying Object _Arrangement and
Number, on Childten's Ability to Cocirdinatekqersliectives. '(George
'Peabody College for 'Teachers, 1970.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-
national .31A: 2730; December 1970.' -'

s
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.

IF.andoily.,selected .children froth -kindergarten, third, and .sixth- grades
Gy

(h- E0)' were -asked to match photographs_ of object groups -with -Camera-
00414:on 'The .number of :objects and the -type of arrangeent had no
ileae.ureabie..effeht on the difficulty. level. of, the coordination -of the.
perepehtive task, althoughthere were significant, age differences-:

;-:.1.11-;perf orinanc e

0,e

!--Harrieh,, -Bernard. Inductive' versus Deductive Teaching Strategies with..
High-

_

and ,LoW Divergent Thinkers. (Stanford HriiVereity,, 1976.)
Diseertation_Abetracte. International 31A: 4029; February 1971.

: .
-,F.Or--,20 days, 125 ,Children :from tradee 4-4 , . and 6 Were taught by-
eit116;"ea., cieducriyereception strategy or ,anInductiVercliacciver

A .,S fiatOgy v in each Of, -which, concrete-,ManipuLatiOn -was, used -1where
feasible. Tor -the' learning-of low - cognitive -mathematical material.
a :d edU cti v e- r ec e ptio n strategy -was f ound to .be more-effective_ :t han ,

an ihdudtiVe=discoVery strategy; rio differences- were 'found -for "high___ j.,.. ..4 .: ..., 'Cognitive material. ," 1
, \' '.

..

. ,

fal

f . 4) -- -

'Bea 1,,, Jackie Lee. An -EValuatiOn of Adtillity Oriented ,Materials-leyeioped.. ,
1- -to Help the Low Achiever Attain -Basic .14atheniatical;,-Competenclea.__ r`-

(dniversity -pf .Nebraska, 1972.) Diasettation.Abstracteinernational
1. 3A : 32. 4 9rt--)' 3 2 5 0;. J- an. u a-.--, r y 1973. '

.

`Thirty,- 0.aeeee in grades Ti 8; '9, and 12. used 'NCTM,Materials for
low aOhievere with: eriphasis. On- aatilte involvement of the learaer. - .6..

Some differences in achievement and attitude favoring classes using
, .

_ . _

. Various 'unite Were, f6und. :.
,--

, t

Beards-lee,. Edward Clarke. Toward a Theory of ,Eequencing: 'Study' 1-7:
An Exploration of, the Effect of Instructional Sequences Involving
Enactive and Iconic Embodiments on the Ability to, Generalize.' (The
:Bannsylvania State University, 1972.) Disserta ion Abstracts Intet-11 -national, 33A - 672'4 June 1973. ,

:- . - ,:- . ,. . r I

, , - - I

-.

Forty -nine pupils from grades -5 and. 6 .wer-e randomly assigned to
programmed units. on equivalent fractions using ;either (l)

_disks ana_.circlas., or (-3) diSks, circles, .anci rectangles, An
additional 29 pupils who had.' already achieved criterion on- 'two ok,
three sets of , objectives 'received instruction,, on ,onlY, the final set
of objectives.% No significant differenhes (p = 13) Were -found-

. between the use of one,- two; or three concrete embodiments. oh test
of generalization. .[See Gati.,:for. a companion study:]
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i3ea'rdslee, Edward C,: .Gan, Gerald E..;: and-Heimer, Ralph T. teaching for
An ArrayApproach to EquiValent Fractions.

Arithmetic Teather 20: 591=-5990ovember

:. ..

The companion studiekbypeardslee and-Gau provided the basis-for
this artitle,which explicates the,procedures,uSed in-the studies
so that teachers canePPly.them in their claSsreOms:, Attention is
focused on'the use of arrays (with disk§ and- circles).

.

,,
-.2.

ilecklundester Albert: Independent Study: An Investigation of the
Efftiveness of Independent Studyof NovelMathematita Materials
in che.Elementary School:. (Uniyersity.of-Minnesota, 19684 Disser-

.,;tation Abstracts 29A: 2.'02; April1969-.
f

For rontent,on vectors, groups, and-
k.lasse in-grades 3,4, and 5 used :s
oriented materials either with or wi
Various measures, each of the groups

some 4.ristatices.

transfOrMatiOn, OupiltS in l8
tandard materials;.orectivity=
thoutteadher direction: .0fi

scored :significantly higher tn.

..1-.0-.

- .- -------=-:____,
- .

..
Bernard-, Richard Paul, The Uistorical,DevelOpMent_of,the Lahore! ory

,

ApprOach to Elementary School MathematicS. (Indiana fliiiVersity
-...1,97=2 -.) 0.ssertatilm Abstracts International 33A: 5028;'M\arch 1973.

. ,-., .. .1

th.

ln this analpsis.of the development of thealboratory apprgach, it
1,7ns noted that'betWeen1966and-1911 the approach was used, discessed
and ildvoated more than at any previous time._ .

:r , ',-

.., .,
, ,i, .

.

Pisio, Robert Mario:' Effect of Manipulative Materials on Understanding
Operations with Fractions in Grade V. (University of California
petkeiey; 1976,), :Dissertation Abstracts _International 32A: 833;
'AugUsi.-497l. ;'.

.

Twenty -nine fifth-grade classes (n = 501 .pupils) from-two sotto-
ecopmic ivels were compared on anexperimenter=developedtest
before:and after 33 lessons on addition an.. subtraction with. like.:_

fractions. Pupils using,mantpulatiVe matelials-(flannelboaid
.,.

frattion ki ts) or watching the:teacher' demonstrate with ,Materials
aachieved at least as.Well as, pupils tau ht with uck'ManipUljtive '-'

-matcriais. No significant differences were fonnd among, lower SES-,
ore Ape; passive use was.significantly better- (p ,. -01) than non-use

For pupils, in,the,bigher SES groups. Interviews with 100 pupils ,

,indicated that as diffiCulty level increased, more errors were
made with addition and subtraction and with reducing CO lowest tem.

,

-
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. .

Itedsod,. jOsePh.'d.1 Purser,, Jerty,-D_:; and Frantz, .Neyiti,R.,, Jr. 'Effects:
of ,Manipulative Activities on, Arithmetic and Retention.

_ . t,

,With seventh gradera, 'ttae of learning packages on fractions and

l'aiiCitolagicar Reports 35 247252; August 1074.
,,.. :

I,

decimals, using manipulative materials, prbduced, greater. ,gain ,on
"post, and retentioniteata than :packages using only paper -and- pencil

. : exercises. ::,

, ,
a .-

,

; F.
.3. ...

--'' Eohair,, wry', Joseph. Study- of the Effeatiyeneaa -Of :Three Learning
Sequences for Eqyiyalent Fraction,:-i- (The UniVersity of 'Midhigan,
107-- Dissertation ,Ahstracts :International 31A: -6270; June 1971i...--

In one 4130 Ch, equivalent tractions were introduced With- diagrams
and. aets,,,p objects; in another , approach;. paper-talding,aceiVitieS

0 were used a third_ approach ,itaed -Multiplication- to develop an ,aitili-
Vable- g-neralization: Two=- fifth- grade claagea.ere.-aSsigned to`:eaCh -5

'six =-tie treatment .(0 = 171. Students)'. No significant differenCes _

'ket0 -n groups were :found on tests Of addition, -SubtractipU,.-Orlinulti-
pli ation with; fractions. On posttesta-,on equivalentequivalent - fractions, the
gr ups, :using diagrams _or, paperr.foldingiacciredsignificantly:hikher

an those ,using, the--"priverty of one" ,procedure, while -the-paper,,
folding group :Scared significantly higher, on this retention test and
an 'attitude measure:,

,,, -.

Bolduc; -Elroy Joseph, Jr, A Factorial .Study .of the iffeCts _of. Three
Variables on the Ability of First=GradelCiuldren to, 'Solve Arithmetic
'AdditiOn Problems. -(The University of Tennessee, 1969.) Dissertation
Abstracts Thterriatiorial__30A: 3358;- 1970: - ,,-,-..r, --i.

--,-- . . --Anitcy-six randomly selected-first=grade pupils were tested on .
I

,, , in which; (i)--,the question _preceded or followed the .data;
(2)1 the eleMents had like' or different names; and (3)- direct,: fildirect,

_., ---
Or- no visual aids were used. DuKsignificant differences-were found
_for (1): oz. (2), but problems presented .without a Niattai aid were

, ..fi more difficult than those with either :type of visual' aid.
;,.

s,',-
-

BoWen,_ jamea- jciseph: The Use oi0ameS as an Instructional Media. (Uni-
versity of California; Las Angeles, 1969t> Dissertation Abstracts
International 30A:, 3358=3359; -FebruarY 1970.

,, i-,),
.i:. ,

Three Classes of intermediate -grzde honor students Were involved in
-this study with the game 1:;FFIW PROOF. Those who used the game had

SignifiCantly higher gain scores than those who used a textbook to
study logic.., I

Branch, 'Robert 'Charles, The Interaction 'of Cognitive Style with the
InstrUctional Variables of Sequencing and_Maniptilation to Effect
Achievement of Ementary Mathematics. (University' pf Washington,

19.73.) Dissertation Abstracts International 34A: 4857; February
1.974. t, 118
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: W
Nine-sixtiy-grade pupils classified as high analytic and nine lassi-,

fied as 1OF analytic were randomly assigned to each of four treatment
groups pairing` inductive aud .deductive sequencing with':or, without

manipulative use of, number lines, for four lesson on la4tion and
sdbtraction04.01 integers. On .a retention test One, day 14,5dr, PupiiS

using number lites-scOred significantly higher, than pupils' watching
.theteather\uOta number line on :,the chalkboard (p : .05) .. InductiVe-

-gequencin with:use of the number line was better (p ,:.005) than
.,,- ,,o

. deductive sequencing withOut materials.1 Vi

-. ,

k , _ -4:-
Bring, Curtis Ray. :Effedta'of=VarYing :Concrete Activities_ on the Achieve-

ment of.' Objectives in'Metrid and Non - Metric Geometry by Stpdents'of

. . .

Grades Five an 'Six. (University of Northern Col orado, 1911.)
. t%

'Dissertation A stracts,Internatienal 32A: 3775; January 1972.

- 1
For one wed-141 2-.pupils gradeF 5' and 6,usedsemi-programmed Oats
on:Metric and Inn-Metric geometry. ClasSeS using concrete materials,

_lingar cubes andlthcOdis) achieved- higher, mean sceres,than classea
,....----,

VithOut material, but the'differencewaS signifiCant-an only postteat
: 1 --

' II. daucaSians-, gchleVed;significantry higher means Chan :*udent-S of
_Other ethnic tacAge,ounda. (inCOloradd),_-buC the-difference in gain

-... scores was not significant,- .
1

. -. . ,,

,

--,...

1 .

Btonder, gecilid:Cciiette.'5 The- Application of biagnostic-Teachingand a....,
Mathematics taboralt4ito.a Middle School IndiViduaii0La'Unit.on_
Tractions. (UniVer4tY of Pittaburgh, 1973. Dissertation

1

Abstracts-

intefnational. 34A1. 1579 October 1973.
. :

. .

r
.

An individUalited nit On Erection. which incorporated diagnostic
teaching and almathematics laboratOry increased achievement although

t 1 .. meetthe elementary,-school studEnts-dienot Meet Cfiierion en,the test.
,

.. .
\ 1\

.J.

,Brousseau, Andre R. Mat ematicsjaboratories: Should We or Should We Not?
' S,,chool Science and Mathematics T3: \99-105; FebrUar'y 1973.

.4' ^
kesearch.on the:use ofmathematics lab\oratOries.is reviewed; it is
suggested chat laboratories be considered One approach 'to be used

--
toaeet'individual needa.'

Brown, Claude Kenneth. A Seudy of Four Approaches to Teaching Equivalent
Fractions to Fourth-Grade Pupils. (University of California, Los

Angeles, 1972.) Dissertation Abstracts.International 33A: 5465;

April 1973.

Twelve classes from grade 4 were taught equivalent fractions for 18
days., Use of manipulative materials and/or a film with the textbook

. 'resultedin higher achieVement than use of the textbook alone.
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trownell "WilliamA. Arithmetical Abstractions:, Frogress_Toward Maturity
oftchiteOts U.dettlffering Programs of Instruction. Arithmetic
:Teacher 10: 322-329; Ottober 1963._

Brownell, William A. Arithmetical 'Abstractions: The Movement tcvard,
-Conceptual Maturity

1JniVersity_of California Publications in Eduda-aoii, Volume 17.
.e.rkeley.:'University of California Press, 1967 . -

--48rOwnell,:W4lliat, A. Concepthal,MarUrity. in Arithmetic. Under Wifering
5ystema Ihstruction. Elementary' School Journal 69: 151-163;
December .?.968-.

)

To"astertain,the progreas toward abstractness and the maturity of
arithmetiell,concepts of children who had been exposed for three'
years to different instructional programs, _1466 seven_ -year-olds in
English andScottish 'SchoOls were interviewed: They Were.aaked-to
',provide ,anSwera tp combinations, their tathematio4.rationelefor
4.tech operation, and how they solved Word problems. In the Scottish

-schodls = 4/'8 pupils)-, the Cuisenaireprograt was more effettive.

theWthe cohventioneI program. Children using the-Cuisenaire.roda
had quicker reaponSes'and more mathematically mithresolhtions.. In
the English schools,(n = 928 pupils),the -order qf the three programs
inisse there was the conventional-program,the Dienesprograt, and
the'CuiSenaire program but ':without mdeh-differencekb tween _the
last two."1'

John ,J. and Jaocbson, Ruth S: An Experiment witharded. -

. Children and Cuiseneire.Rode. Arithmetic Teacher 14: 1 -13;
JanharY 1967.4

. .
. \

Use of Cuisenaire rods'with-mentally retarded pupil; in one 4aSs
(ages T- to 10)- increased knowledge and understanding of number fadts
,and-properties. ,,

Carmody, Lenora Marie. A TheoreticalandEoerimental Investigation into
.the-Role of Concrete and 8e4-Conerete Materials in the-Teaching of
.-Eletentary,SchOol Mathetatiosy10hio State.Univrsity, 1470:)
Dissertation Abstracts Internetional-31A: 3407; January 1971:

-f

Three-tixth.,grade_claSses studied units on number bases, propertif'es
Atifodd and-even nuttera, and divisibility forll days. Significant

. -

differences-en the numeration test and on two transfer tests were
:found favoring the group,usingseti7.concreteMaterials over the
groupogrup using only symboiS. Oh one transfer test, differences favored
the_group using coicrete materials over the group using symbols.

. ,

Carney, Harhld Francis. The RelativetEffectiveness of Two Methods of:
TeaChing the-Addition and Subtraction of Rational Nutters. (New,
York. University, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts . International 34A:

, 659660;, August 1973.,

is
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Eight fourth -grade classes (n.= 240-pupils) were taught 28 lessons
on-addition and subtraction with rational-numbers. On experimented

-developed tests, thprocedure using he fieid,postulates and other,'
properties. of whole-numbeit (such as aomtutativity: 2:+ 3 = 3 ..i.-)
was.more effective than a procedure using-objects and a number iinev

A-8

Castaneda, Alberta Maxine-Mondor. The Differential Effec iveness of Two
FirstGrade Mathematics Programs for Disadvantaged Me can-American
Children. (The University,of Texas, 1967.) 1Dissertat n Abstracts

8A: '3878-309; April 1968.

Disadvantaged Mexlcan-AMerican first graders taught. by a spe ial

rogram involving_ activities- showed - greater gains in, mathemati s

"achievement-than those taught by the textbObk-oriented mathema4Cs
iPrOgram- . 0

"A-
:

\,
- Cheatham, Beh Jr. A Comparison of TwO Methods of Introducing Selected,

Geometric Concepts to Seventk)Grade-Students., (University of
rlOrida,.1569.) "Dissertation Abstracts International 31Ai 1132;-'

September,1970..
.

-

.
,For six classes of seventh grader, gains in georliettic concepts were ,

mot 'significantly different -for those who constructed modelg with
compass and straightedge or with paperf4ding techniques._

- Choate, Stuart Alan,_The Effezt of Algoritilmicand'Conceptddi.DeveloP;en:
-fOr':the-Compariton, of'- Fractions. (The UniVertity of Michigan, 1975.),

Dissertation Abstracts. International364 1.410; September- 1975.°

4
Ina study'with eight olasses_of_tixed fourth- and!fithgrade

students (n .= 200) on-sequences for developer _the aig?rithth for

comparing fractions, all gvidps used paPen4Olding andkor-diagraMs:

A sequence in which conceptual work was-foljowed,bY:laq preSentation

,1 of the algorithm appeared to-.Be better-thant4ee-other sequences.
.

-.-

Clausen, Thomas,Greenwood. A-DeveloPmentaliStudy of Children's RePpOnses

to Multi - Sensory Approach in Mathematics:- (University-of Southern

Mississippi, 1971.) Dissertation AbttractS internationai 32A:

48301.1airch1972. A ,
ii

P i
' 1 ie 1

0
V

Eightclasset.(n =,17r-pdpils), in kindergarten and grade Al Used a

multj.-sensory (Aontessoi).approach,or a worksheet-textbook 'approach

for pix-months. Themulti-Sengory_groups achieved higher than the

: others.' When,coMparisdng' were made :at three,mentalage l_evelt, no'

differences-between the two approaches.were found

.

Cohen, Martin Seymour; A Comprison of Effects of Iaboratory and Conven-

tional Mathematics Teaching upon Underachieving Middle School Boys.

(temple University, 1970.) Dissertation Abstracts International 31A:',.

5026 - 5027 ;' April 1971
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FOurteen seventh- and eighth-grade boys in.asPecial inner-city-
scRool were taught fractional condepts at4computation for 34 days;
through a laboratory approach which, used a Variety of manipulative
ana-multirsensoryinaterials aloggvith a studentcentered teaching
approach. A control group ,of 14-boyS:-waS taught the same-Content
ihieugh a conventional textbook/chalkboard/diecussion_approach. e
The conventionally taught group had a signifiCant increase-in achiever
,iliera, but no significant differenes weie,kodndan a subtestof
.commonly--taught content, nor were attitude scores significantly
--
different.

.

4

,\ ; _I .

,

' Coitnaip:, Fqrtest Lte. ACoMparison oftge.Effectiveness of an-Abstract
anda Concrete' Approach teaching ofintegers-to 'Sixth Grade -_

'Students: -Oklahoma .Stace University, 190.), `DissertatiOn Abstracts, .

International 30A: 923r924;sSeptember:b*

AT

Cook; DorisM.rand others. Research,and:Development v' ies in- R Ll
Units of Two-Elethentary:Schools OfJanesVille WiSconain,196647;
Report troth Project Models.- ERIC: -ED 023:175 -(1960.

, 4
-,

In a study.witb- 105 first graders, a group uSing.maipUIative.tater1.01s,
performed-better than groups using tklevision and/ox textbook apprbaches.

*

For 79-students in four 'sixth -grade classes, integers were aught
zither, by ,a concrete', using. the Greater Cleveland-Mathematics-
Program materfal,which relitdcarthe'nOmbei line and other_ Visual
procedures, or an abstract-approach using materials aeveloptdiv
theareher: No signifiCant difference Was found in achieveMent:- .

f
Gt

e

- CoOke,,Gary Edward. Conceptual Learning inpung Children: Comparison
of the Effects Of Rote, Principle, and Guhtd Discovery :Strategies_
on Conceptualiiation in First GradeChildren. ()University. of
Oregon, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts_International 32A: 2X)4;
December' 1971.

1
4
4 .

' , .
.

- Twenty-four pairs of first graders were presentet: with a 'series;of
five pairs of block designs,; one groupwassiven,attiAbute cues, a-
second group was tola the organizing principle And directed to Mbdel
the designs, and a third groupWas vestioned atiouthe attributes
and the ordering of the design. Students only questionedabout the
attributes and, design scored signifiCantly better than those toldi
'Ole organizing princtPle or.given attribute cues.'

4

Coxford, Arthur Frank, Jr. The Effects of Two instructional Approaches
on the Learning of Addition 'and Subtraction Concepts in Grade One.
(University of Michigan, 1965.) Dissertation AbstfaCfs -Ter' 6543-
6544;, May 1966.
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Th-e---effects_ -Of -immediate and del'aY.ed- symbolization of addition- and-,
.sUtraCtion-concepts.were- studied jilt six first -grade classes for

--73V:Weeks., __Jklayedi_symbOliiation- of .SUbtraCtion :led to &eater .

tranSfer.,andi applicability. than did immediate symbolization.,

1
-

. . .,.
::-.-----,---cfab-ii-e-:e Joseph Farrig II. An triveStigatiOn_ of the Ability: of Specially-.... ,-,

. z , Selected Children- in Grades. K-:2 to Learn -Certain. Condepts,., dperations
.0.4 Applications--Iii3f Directed -liuMbetS.. (University of Virginia-i 1965.)
A5-1.'SSertatiOti.:AbitractS 26: '5907"-;5908,;, Aptil 1966._ .
--;': --;7" `-; :y"-" / -
TWd pupils, eactv:00m:kindergarteri-,.-grade. 1, 40, grade 2. ware tutored

r2fo18' thirty- minute sessions.,. All -Could -Construct -a numbet line
arrange whole number* iri ,Order,..and.cite some ptopertieS: for addition
`using a_ number line.: AII had difficulty learning to ,iubtratt -using

. :a nuinber, line- "or a -dlitile.'rtire., ..t,

'-". , _ .

. ,,drOclet, Ale*. Beltheti -Jr; --Ar,COMparatiVe- tudy of Two .116-thoCis of Teaching
,ArithmetiC in the FirSt: -Grade. (North TeXas ,-State. University, 1965, j
'Dissertation Abstracts-'26 : 3778; January 1966:, .

, A:_grOtip of 242 first -g rade pupils uSing-, the Cuisenaire -program was
compared With. a- group of 183 pupils using a- conventional piOgram..
11.1-&-retti-senaire groitp'S 1..tithmetid achieyemgnt was Significantly
greater (p.> .000. UPper arid Middle SocideconOthic groups
score. :higher_ than- lOW-er -SES groups.

=Curry;,. Richard -Dean. :Arithmetic Adhievetheritas-a Function of, Conerete,
Semi-,;,Concrete, and -AbStract teaching .MethodS-. (George Peabody
College for Teadhets- 100.1 Dissertation Abstracts _International

_

. ''"_ 1971.
.' , .

r,

--Cloak_ arithmetic was taught to students aged- 8 to, 10,. Methods providing
'concrete materials or pi#ur4S resulted in greater computational
achievement -and understAriding of properties than dicLa.verbal method-."n , =

. ''.
7..:X. - . , fa

, B , , '"'".' . 1' " ,
.

Dairy,- 1drna. :Does the Use of Cuisenaire Rods in Kindergarten First,'
'and' Second Grade :UPgrade Arithmetic _ AChtei,ement?; ERIC: ED 032 128...( . . . .

--1-969)., '-' .
-.

`- Children who used CuiSenair% rods in kindergarten-sCdred significantly s

rhigyer (p .01) in grade, 2 than did a gtottp taught without using rods.
- , ,f1 .. 4

-aa-Shiell, William H. and Yawkey, Itiomas D. Using Pan and Mathematics
-Balances with 'feting Children. ArithMetic Teacher 21: 61 -65;

Je; January 1974.
: . .

-Forty first-grade pupils who used a mathematical balance as a .physiCal
model-for adding single-digit whole numbers solved a greater timber of

'' probl.-emS correctly than did pupils who had used a pan balance.
. -

.
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Davidson; James: Edward -. The_Impact of Selected COncretOaterials on
. the-Understanding of-,,Certain Mathematical Conceptsby Grade land_

Grade-4 Students, (Columbia UniverSitY, 1972.) = Dissertation
AbStractSInternational 33A: 6323; Mal973.

Putfiiis-in,grade I.Who-Were-beloWthegrade,Mediamin-jg had signi
ficantiy' bettertanservatio'n responses aktei use Of-materials with
"the 'textbook than-did those who USedOnly the-textbook. In grade' 4,
the -high IQ group uSing-taterials had better conservation of length.'
-No achieVeMent test differences were found.

_payieS, Rhys and Williams, A = Comparison of Three Methods of.
Teaching Fractions to Older Slaw-Learners. Educational Research .14:
236-242; June 1972.

No,- .significant differences were found between groups of English
slow learners (mean 'age 11), who used a formal traditional program,
the Cuisenaire program, or Mil-lri-model, aterials, except in attitude
toward tractions, where the traditional program scored-lowest.

Dawsonc-Dan T. and Ruddell, Arden K. An- Experimental Approach to:the
Division Idea. Arithmetic Teacher 2: 6-9;-yebruary 1955.

For:fourth graders, use of manipulative materials and visualization
.procedures for diyision seemed to aid in achievement. A greater,
understanding of division and its interrelationships with other,.
Operations resulted from the study of_division using the subtractive
concept indmanipulative materials.

-:DePlandre, Charles, Jr. T* Development of a Unit of Study on
-NuMeration SyStems, Grades Two, Three, and Four. Temple
1,974.") Dissertation AbsCracts International 35A: 6434;

Place-Value
University,
April 1975.

A place-value numeration unit consisting of 27 activity cards was
developed; children were led frOm the manipulation of concrete objects
to the process of symbolization. Used for nine weeks with pupils, in
grades 3, and 4, the units were found to help children-so apply
order and equivalence relations.

Denman, Theresa Irene. The Effects of Special Remedial Classes and Various
Multisensory Learning Packages on the Mathematics Achievement of
Pupils. (The University of Michigan, 1974.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 35A: '7625-7026; ?fay 1975.

Wo significant differences in achievement on addition and subtraction
computational skills were found between 455 pupils taught 22 lesscing
with-concrete, pictorial, or symbolit materials and having or not
having remedial after-school sessions in grades 5 and 6.. Use of a
visual aidappeared helpful, however

I 2 a
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. D'ellries, David L. and Edwards, Keith J. Learning Games and Student Teams:
Their Effects on Classroom Processes. ERIC: ED 070 019.. (1972)

beVries-David L. and Edwards, Keith J. Learning .dames and Student Teams:

Their-Effects on-Classroom Process. American Educational Research
Journal' iOf 307-318; Fall 197377---

Using the game "Equations" with teams of seventh graders (n = 110
.students)resultedinmorepeer-tutoring..and.other affective benefits.

DeVries, David L. and,EdWatds. Keith J., Student TeaMs and Learning dames:.
1- 'their Effects on cross -Race and CrosS-Sex Interaction. .Journal of

Educational PSychology 66,: 741-749; October1974.,,

Adminigterineteam rewards to.heterogeneous groupsof seventh traders
playing the 'Equations" game helped to reduce race and sex barriers

.%inhibiting interaction. -

--

DeXter, John parry. The Developmenf,of a Product for.the Concrete Manipu-
-- lation ofNegative Numbers. (Columbia University, 197.,5:) Dissertation
`4'AbstractS' International 36A: 1267 = 1268; September 1975.

Implications of theories were examined to determine a set of guide-
lines for censtruCiinga manipulative material.

(%.

-- Dilley, Clyde Alan. A Comparison of Two Methods-of Teaching Long Division.
(Uniyersity-OtIllinois at Urbana-Champaign,,1970.) :Dissertation

-,..,, Abstracts International 2248; November 1970.'

-Ten- fourth -grade classes were randomly selected and at-signed to be
division using the distributive algorithm "as a methodYeif--,.

keeping records Of'a natural manipulation of bundles of sticks",'
or -using tii'd successive subtractions algoeifhm as it was.presented
in a textbook. On an applications- test=, significant differences
favored the successive subtractions algorithm -differences on,
retention test favored the distributive algorithm. No differences-
Were found on measures of speed arid-accuracy, nor did eitberzalgorithm.
appear better forany.SES level.

= '
:Dittmer, Karen Ann. Guidelines for Developing a Mathematics Laboratory.

(University of- Alabama, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts International
e" '32A; 50835084; March 1972. .

Responses to specific,questions from state supervisors and from
teachers in grades 7 through 12 who used a mathematic§ laboratory
approach .were pregented.

"

'2 r
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Oinlap, William Phillip. A Comparison of the Effects-of Diagnostics and
Remedial Arithmetic Programs upon the Achievement and Attitude

'1Development of Fourth Grade Children. (University of Oregon,_1971.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 32A: 2905-2906; December 1971.

. _ . -

ta,For 29 days, 147 foural-grade pupils used either a textbook approach
(n = 74) involving paper-and-pencil activities or a laboratory
..approach (n-= 73) involving "extensive use of games, puzzles, patterns,
and, the manipulation of physical l-objeCts by-children. On a stan-
dardized test, no Significant differences_ were found for concepts

_ (p 05) or gomputational.Skille (p-N .004-althoUgh differences
favored the IaboratorY-sroup-,on the concepts teat llate,analyzeas._

by.schools indicated-that_the laboratory approach resulted in better
cattitudes toward arithmetic in more schoOls.

Dthilap, William and others. Differential Effect S of Actkvity-Oriented vs.
Textbook-Oriented-Mathematies*InstruCtiOn for, Elementary 'School
Children with Learning and :Behavior- Problems. Monograph No. 4.. .1

ERIC: - ED 057-546.f X1971) :t

liemediatioh was done with manipulative aids or with paper-and-pencil
. procedures. Id fourth grades in 12 schools, significant differences.

Were found between schools on -alniost all achieVement data.
..-, ..-'5,:l...-Z.-

,- ...,°, . . ,

. ,

Earharts Eileen. Evaluating Certain Aspects of a New Approach. to Mathe-

, matics in the Primary Grades: School Science and.MSthematics 64:
. .

_-715720; November 1964,.
_

The group taught with an abacuS. in grades 1 trough 3; and tested in
grade 3, perfOrmed significantly betteron.the fundamentals test than

. did_the workbook-aided group.

1.

Ebeid, William Tawaoros. An Experimental Study,ofthe Scheduled Classroom
-, Use of Student Self-Selected Materials in Teaching Junior High School

: j
Mathematics. (University of Michigan, 1964.) Dissertation Abstracts

r

,

-23427-3428; Decem er 1964.

N. For pupils in grades'7'and 8, no significant differences in aChieve-
Meni,or attitude were :found between groups using SchooiAathematics-
Stud"), Gi'Oup (SMSG) texts with Or without self-selected-activities

.-_
.
Using a variety 8f mathematical materials.

-----------,.. .

Eawards, Keith J. and DeVElesi David L. Learning Games and Student Teams:
Their Effects on4,Student AttitudeS_and Achievement. ERIC: \ED 072 391.

(1972)

_ .

;;--

4:4

i4

Seventh graders (n = 47) Li-Sing the
attitudes toward mathematics classes
For low- and average-akilit*-pupils
.7.a-

portli-vell"TraTITIT/idual reards.

Equations game had more positive'
than did T.1.3_1. ila_hazziag-quizzes.
cairE&Iids were viewed, more

I.

1
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. ,

Edwards., Keith J. and DeVries, David L, ,The.Effects of Teams7dames;-
Tournament and,Two Instructional VariationS.-on_ClassrooM:Process,
"Student Attitudes, and.StUdeht Achievement..Refiert,NuMber,172.'

. -1,ERIC:---E16'093.883. -(1974) ,

or seventh graders (n =.128)., some significant positive effects
were noted for various scoring conditions when playing the "Equations!'
-game. -.

'Edwards, Keith J.; DeViies, pavid.L.;.,and Shaer,-JOhn E. Games and
Teams: A -1,dnning Combination. ERIC: ED 067 248. (1972) --

,
Seventh graders- (n =9'6) using the "EqUationS" game-in four-member

.

teams twice a week _for nine weeks aChievedsignificantly greater
gains on computation _and divergent solutions tests than° id groups
haVing only regular instruction. Low aChieVerS did as0 cially.

-weIi on the divergent solutions test.'

Eidson, Milliam P. The -Rote of Instructiohal Aids in Arithmetic instruction.
;(The -Ohio StateUniverSity, 1956.) Dissettation_AbstractS, 16:
2095 -2096; November 1956.

.A checklist was developed-to determine the role of instructional
aids in the elementary-school mathematics- program. _It was noted
that instructional aids themselvesSeldom teach arithmetic; the roleof II' ,

-the teacher in t eir use as paraMount. c
\

Ekinan, Lincoln, George. A Comparison of theEffectivenss of Different.
Approaches' to the Teaching of Addition and Subtraction AlgorithmS
in the Third Grade. '(Volumes I and II.) (University of Minnesota,
1966.) Dissertation Abstracts 27A: .2275-2276; February 1967--

. .

'iqf 18 days, 27 third-grades.classes-(n-= 584 pupils) were taught
`addition and subtraction by (1) presentation of the algorithm form
immediately., (2) developing the ideaS using pictures before presenting
the algorithm, or (3) developing the ideas using-childmanipulated
cardboard. disks before presenting the algorithm.' The classes using
Manipulative materials scored higher qn experimenter-deSigned tests
of understanding, transfer,--and computational skill.

- Epdy, Elaine Holland. The Effectiveness of a MathematiCal Device Called
a Tryab on the Arithmetic Achieyement of Primary Students. (The

University of Mississippi, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts International
34A: 1479-1480; October 1973.

Use-of the Tryab, a pegboard-flannelboard-chalkboard device, did not
result in higher arithmetic achievement for 32 first-grade pupils.whoa
were compared on a standardized testwith another group of 32 pulills
not usihg,the Tryab.

1.2
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,4;;,',,, -!4-Fatfisi.Dan-ddrry. Toward ,a- Theory of Sequencing:_ Study-1-2:- l'An,.. .

Exploration of Selected Relationships Among the Enactive, Iconic

, and nd ,Symbo, lic'M odea of-Repr es entatiOn (theTennsylVania-State
. ,

,Univeraity, 1970.) -bissertation=AbstractaInternatiOnal 31A; ,

4= 4618, -: Y: o%

.. , -4_ . -- OV - 4.-

-=:FarfraDan C. Study 1-2v An Exploration of Selected- Relationahipa-
-, ; ,

,, Among the Enactiye,-IConic,and Symbolic Modes of Representation.
",,JOurnal_for Research in MatheMatics Education 4: 104105'; , q

.
.

. _

'1.flar-0973.
, . ;, .._ ../.

. A!

tiva study with 24 fifth graders, mastery of antecedent obieCtivaa.
.

Varying in of which modes (enactive, iconic, Symbolic). were =;4,-;.,

,4tslio3appafently 40 not induce mastery of-conse4uent'objectives for
which no -explicit instruction was -iirovided. Order Of adqUiaition- o

: . of santecedent objeCtiVess.did not significantiv affect tha implicit
1Maateiy Of:-?4he cohsequent-objedfiveS; -,

''':% '.-`. ,. . .

:- -' l'edoili John Peter A Std4Sr, of the Cuisenaire-Gattegno Method as Opposed

to an Eclectic Approach for ProMOtini:GrOwth:in-:Operational Technique
and Concept Maturity with Firat,Grade Children. =(Temple liniVeraity,

, -
1166.). Dissertation Abstracts -21A:= 37.71-;3772;_tle)ii-1967.

._.

-Int.' study with two-dlaSSes of first graders (ii 26 pupils), the
-CnisenairaTrograt was compared with an eclectic roach using-soch-,
.pateriaia,aa:Cdisenaire7like but non-colored rods,. Centimeter rUlers, -II

And strints-ofbeads. ItvaScohcluded that -(1) the useloi color
jnhibited_the_initial study of- rod felatiOnshipa;. -(2)teadhing'Of. ".

mathematical Concepts was more effectiVely_develOPed,When th:e
'.apProaCh-ntilize& amultiplidity of experiences with a maximum
Laphasis on manipulation; and (3) while no significant diffekerice in

..
mean performance.was found, a trend favored the eclectic group.

, t

Penn ma, Elizabeth Hammer. A Study-of the,Relative Effectiveness of a
Meaningful Concrete and a Meaningful Symbolic Model in Learning a
Seiedted Mathematical Principle., (University of Wisconsin,. 19649.)- 0

1Diasertation Abstracts International 30A: 5338-5339; June 1976.
; .

. :;-,,
. ,,

Fentema, Elizabeth -H. The Relative Effectiveness of a Symbolic and a
_

Concrete Yodel in Learning a Selected,MathematiCal Principle. Jour-, 4.,

nal for Research in.Mathematics Education 3: 233-238; tioveMblr 1972;

-
.

, - .. .
For 14 days, 95 Second-grade pupils studied'Multiplication ideas

,tI

using either symbols only Or Cuisenaire rod "trains". /No SignificanC
o ,

'Idifferences were fotnd on a recall test, on a concrete transfer test,
bron symbolic transfer test I, but the symbolic treatment resulted
in significantly higher achievement on symbolic transfer,test II.

) ,

. ,Fenneta, Elizabeth H., Models and Mathematice. Arithmetic Teacher 19:

635-64Q; December 1972,

1
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A

In,this eseirch review, it was concluded-- that research. appears to
indicate th the ratIO of concrete to symbolic models used to
-ccinvey mathemati 1 ideas should reflect the developmental level of
the learner. It is gested that alternativeimbdels be available
so that the learner can ect the most eaningfulonefor him.

-,-,
;,./

'Fennell:1a, Elizabeth. Ma pulafives in the assroom. ArithMetic.Teachet.
20: -350352; May 1973 -. ' Y.4

. . .

the use df imanipulative materialS'in the classrb is discussed,.,
: with reference to research. findings and implication

Lc :t

--.:,
. -

Finley Carmen Joyce: ArithMetic AchieVement in Mentally 'Retard hildren:,,..
,

.The Effects of presenting the Froblem.in Different Contexts. -(Co Mbia'
e.,

University., 1\962.) pisSertatiOn,Abstracts -23: 922; Septembei. 1962.

Ina study with 108 pupils_inthird grade, test 'items presented with
concrete materials

pictorially
to be Mcite.diffitult_for'retarded pupils

than those either pictorially or symbolically presented, _hut differences
were not significant. For normal children--(n = 54)-, the .pictorit---
item was significantly easier thaneither"the co-ndrete,or.the symbolic ,

.item

,
FishelL Frei* E. The Effect of a Math Trading Game on-Achievement and

Attitude.in Fifth Grade Division. (Michigan StateUniversity, 1975.)'

DiSsertation Abstracts International S6A: 3382; December 1975.
-

Uge of a trading game on division for 15 days did not significantly
improve achievement or attitude for fifth graders (n = 8 classes).

. .. '''. e .

Fitzgerald, William. Self-Selected Mathematics Learning Activities.
ERIC: ED 003 348. (1965)

I

.,
,.

Bright students in grades 7 and 8 did hit learn as much in the self-
selection classes as did those in convey Tonal classes. Sl.ower

students (below 115,10 learned eqUalfY well in,both,classes.
,

_

Fitzgerald, William M. About Mathematics Laboratories. EkIC: ED 056 895.
.

-/ .(19,72) A ,
I

..t.,

Research on mathematics laboratories is reviewed, including research
on manipulative materials.' ,

.,

4
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.

trarY, Robert B. formative tvaivation of the Individualized Mathematics
*stem-.(IMS)., 'ERIC: ED 059 096. (1971)

'MS,: in Which reusable wotkpages guide students individually, 'Often
. hang- manipulative materials"; was evaluated ea..:ly in its development.
Fromhe reports of two outside, eValuators, teacher reactions, '7'-

cOoydinator comments, and- extrapOlated achievement test results,
, -.....

. - . ,, .
,,,,it was reported that IMS.is meeting:mpSt of its goals.

.t _treitag, Aidbard Alan. Case-Sf4dies of a Teaching Model: Teaching ThrOugh-.

1 %.

,6aMes. (State University Of New York at Buffalo, 1914.X Dissertation
--Abstracts international -35A: 98; July-1974.

.

__

'six,case stildies using games were conducted. A funetionogame was i

- used-with six fOurth graders, and a form of Bingo was useewith two,_
. .

I

r_
sixth -grade\classes (n = 63 pupils). Reactions and scores are disL,
cussed in relation to intervening variables and hypotheseS.

Gau, Gerald.Elmer.. Toward a Theory of Sequencing: Study 1-461. An Explore-
tionof the Effect of Instructional Sequences Involv.ingEnactive and/
Iconic Embodiments on the Attainment ofConcepts Embodied Symbolically.

--(The Pennsylvania State UniVersity, 1972.) Dissertation Abstracts,-
internatT6Fial---'--33A:.L 6728; June 197iI.

This

using the
beardsleg, but
Aaer instruction o

a transfer test of the s
No, significant differences p.

one, two, or three concrete embb

-

udy was conducted in conjunction th the-study by 13eardslee,
e basic design; 81 students not given'treatinenfg-by-

om the same fifthafi'd sixth, gradeS, were involved.
each set of ObjeCtikies, students were given

olically embodied objectives for that set.
.15) were found between the hse of

ents oh tests of transfer.

Genkins, Elaine Frances. A Comparison of Two Methods. of Teaching the con-
, cept of Bilateral Symmetry to Young Children. (Columbia University,'

1971.) -Dissertation Abstracts International 31A: 135.5,7i356; Sep-
tember 1971.

Ih a study on bilatetal'symmetry, 185 children from kindergarten,and
grade 2 were indiyidually trained and tested. The paper-folding
method was more effective, than-the'mirror method at the kindergarten
level; the mirror method was effective in teaching second graders to
digcriminte.more types of figures.

vy

Gibb, E. Glenadine. Children's Thinking in the Process of Subtraction.
, Journal of Experimental Education 25: 71-80; September 1.956.,
,
The ways in'which 36 second-grade pupils thought' while perforMing
subtraction'was explored. It was found that performance was better
on problems in a semi-concrete Context than in a concrete context
while the children'chieved least well on problems in an abstract

.

conteXt.' 4
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-Gilbert, .Robert Kennedy. A .Comparison of,Three Instructional Approaches
.Using .Manipulative Devices in Third Grade; Mathematics. (University

Of Minnesota, 1974.) Dissertation_Abstracts_fhternationaI 35A:

--5189-=5190. -February 1975:

In one school, third grader's (n = 124) manipulating materials '

.individually for additipp and subtracti&n with-two-digit numbers =,

scOred significantly higher than students, watching the, teacher
manipulate materials or handline materials in grodps-of four or
five children. In a second school, nosignifleant differences,)

. were found.

-,"Gipson, Joella. Use of the,ftvirogment and Discevcry-in Teaching Decimals
to Second-Grade Children. School-Science-and Matheinatica-.71:

7-3-741; November 1971. , 1
... ,

.., -
, . .

Use of familiar situations and manipulatiVe materials resulted in a
-.Mean score of 14 75 on a 20 -item test on decimals for, the

'' _ :..
-,

-,- grade- class studied.. -

e'
. .

s

-Grays. Theresa .Narie. A Field Study of Mathematics laboratory DevelOpMent.
in-Youngstown, Ohio., (University-of Pittsburgh, 1973.) Dissertation

:Abstracts _International 34B: 1184-1185; September 1973. ERIC:

ED; 085, 267.

.Evaluation of an elementary-scho4 Jaboratory program -in three
-sehOolsindicatod that it "was contributing to the improvement of
attitudes and achievement of .quite a few mathematically deficient

Students".

Green, -Geraldine Ann.- A Comparison of Two Approaches, Area and Tinding
a Part of, and Two Instructional Materials, Diagrams and Manipulative
Aids, on Multiplication of"Fractional-NuMbers'in Grade Five.
(ffniversity of Michigan, 1969.) DissertatiOT-Abstracts International
31A: 676-677;, August 197D.

In a 12-day study, 120 fifth graders werci taught multiplication with
fractions by one'of two approaches, one based on the area of a rec-
tangle and the other dependent on finding the fractionel'part of a
region or set, using either'diagams or cardboard strips. In general,,
the area/diagram combination was/ most successful, the tractional-part/.

cardboard-strips combinatiOn was second, while the fractional-part)"
'diagramcoMbination.Was.poorest.

/
.,Green, Robert Wesley. A Survey of the Mathematical Instructional Materials

Used in Teaching Culturally'Disadvantaged Children Grades 1 throitgh
6 Throughout the United States. (Indiana University, 1969.) Disser-

. tation Abstracts International: 31A: 1101; SepteMber 1970.
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. 1
Questionnaires and interviews-with 232 elementary-school teadhers
provided:: -data on. the availability, purpose, and.extent Of use of
59 instructional-materials, An,al?erage, of 38 Ter cent were furnished

.

`by the schools, with most (437) fUrnished to grade 1 and least (357)
tb:grades 2 and 6. Apt' average of 497 of the,materials:Were used by

, teachers, with 287 used freqiiently- Sixth-grade:,teachers used
materials more for:demqnstration, wfiileAn othergradet they-were
used most frequently for-student manipulatiOn. Teachers in,srades 1,

more -materials and activities used'auccessfully with
culturally disadvantaged children than did teachers of the upper grades, .

f

Leona. Methods and Materials of a Mathematics Program for ,the,
Diqadvantaged and UnderaAieving child, (Michigan.State University,
190.) Dissertation Abstracts 28A: 154-155; July l967.

Teaching by a "concept" method using models and Aidt ins a five-week
/stiMmer camp was more. effective for fifth graders, than-for fourth,

graders/When achievement scores were considered:, while- attitude changed.
-pOsitively,for both groups.'

4
,Hankins; Donal&David, Jr. A Fourth Grade Mathematicslirogram fqr thildren

. . - from Impoverished Areas and its Effect upon Learning. (United States
,

' International University, 1969.) Dissertation Abstracts International
,

30A:- 2249; December 1969:

A program designed for fburth=grade disadvantaged pUpils, stressing
success, concrete. - abstract development, simple language, reduced
reading, and activitF;'-resulted in significant'differences,froma'
control group in learning concepts and in overall aphieveilent.

K Haidp, -Henry .and Barrett, Ursala. 'Experimenting with RearSituatioat in
.011ird7Grad6 Arithmetic. Journal of Educational Methods 0:
i88-i92; January 1937.

.A third-grade clads (n = 43) taught through -activity-units attained

a mastery -of 93% ofthe steps set up as'a goal for the grade. ."

x-Harap, Henryand Mapes, Charlotte E. The Learning of Fundamentals in an
Arithmetid_Activity Program.' Elementary School dournal 34: 515-
5,25; March

In an activity program basted on-real situations,, fifth-grade pupils,
`s(n-='37) mastered 84% of the processes on a test of denominate numbers
and Multiplication and division with fractions:-----__

Harap, Henry_and Mapes, tharlotte F. The Learning of Decimals in,a
Arithmetic Activity Prdgram. Journal of Educational Research 29:
686-6931 May 1936. .
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In a,prograt of 13 units based on real situations LcorPoratin& _

fundamentals of decimals, sixth grade pupils (n = 39) attained .

:mastery of 90% of the 27 basic processes. A "Centro group" of

12--pupils matched with 12 pupils in the activity-gro pachieved,'.'
only :67% mastery.

41,

Harding,- Lowry W. and Bryant,-Inez P. An Experimental Com arison of
DriWand Direct Experience in Arithmetic Learning in a Fourth Grade.
Jburnal of Educational Research 37: 321-337: Januar 1944.

The fourth-grade class taught by functional experienced achieved
slightly higher gain scores than the class taught by dill.

e'
,Harshman, illardwick-Wilton.. The Effects.Of ManipulatiVe,Mate pis on

Arithbetic Achievetent of First -Grade Pupils. (University of, Michigan,.

DiseettationAbstracta 150; Jul '1962.
\-

c Achievement in Grade '1. Arithmetic- Teacher
Hershman,. Hardwick W.; .; and Payne, Joseph.N. Manipulative

-mateiials and Arithme,, \

. 9: 188 -192; _April 1962., ,
.

, -

Twenty-nine ffist grade classes (n = 654 pupils) were, taught by
<1) a commercial-set of materials aihigh comparative ceat; (2) a

.

I

set of inexpensive manipulative materials, or (3) ?teachdr4seleCtea!,',
-,-

homemade \manipulative materials. No significant lifferences between
the three programs were found in mean scores-of classes on achieve
t

-%
, 5

, ent-orattitude measures. Using'individual scores,.
differences-favored the.use of the ,teacherselected, homemade materials

-1 i

on some subtests,even-though more content was cgveted in the other ,

.t
two programs-.

.Harvin, -Virginia Raines. Analysis of the Uses of Instructional Materials
-; by a Selected Group of Teachers of Elementary School Mathematics.

(Indiana University, 1964.) -Dissertation Abstracts 25: 4561;

'February 1965.

Questionnaires were used to secure information -from 51 elementary,

School's'. Teachers in grade indicated more use of manipulative
tateriala.than,pictorial or symbolic materials, which.were used
.tore by- teachers in grades 2 through 6. NeVertheless, teachers at
all levels checked "student manipulation" as the-most frequent use

'81 materials.

Haynes; Jerry Oscar.. Cuisenaire Rods and the Teaching of Multiplication`
. to Third-Gracie Children. (Florida State University, 1963.) Disser-

- taiion AbStracta 24: 4545; May 1964.

Five third-grade classes (n = 106) were included in this six-Week
comparison of the Cuisenaire program with the conventional program
for instruction on multiplication.. In general, the Cuisenaire program
was found to be mo more effeCtive than conventional instruction.

133
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Henry, keritt Maxson. The.Effedt of Games _on- Cognitive Abilities, and on
Attitudes ToWarYMathematics. (Oregon -State University, 1974.)
Dissertation Abstracts. nternational. 34A: 4025; January 1974.

.A -21

, .

No significant differences in achtevement-or,attitude were. found
- between-groups of seventh graders -(n = 182) who used or did not'use

.-the-..ganreqUatione-or "Tac--TiCkieil%

,
-,,

iid6, Enfield Thomas. 'The-Relationships of Student, Characteristics to
AchievemenC .in a Junior High School Mathematics Laboratory. (West
!Virginia University, 1974.) Dissertation,Astracts International

\a64: 2077-2078:-0etober 1975. . .

Ng tingle factor could.be used to identify those students in junicir,
-high school who achieved well in a manipulative,- approach to mathe-
matics; -the beSt model(proVided for optimal placement of only 72%
ofthe students.

W

to,

Higgins, Jon L. The Mathematics, Through Science Study: Attitude Changes
Mathematical.aboratory..Schbol Mathematics-'Study Group Report

Number 8, ERIC: ED-.064 74. (1969).

Higgins, Jon L. Attitude Changes in a Mathematics- Laboratory Utilizing
a Mathematics- Through- Science Approach, Journal tor Research in

.Mathematics Education 1: 43=56;; .January 1970.

Significant differences were found-on six attitude scales after
,

eighth-grade instruction in a laboratory setting.. When data were
anlyzed in terms of naturally occuring attitude groups, however,
no significant relationship to achieveMent was.ound. n, /'

v

-Hirschbuhl., John JeSeph. Toward a Theory of Secluencingf Study 1-5:
An Exploration of Selected transitivity and Conjunctive Relationships
Among the Enactive,,Iconic and Symbolic Modes of Representation.
(The Pdnnsylvania State University, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 32A:-. 6202; May 1972.

With 42 fourth graders,,transfer to related but untaught objectives
Was not found to occur for six of gAght clusters of objectives,
varying in termt of which modes (inactive, iconic, symbolid) were
taught.

rti

Hollis, Loye Yvarne. A Study to Compare the Effects of Teaching First
Grade Mathematicsby, the Cuisenaire-Gattegno Method with the Tradi-

. tional Method. ,(Texas Technical College, 1964.) 1Dissertation
Abstracts 26: 905-906; Adgust 1965.

In a six-month study with 12 classes in grade 1, the Cuisenaire pro-
gram-wascompared with the traditional program, .Pupils in the

s.



Cuisenaire program learned as, much traditional subjest,matter as
.pupps having fHe traditional program; they also acquired additional
concepts and ski:1:,.

-,,

Hollis, .Loye Y. kStudy to Compare the Effect -of Teaching First and
Second-,!;radelMathematics-:by, the Cuisenaire-GattegnoMeLhod with a
Traditional- Method. School Science:and Mathematics 65: 683 -687;

`ilovember 1965-

1

'With first/ and second glades (n '=

taught traditional subject matter
method-, whilL those taugist, by -the

additional' concepts and fld.11S.

i-.- - i:

ollis, _LoyerY. A-Stuav-of the Effect of Mathematics Laboratories_ on

*the-MathematicalAchievementand Attiende_of Elementary. School
Students. :Tinalleport.'ERIC:, .140_066 315. (19721 -'

9 classes), -the Cuisendire method
as well as did the traditional
Cuisenaire method also acquired,

r

4'-

, 'No Significant difference was found between scores.of pupilg,in
gradeg 4, 5, and 6 using Or not using laboratories for'36 weeks,
but differences between schools were noted:

,
,

Holz, Alan-W. -Comments on the Effect of Activity-Oriented Ingtruction.
journal. for Research in Mathematics - Education- 3: 183-185; May 1972.

This. critique of Moody, Abell, and Bausell (1971) raises questions
af:out the validity of that study fOr testing either' any established
theOry or activity - oriented instruction.

Hopkins, L. ThoMas Learning Essentials in an Activity Curriculum.
4 Journal of Ex erimental Education 1:. 298-303;, June 1933.

1

Children in .grades 2 through 8 .(1 = 2,434) taught in an expetrience
currdiculum achieved scores comparable to the norms established for
those taught in .a traditional curriculum. \ '''

-Houtz, John Charles: problem-Solving Ability of Advantaged and Disadvan-
taged Elementary.School Children with Concrete\and- Abstract Item
Repiesentations. (Purdue University, 197?.) Dissertation Abstracts

:international 34A: 5717; March 1974.
__

(Models, slides, and picture-book forms of probleMitems resulted in.
-hlgher performance than the abstrace form for 1,203.pupils in .grades

/ 2 and 4.

HOWard, Vivian Gordon. ,Teaching Mathematics to the Culturally Deprived ,

and Academically Retarded Rural Child. (University of Virginia,
1969.) Dissertation Abstracts International 31A: 294-295 July
1970.

13b
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MatheinAtics.laboiatorY experienceS, planned to: facilitate learning
antilerarchy of needed concepts, silecessful, resulting in both_

achievement -and attitude gains torjthe 12 -i!lementary-_p4ils involVgd.
- r

I

V
areW. Donald and BuchaWni'' Anne DeVeloping. Mathematical Processes:
1972...73. Field Test Report. TeehhiCal- RepOre No. 324. ':Madison::
Wisconsin -ReSearchand- Deyglopment Center for Cognitive Learning,
1975t -ERIC:- ED -113 203. 4

This field' test of DMP was conduCted with second _graderat iil, eight,
schools, A ,mastery leVel of 81 -percent was found,, but:data. on

-standardized aChieVement tegta did not- conclusively faVor dither
`DMP -or 'converiiional.prograniS,

-I'..
e if . r

.
Oulten, B-irina R. Games and Teams: _ An Effective Combination in 'the Class-

L. --i"Oom.,_ ERIC: ED '090 927. (1974) -n

- , , , . _

.

Eight Classes (n .7.240 milS) in
.

grade* *_-,played* a modified .gaing
of "Tuf",.. using individual or team competitionu.witkindividualpt
team practice. ',These having team.,:competitioti -showed aignificantly

,

, greater improvement on a standardiied achievement -test.
,

. :

Jamison, King Wells, Jr. The Effectiveness -of a Variable Base 'Abaeus.
for ,Teaching c.ounting At Nunieration 'Sy'stems Other Than -Base Ten.

(George Peabody College for Teachers, 1962-) Dissertation Abstracts
,

.23:_ 3816; April 1063. n-'..
,

.
.. .,

, , ...
.

K ''' 441t

_

Jamison,.-King W. An Experiment with A Variable Base Abacus. Arithmetic
Teacher 11: 81-84; Febfuary 1964. % . ,

-

o,$-C..
0 A

-:'_!
.

A variable -base abacus was -used for five days in one _Seventh-grade'
,

class by the pupils, and for`demonstratiOn,:by the- "teacher in ,another
Class, while ,a third class used only the chalkboard.. On experimenter-
developed tests, no significant differences were foUnd-betWeen, grOups-,

"-,Jencks,,, Stanley Morris. The Construction_ and Validation of Geoboard
Investigations, e.Programmed Approach to Laboratory tlate'rials in
Elementary Mathematics. (University of ;Utah, 1968.) 1DisSertation.
_Abstracts 2981 . '2975; February 1969:- - , -" ,

.
;t)

a ,

L'**

A text on geoboard investigations was written by the researcher and
,

*,-Validated with fifth-grade-students: , .

c

4 Jeraild, A.T.. and others.. An Evaluatiopof Aspects of -the Activity- rogram
in New York City Elementary. Schools. Journal of Experimental Education

166.207;..Deember 1939.

;Students in grades 4, through 6 in .a non-activity program maintained

a substantial advantage oVer: those in the activity 'program.

4
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. s''

-JohnsOhiTixylau Erland, -The Effect of Activity Oriented,Ldesons on the.,,
, --, Ath)ieveMent-andAttitudes of Seventh-Grade-Students in Mathematics.

.....:..._t5:-.140-riti-itY. of Minnesota, 1970.) Dissertation AbStracts International
:..7:--,0,..:-....,-4--

_ , P. 32 *t 3 05, .July 1971 .
___

i

4,,:*
Itt4vity.7-otiented instruction did not appearto be mote eftective
fbi seVenthgradets '(n = 160 students4 than instruction with little

. . .

.,or no emphasis on actiyities for units-in number theory, geometry,
measurement, and rational numbers.

4

"-Johnson; Robert, Leo. Effects of Varying Concrete Activities on Achievement
of ObjectiveS in PetiMeter,,Atea, and Volume by Students of Grades
Feut,, Five; and. Six. (University.of Colotado, 1970.)- Dissertation
Abstracts 'International 31A: 4624; Marcb 1971.

Pox font Weeks,-06 pnpilg3n.grades 4, 5, and 6 were taught concepts
oh periMeter, area; andioldMe using--(1) a semi - programmed- text e
.Plus-tWo.SetS-,ok physical models and instruments -, (2) ,the same text, 7
but-n0 models, of (3) only the text with drawings and_' illustrations.
deiete&. Significant differences (' < .-01) favored tjle- group using_ .1

the physical materials--on- --both IMmediatelearnifigend-xetention -teSt,p-4

0

--Jones, Graham Alfred. Th Performances of First,.
Children on Five Conceptd.of Probability and_
I.Q. and Embodimeryts on theilF Performances.
1974.) Dissertation Abstracts International
4January 1975.

.

Most pupils (n = 162) in the primary grades had begun to acquire
Some concepts of probability, tested with three types of manipulative
materials. Use of Varied settings appeared necessary.

jT
1"M:ti

Second, and Third Grade.., .-

the EffeCtS of Gtade, A
(Indiana Universitr-,-,T!,
35A: 4272-4273.;

t:

1

is

Jones, Rowen Cox. A Diagnostic-Manipnlative.Instructional Program for
Teaching Addition and Subtraction to Six Emotionally Disturbed.
Children: A Case -Study Approach. (University of-Oregon, 1971.)
Dissertation Abstracts- International 32A: 5071; March 1972.

X-

Jones, Rowen C. and others. A Diagnostic and Activity Based Arithmetic.
Program for Emotionally Disturbed Children. ERIC: ED 057 547.
(1971)

In a 38-day study with six emotionally disturbed children aged 7 to
11, physical models,? manipulative aids, games, and othet materials
mere used by teachers and pupils. Achievement and attitudes both
impeoved.

-Kaiser, Virginia Ruth Stone. An Exploratory Study. of Selected Spoken
and Unspoken Behaviors in an Inner-City Mathematics Laboratory for
Underachieving Students. (The Ohio State University, 1974.) Ins-
settation'Abstracts International 35A: '265272653; November 1974."

137
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-Using an observation system, 125 mathematics laboratory. lessons, were
ObseiVed._ More.-than'65%:Of time in the junior -high school- labOratory

_ was SpenttinAndividuai student substantive behaviors and teacher -, ...

interactive substantive behaviors. Ag sAldents reached higher levels
of .cOgnitiVe -performance, teaCher 'be viors seemed -to be MOre- inditect. .

.

.--5.Kapperian, Gaylen Gerd. A Comparison of Three Methods of Arithmetic
Computation by the Blind. (University of Northern olorado, 1974.) .-
biSseriation Abstracts. International 35A: 2810-2811; November 1974.

"

-

After five weeks of inttruction with 16 blind students from grades
5 through 12, Use of the Cranmer Abacus did not appear as effective

.

at use of the Btaillewriter and mental computation, which had been
used for years..

_ -

MatVin-William.. TheDevelopient-and,Utilization Of a Card Game
f4--Teadhing Prime Factorization in the-7Fifth_Grade- (Univereity
,Of* Colotado; 1911.) Dissertation Abstract Intelnational -33A: 80;
jOlV. 1972. '

Use 'ó1-a card 'genie with fifth graders in two 'schools was. as effec

tiVeaS a textgOok-oriented approach in fottering recognition of
_theFundSmental Theiitei-okrithmetic.

-e7

-Kellethousei-Kenneth Douglas, Jr.
Problem Solving Abilities of
(Indiana University, 1974.)
35A: 5781; March 1975.

The Effects of two Variables on the
First Grade and Second Grade Children.
Dissertation Abstracts International

/'',
. .

.
.

.

ForcEirst graders, problems.with sets with three different names
were more,difficult than problems pith sets having the-same name.:
'For second graders, use of a visual aid affected difficulty level.

''& . '
. e'

.

., , ...: .

Kerr,. Joseph Jackson, Jr. British and American Arithmetic Devices for ,

-R..
the. Blind 7- An Analytical DescriPtidn. (TemPle University, 1974.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 35A: 3553; December 1974.

Devices used by the blind frOm 1700 to the present were evaluated.

Kiefen, Thomas E. Activity Learning. Review of.Educational Research 39:

.509t522; October 1969.

.-Studies on discovery learning 'and teaching in mathematics and on
manipulative learning in mathematics are discussed, with a critique-

. and recommendations:
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i

Kieren Thomas E. 'Manipulative Activity in Mathematics Learning. Journal.
4,

". . , ,
\

for Research in Mathematics Education /: 228-234 May 1971:
N

In this-research review, the place of manipulative activity in the
/-

1

Anstructional.sequence and its value in promoting. learning are

diacubsed.
.

:-

4 4 \
II

-K.na"upp, Jonathan Elmer. A Study of Achievement and Attitude of Sedond

,,,

i

Grade Students Using, Two Modes of InStruction and Two Manipulative
-, ,g1

Models for the Numeration System. (University of Illinois at*bane-

. Champaign,'1970.) Dissertation AbStractl Iniernational 31A:'.6471; '

June 1971. f ,!.--
i

Knaupp;Jonathan. A ;Study of Achievement and ttitudeof SecOnd Grade
Students Using Two Modes of InStruction and twc),Manipulative Models
'for the Numeiation System. Illinois School Research. 8: 27-33;

=Winter 1972. 1

_____ , .

For second-graders in four classes, bothlteacher-demonsrration and
. I

student-activity =ides with
gniicant gains in

either Dienes blocksere

W

A

were no significantcant
1

or sticks resulted
.in sif achievement, butithiifi 1

differences between the' two in either achievement or-attitude. . i

.

,

1

,

. .

Koch, Richard,R. MICA, 197243. -'Outcome Evaluation Report. ERIC:

ED 092 381. (1973)

Manipulative materials were used in conjUnction with small grouR .

, , 1 ;,

instruction, listening stations, and other procedures. No signifi= N.

i

cant differences in schievetent..or attitude were found. :

/IF I

Krairojananan,' Sompop. The Mathematical Behaviors Derivable from the
Program of Unified Scienceand Mathematics for Elementary SchoOls.
(Michigan State University, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-
national '34A: 5746; March 1974.'.

-it was felt that: the four USMES units studied for nine weeks by the
elementary-school pupils were effective.

- ,Kratzer, Richard Oren.- 4 Comparison of Initially Teaching Division Employ-
ing the Di'Stributive and Greenwood Algorithm with the Aid of a
Manipulative Material. (NeW'York University, 1971.) Dissertation
Abstracts International -32A: 567'2; April 1972.

- Kratzer, Richard 0. and Willoughby, Stephen S. A Comparison of Initially
Teaching Division Employing the Distributive and Greenwood Algorithms
with the Aid of a Manipulative Material. Journal. for Research in
_Mathematics Education. 4: 197-204; November 1973.

1 3 9
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Sixclassés of fourth graders were taught the distributive algorithm.,
for division while six classes were taught the-successiv-e_subtractions
(Greenwood) algorithm, both as a method of keeping records of Tani-
Ulafing bundles -of sticks. ato Significant difference was found

-betweenthe,two algorithms on achievement of familiar problems on
2 immediate r retention teats, For unfamiliar problems, the distribu-

tive group;had battk understanding of.theprocass.
,

. .

--:Kuhfittig, Peter Kurt Friedrich. Th e Effectiveness of DiscOvery Learning
,

...
in,RelatiOn to _Concrete and Abstract Teaching Meal+ in Mathematics-

e
- +(George Peabody College for Teachers, 1972.) Dissettation AbStracts

-, International 33A: -1323; October 1972:

N.
-.Kuhfiltig Peter K. F. The'Relative-Effectiveness of Concrete Ait in

, - ...

iSaovery Learning. School Science and Mathematics 74-: 104' 108;
,

-
_-- Februa .ry 1974, . ..

. ,
.

n a two-day Stiidy with 40 seventh graders on currency conversion, a
IoW-ability students benefited more from'using,concrete aids and
from intermediate guidan,ce than did high=abilitystudents. Use of
Concrete aids with intetmediate guidance appeared preferable to

..- se-of aids with guidance. / - .
- .

,-

LeBlanc, John Francis. The Petformances-9f _Firat Grade Children in Four
Ievels,of CoriServationof Ndtetousness'and Three Groups When.
"-Solving Arithmetic Subtraction Problems (University of Wisconsin,
1168.) Dissertation Abstracts 29A: 67; July 1968.

,
.The performances of 338 first-grade children in,soIVing problems
involving subtraction situations were analyzed. Prahlems-with-no
aids and no transformation were significantly more difficult than
-all other problem types; problems with aids (eithei physical or
pictorial) and a transformation were significantly easier. Children
withl&srleVels Of conseryation and those with low IQs were more
Aiependent on aids and transformations:.

Lerch, Harold H. An Activities and Materials Based, Non-Text Mathematics
Program for Kihdergarten. --ERIC: ED 063 973.. (1972)

Activities and use-of manipulative materials were stressed in this
number program for kindergartdn pupils. The experimental group had:..
significantly better (p ,.05) matching skills and greater number
knowledge and skills.

Lesh, Richard (editor). Cognitive Psychology and the Mathematics Laboratory.
Columbus: ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science, Mathematics,
and' Environmental Education, 1974. ERIC: ED 108 893.

In this collection of papers from a- symposium, research on mathematics
laboratories is discussed in relation to psychological theories.

140
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, ,t

LeWiS, Marian. Teaching ArithmetiC Computation Skills. Education of the '-

'Visually Handicapped 2: 66-72i October 1970.
. _ .,

v, , ,

A survey of computational aids used inClassep for the visually.
handicapped is repOrted. .,' ,

aloes, James Stanley. .The Effect of Attribute=Block Training on Gbildrenis
.

-:

- c

Development of ArithmeticConceRts. (University of California at 1.
Berkeley, 1966.Y Diesertation Abstracts 27A: 2400 -2401; February

'' 1967.'-' '. ,

Attribute-block training was compared with the Greater Cleveland Mathe-
tatic0 Program in' eight rnst-grade classeS, Attributeblockusers---
were better'able_to conceptualise addition and subtraction, were not
'as,goOd in computation, were-no better on verbal probleMs, and were
-slightly biiter in Multiplication.' .4" '...:

.

, .

-, _ . ..,-(
LuCow William H._ Testing the Cuisenaire Method. .Arithmetic_Teacher 10:

-435438;,November 1963. --- , . ._ ,.
,

Lucow, William H. An EXperiment with the'ddisenaire Method in Grade Three.
American Educational Research-Journal 1: 159-167; Maylb64,

. ,

In a six-week study with 12- classes of third graders, the 'Cuisenaire
method resulted inisignificantly higher achdpiement, than the
traditional,methodin teaching multiplication and division; however,

1

theSe
4
differences could be attributed" to the: previoUs experience

given the Cuisenaire group. Both methods produced significant gains.

Macy, Murray. The Effectiveness of Representative Materials and Additional
Experience Situations in the Learning and Teaching ofFourth Grade
Mathematics. (New York University, 1956.) Disieitation Abstracts

533-534; March 1957.

Pupils from one fourth-grade class (n = 285 were matched with those
from another fourth-grade-class, with each group alternating use
and non-use of manipulative materials and an "enriched experience
program" for two-week periods. No significant difference (p - .05)

dff in achievement was found between the groups either during or following
the treatment period.

`Matthews, Larry Allen. An Evaluation of the Effect of Using Supplementary
. Activity-Oriented Materials on Student Achievement of Mathematical

Competencies for Enlightened Citizens. (The University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1974.) Dissertation Abstracts International 35A: 2543-
2544; November 1974.. ,

Forty-two classes in grades 7 through 9 used NCTM activity-oriented
materials for low achievers. After pretesting, teachers of
experimental groups were sent information on the competency areas in
which each gtudent was deficient, plus lists of activity-oriented

1.41



material's to help students achieve these competencies. While
,\signi,Ficalit increases in achievement were found -for some subgroups,
in,none of the 48 Competency areas was there a significant difference

'An aChieVement betwe.en,experimental'and control groups.

McClure, Clair Wylie. Effectiveness of Mathematics Laboratories fpr

Eighth:Giaders. (Ohio State University, 1971.) Dissertation Abstract's

International 32B: 4078; January 1972.

2 /

The effectiveness of pre- and post-laboratory experiences on,achieve-
Thent differed for 146 eighth graders in six classes in two sChools.
Generally, student attitude was favorable toward the lessons on,frac-

geoinetry, and ratio and proportion. ,

7MCGinty, Robert LeRoy, The Effects of Four Methods (:), Instruction upon the
Ability of Second and Third Grade Studentsto-DeriveValid Logical

-Concldsions ftot Verbally Expressed Hypotheses. (Michigan State
nniveraity, 1972.) Dissertation Abstraata international 33A: 4686;

M.arch 1973..,,

Pupils in grades 2 and 3.given instruction on,attribute blocks, ,

Pictorial logic, or set theory scored higher on logic and classifi-

cation pupils not having "logic instrucfion.'

--McLaughlin, Lynn Mary James. Age and Observational Learning of a Multiple
.Classification'Taski (St. Louis University, 1972.) Dissertation

Abstracts International 33B: 1271; September 1972.

Pupils in grades2 and 4 were able to reproduCV'behavior on a block
-:task which,they-had seen demonstrated; only sixth graders could
transfer the informaeion to a different but structurally similar
task. Watching a model demonstrate was more effective than practicing
by trial-and-error.

.McLeod, Gordon Keith. An Experiment in the Teaching of Selected Concepts
of Probability to Elementary School Childrenz. (Stanford\University,

1971.) ftssertation.AbstraCts International 32A: 1539 September.

1971.

Most pupils in grades 2,and 4 (n = 550) were able to apply the conceptS
on the likely-to-unlikely probability Continuum before instruction,
for seven to'ten days. No clear treatment effect was found for groups
having laboratory participation, teacher demonstration, or no instruc-
tion.

)McMillian, Joe Adair. Learning a Mathematical Concept With and Without
Physical Model as Predicted by Selected Mental, Factors. (University

of Houston, 1972.) Dissertation Abstracts International 33A: 4182;

':- February 1973. .

1
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No 'Significant.difference's in lea(hing, retention, or transfer.were

found for seventh-grade students mfio used individual materialsfor

a unit on non-decimal numeration7with or without a physical model.

.1

,....i

-- Miller, Jack W. An Experimental ComparisOh of To Approachesto Teaching

multiplication of Frattions. Journal of &Ideational Research 57:

TT

-468-471;' May-June 1964. / 1" .. \,

1

4 Forfour classes of sixth grade4s-(n = 114 students), Usef written,.

lesson plans plus automated prac'tice machines.was superior to use of

the:textbook-with cOncrete.materi s.
1

! 7

,

t._

Moody,- William:B.; Abell, Roberta; and Bausell, R.1Berker. The Effect of
-4

Activity-Oriented Instruction upon Original Lerning, ,Transfer, and

Retention, Journal "for' Research in Mathematics Education 24. 207'-

212; May.1971. ,
J

4,

!

r6 t
.

, .

For2third graders, no advantages foi activity-oriented instruction.

were observed on learning, transfer, or retention when compared to

rote procedures. [This stud-,. was critiqued by HOlz,"197.2..]

--Mott, Edward Raymond. An Experimental Study TegEing the Value of Using

.Multi-Sensory Experiences in the Teaching of MeasureMent Units on the

, Fifth andSixth Grade Level. (The Pennsylvania. State University,

1959.) Dissertation Abstracts 20: 1678-1679; November 1959.

v.

Multi-sensory aids were used "at-every opportUnity" to teach measure-

ment to 70 pupils'in.grades 5 and 6, While the control group (n = 157)

"proceeded as' usual". No significant differencesin attitude or

achievement were found.

Muckey, Roy William. Using Decimal and Non-Decimal Numeration Systems to

Effect Change in the Ability of Beginning Second Grade Students to

Add and Subtract. in, Different Bases. (UniverSity of Minnesota, 1971.)

'
Dissertation Abstracts International, 32B: 3510; December 1971.

No significant differences were ,found between groups of second graders

(n.= 251) studying base ten only, non -ten bases, or many bases

including base ten, in ability to add base ten numbers. The use of

Dienes or non-Dienes materials made no difference at the high SES

level; only - slightly improved scores favored the.use of non-Dienes

materials at the middle SES level. [The low SES level wasnot studied.]

Na ;ca, Donald. Comparative Merits of a Manipulative Approach to Second-

Prade Arithmetic. Arithmetic Teacher 13: 221-226; March 1966.

In two second-grade classes; Cuisenaire and traditionally taught

groups were compared. TheQu'i..senaire group achieved significantly

better on a test based on the more extensive content of the CuiSenaire
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.

,'1 .
_program, while there were no significant' differences,between the.
tweiAgroups.on a test of, traditional content.,

. .
.

. . . .
. .

NiChoiS,.-Edilh June. A Comparison of Two Methods of Tnstructionin Mule,
,tiPlication and Division for Third-I-Grade Pupils. (University of
California, Los Angeles, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts International
,,,32.k:,.641; May 1972..

.

pi
-)

0
\ 'Ten classes.ofthird'graders' (n = 267) were randomly assigned to be

taught multiplication and,division,coMbinations for 15 days by (1)
manipulative materials with a guided' diecovery approach or (2) ab-
stiactiand semi-concrete materials with teacher explanation and
exposition. Significant differences.on achievement and - attitude

, / ,measures favored groups taught by pupil discovery *ith manipulative
materials. .

.:.
.,...

.,

-Mickel, Anton Peter. A Multi-Experience Approach -to Conceptualization
lot the PurpoSe of IMprovement.of Verbal Problem Solving-imArith
MAti6. (University of Oregon, 19710- DiSsertation_AbstractS -Inter-

-.v
national- -32A: 2917 -2918; :December 1971:- 1 -

it . :_
, .

.

. .
i

Ninety students were drawn from fourth-grade classes for six weeks
of instruction on verbal problem solving using (1) Concrete materials

,
, and pictures; (2) only words, written and ()tar; Or (3)-an unspecified

2.'-' .' Control treatment. The-approach using materials and picture§ was
more 'effective than the verbal apprOach.,1)ifferences between these

. groups and the control group were'not Significant (p = .10); it
appeared from analysis,,,of logs that the,control group teachers spent_
a disproportionate amount of time on 'problem-solving, expecially
using materials and pictures. No significant differences betWeen
any,groups were found on the retention test. .

Nicodemus, Robert B. Order of Complexity in Attribute Blocks. School
Science and Mathematics 70:' '649-654; October 1970. _

.t
In an in-depth exploration with 46 pupils in grade 5, it Was con-
cluded that performance of complex behaviors was facilitated by
experience with simple subordinate behaviors with attribute blocks.

NorMan, Martha. Three Methods of Teaching Basic Division Facts. (State
UniVeisity of Iowa, 1955.) Dissertation Abstracts 15: 2134;
November 1955. ,.

ti-

.-in,a study with 24 third-grade classes, a developmental method using
such aids as the number line, counters, drawings,. and number charts
plus generalization procedures was compared with a textbook method
and a conventional method in which story settings and problems were
used to introduce division facts. No significant differences were
found'on an eperimenter-deVeloped test given immediately after
instruction; the developmental method was superior on a delayed,recall
test of untaught facts.
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,NoWak, Betty Adams,A Study to Compare the Effects of Ma emit 'Cs Lebo-

. ratory Experienced of Intermediate-Grade Studenti on Ac hie ement and,: --:.

Attitudes. (Brigham Young University, 1972.) Disdeitation.Abstiaets

International 33A: 2697; December 1972x;

PUPils in grades 5 and 6 did better in a laboratory progr m than in

a non-laboratory program, while fourth graders did better in"a
.

con-
:

Ventippal program. An individualiZedlaboratory program was More

effective than an individualiiednon7laboratory program.

011ey4 Peter George-. The Relative Efficacy of Four Experiment al Protocols

',in the Use of Model Devices to Teach Selected MathematiCal Constructs,

(Washington State University, 1973.) Dissertation Abs't&cts Inter-

national 34A: -4993; February 1974. / Nj

.

Four teachers in. grade 3 each taught four groups, of ral4othly assig,ped

students five lessons on operations on a finite field- (even/odd,_
_-zero, one); four teachers in grade 7 similarly used five lessons on

a, permutation group. Fa' transfet use oftoncrete-torabstract
..-Sequences were preferable to pictorpl-abstract or abdtract sequences

Np significant differences were fkA10.0qn alretention Lest.
1 .

, I

Paris, John August. The Relation of a Personality Trait and Game Conditions

to Participant Learning. (Syracuse University,19701) Dissertation

Abstract's International 32A: 102; July,1971.

Fifth-grade students (n = 302) scored higher on hiaphievement test
after playing "Equations" in a cooperative rather than a competitive

situation.
1

1

>( Passehl, Geb,rge. Teaching Arithmetic Through Activity Knits. Peabody

.Journal of Education 27:, 148-152; NoveMVer 1§49.
!

1

O.

For 30 sixth graders in one class, use of activitylunits resulted in
mastery of 79% of the arithmetical stepd in learning to perform
operations with 'common and decimal fractions.

Passy, Robert Albert. How Do Cuisenaire Materials in a Modified Elementary

Mathematics Progfam Affect the Mathematical Reasoning and Computational

Skill of Third-Grade Children? (New York University; 19639' Disser-

tation Abstracts 24: 1506-1507; October 1963.

Passy, Robert A. The Effect of Cuisenaire Materials on Reasoning and

Computation. ArithMetic Teacher 10: 439-440; ,November 1963.

Third-grade classg using CUisenaire materials* achieved significantly
less on tests.of reasoning and computation than classes not using-
Cuisenaire materials (n = 1800).
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Passy,,Robert A. SOcio4conorilic StatUs and Mathematics Achievement.

: Arithmetic Teacher 11 469 -470; November.1964.

In ,a study faith third graders Using either textbooks or theCuisenaire
z

-
,

.progress, significant differences _were found among the various levels

of socioeconomic status regard1less of Wh.Ch program was used. Mean
__scares increage4-with increasing level of education and skill of

parent, \ / .

1

Plummer, Sister Mary lie6. The Effect of Preschool Experience on Spatia2

Perception. (Unive sity of Cincinnati, 1971.)' 'Dissertation Abstracts
International 32A: 4493-404;'February 1972.

SNo difference on a ble k-counting task was found between Montessori
and' nen-Montessori pupils grade 1 (n = 109).

Tolz, Sister Albina. Evaluatimof tl-e Effectiveness of Activity Mathematics

for Prim-any-Mathematics tearnin Disabled Students. Unpublished'

;master's thesis, University\of AskatcheWa-HT.I975.
---L

merits of activity an ,traditional mathethatics programs
In-:a study wit.h 48 mathem atic learning disabled students, the

I2'
In-:a t.

for a 20-hour unit on number and numeration were examined. No sig-

nificant differences between groups were4eund,

Pertis, Theodore Roosevelt. An Analysis of the'Performances Of---Fourth,

Fifth and Sixth Grade/Students on Problems Involving Proportions,
Three Levels of Aids and Three I.Q. Levels. (Tndiana University,

1972.) DissertatiomAbstracts International 33A: 5981-5982;

May 1973.

From grades 4, 5, and 6, 138 pupils were given tests accompanied by
phygical, pictorial, or symbOlic aids. Mean performance when
physical and pictorial aids were used was 'Significantly higher than

Mien only symbolic/aids were, available.

"

Prigge, Glenn Russell. The Effects of Three Instructional Settings on
rp'I'Learning of Geometric Concepts by Elementary School Children.

,(Voinnies I and II.) (University of 'Minnesota, 1974.) Dissertation

Abstracts International 35A: 3307; December 1974.

In, a ten-day study conducted with 169 third -grade pupils, selected
basic geometric concepts were taught using a programmed format., Use
of both demonstrations by the teacher and manipulation of geometric
solids by pupils was more effective than use of paper-and-pencil
activities or use of manipulative materials (such as paper-folding,
ge000ard, and geRruler).

(
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r.Prindeville, Ann Catherine. A Program for Teaching Selected Mathematics'
ConceOts_to First-iGrade Children Using Manipulanda, Language Training

And the-Tutr1.-Tutee Relationship. (University of California, Los

Angelet, 1971.) Dissertation Abstracts International 32A: 6111;,

*37, 1972.--

Pupils in three first7grade classes were given 24 supplementary
lessons on concepts of placev*alue,"order of numbers 4).400, and
two-place addition and-subtraction. One group received the enrich-

. -ment instruction in the usual large7group-setting; sixth-grade' tutors
were used to present the enrichment .instruction in a second cla
the thlrArdlass used the textbook program in the usual large-group.

setting. Pupils using.manipulative materials with language training
scored cignificantly higher (p .05) than those ugIng*the textbook

.program with-workbook and drill sheets. Use of sixth - grade tutors

did not result in bettef achievement.

Punn*, Avtar-Kaur.. The Effects of Using Three Modes of Representation-in
Teaching'Multiplication Facts on the Achievement and Attitudes-of
Third-Grade Pupils. (University of Denver, 1973.) Dissertation

Abstracts International 34A: 6954-615; May 1974. .

.

Ninety third-grade pupils were taught fp± 27 days to solve missing-
factor multiplication facts and word problems using (i) enective,
symbolic, (2)Aconic-symbolic, or (3) enadtive-iconic-symbolic
modes. Pupiis-using`manipulative materials and symbols,(1) had sig-
nificantly higher (p < .05) achievement and attitudes than thotes
-using materials, symbols and pictures (3), which in turn wat better

using only. pictures and- symbols (2).

- Purser, Jerry Donaldson. The Relation of Manipulative Activities, Achieve-

,
. ',pent and Retention, in,a Seventh-Grade Mathematics Class: An Explora-

tory Study. (University of Georgia, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts

International' 34A:' 3255-3256; December 1973.

In a study on-fractions and decimals with 339 students in grade 7,
the use of.pictures of rulers and micrometers was found to be

feasible; significant differences favored groups using such materials.
(No,instruments were actually uied.)

Rathmell, Edward Cary. The.Effeces of Multigate Grouping and Early or
Late Introduction of Bate Representations on the Mastery Learning of
Base. and Place Value Numeration in Grade One. (University of Michigan,

1972.) Dissertation Abstracts International 33A: 60/1-6072; .

May 1973.

No s-Ignificant differences were found between using various bases or
only base ten In grouping objects:with pupils in first-grade classes
(n = 110 pupils).- The group having reading and writing experiences
before grouping experiences (with objects) achieved bettel than the
group given grouping experiences first.
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4

Reyi,'Robert E. Mathematics, Multiple Embodiment:, and Elementary Teachers.
:Arithmetic Teacher. .19: 489-493; October 1972.

The rationale for using a variety of concrete materials to develop
a mathematical idea is, discussed and activities for the classiooth
-dregresented.

ow'

Rich,Ztiiiieton Waldo. The Effects of a Manipulative Instructional Modo
in Teaching Mathematics to Selected 7th Grade Inner-City Students.
(Temple University, 1972.) Dissertation Abstracts International
33B: .330; July 1972. .

Use of multi-base blocks and Cui enairerods in teaching fraction
concepts did not negatively affc_tachievementfor the nine seventh-
grade classes studied.

Richards, Kenvyn Barrett., A Comparison of theEffects of Verbal-Manipulative:
TorMs of Programed Instruction in:Teaching Measurement Skills to
=Sixth .Grade.Pupils. (Univrsity of-Maryland, 1970.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 31A: 5818; May 1971.

.

No,significant differences in achievementor retention were found
between groups of sixth graders (n = 72) using verbal or verbal-
manipulative programson reading a ruler.

Ropes, George Hardcastle. The Effects of. a Mathematics Laboratory on
Elementary School Students. (Columbia University, 1972.) Dissertation ,

Abstracts International 33A: 4250; February 1973.

TWenty-two upilS\from grade 2 and 2Z from grade 6 were rando:Aly
selected to participate in a mathematics laboratory;.22 other pupils
from each grade formed control groups. Expeiimental group pup4ls

. spent one 45- minute period per week for 14 weeks in the laboratory,
which "contained a variety of manipulative materials and activity
sheets related to each". No significant 'differences (p were
found in attitude or achievement (although laboratory group pupils,
spent 20% less time on the rsgular content tested).

A

Ross, Dorothea. Incidental Learning of Number Concepts in Small Group
Games. American Journal of Mental Deficiency 74: 718-725;
May 1970.

Retarded pupils aged 4 to 10 using a game_program for nine months
improved significantly more than a group using a special-class program.

Schall, William E. and others. Developing Mathematical Processes (DMP).
Field Test Evaluation, 1972-1973. ERIC: ED 097 290. (1974)

Is.
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The Developing Mathematical Processes (DMR) program was evaluated
:in its, initial period Of_use; encouraging results were reported.

Schall,'William and others. Developing Mathematical Processes/12)4
:Field Test Report .1973-44. ERIC: SE m 475.. (1975) .

,The DMP program was field-tested in the kindergarteky and first .three'
'grades of six schools. The previous yearg4 standargzed test scores
were used to predict achievement;sno significant achievement gains
ware fouhd. Tdechers, parents, and pupils all gave the program -`
favorable ratings..

.8chippert, Frederick Arthur.' A Comparative Study of Two Methods of Arith-
- mdtic Instruction in an InnetrCity. Junior High School. (Wayne

State University, 1964.) Dissertation Abstracts 25: 5162 - 5163;,:_
. March 1965. ';

4..

Four-seventh-suede classes from an inner-city (Detroit) school vere
taught with SMSG texts (reviewing operations with-norirnegative-

;

rational numbers) for five months, using either-an abStract apprOach
involVing verbal and written descriptions of modelc of Mathematical
-principles or student-manipulation of actual modelsot represen6tions
in a labdratory apptbach. A significant'differenCe in growth of
ailthmetic Skills favored the groups taught by the laSoratOry approach...
After two-and ,,one-half yeart, differences still significantly favored
the .laboratory gieup, Differences in- attitudes were not .significant.

--Schott, Andrew F. New Tools, Methods for-- Their Use, and a New Curriculum
in Arithmetic. Arithmetic Teacher 4: 264=209 November 1957.

The development and trial testing of a n- 'er aid was discussed
and partial data for grades 1, 2, and-3 wk.re presented, showing
increased achievement when these aids were. used. [Note that this

, material is the one considered ne:Tensiven in the HaKshman (19162)
study.] , 4,

Scott, Lloyd F. and Neufeld, Herman. Concrete Instruction in Elemeueary
School Mathematics: Pictorial vs. Manipulative. School Scienctend
Mathematics 76: 68-72;\Januery 1976. 16

No significant difference iin,concept knowledge was found between
either manipulative or pictorial groups and the abstract group in
nine second-grade classes involved in the stuuy. Affective responses
favored the first two groups over the third.

Sherer, Margaret Turner. An Investigation of Remedial Procedures in
Teaching Elementary School Mathematics to Low Achievers. .(University.
of,Tennessee, 1967.) Dissertation Abstracts 28A: 4031-4032;
April 1968.
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.
Pupils in grades 3 through 7 -(n = 47) tutored with_20 author- developed,.

*lessons', using instructional aids such ;as drawings, counters, and`
number 144S and charts, Owed*significantly-:greater gain in aChieve
ment than those taught by traditional-procedure.,_,

II ?

Sherzei, Laurence. Effects ofDifferent Methods of Integer Addition ,

`Instruction on Elementary -School Students of Different Grade_and
Aptitude Levels. .(UniVersity of Miami, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 34A: 24651 Novembek 1973.

The "correspondence" method for teaching integers was more effective!,
in grades 3 through :6 than was a number line Method.

--`7

Shippt'Donald E. and Deer, George H. The 'Use of Ciass Time in,Arithmetic.
Arithmetic Teacher 7:- 117-1211 March,1960.

FOr three classes of yapils in grades 4, 5, and 6. there was a trend'
toward higher achievement when the percentage of class time on
developmental activities !.7asincreased from 25% to.,75%. It was
cluded that more than 50%,of class time ShOuld be si)ent,on develop-,

--Mental activities, which included use of materials"-and discOsSion.

Shoecraft, Paul- Joseph. The Effects of ProVisions fox Imager!, ThrOd0
- Materials and,nrawings on Translating Algebra Word Problems, 4rades

'Seven and. Nine. (University of Michigan, 1971-.) DisSertation-
Abstracts International 32A: 38747=3875; January 1972.

Twelyesevenih-grade -clasSes (n.F. 366),-(and ten .ninth -grade classes)
were taught number, coin, and age problems fOreight days and work -

and mixture problems for four days. Two approaches used high
imagery with (I) concrete materials or (2) pictures, while a control
group stressed direct translation of the problems. The Materials
approach and hA direct approach were significantly better than the
picture approach in grade 7 for number, coin, and_age problems. or
work and mixture problems, the materials approach was better than
theyicturd,approach. For retention and transfer, differences also
favored thOlaterialss.Oproach. Low achievers-in particular achieved
better' when they could use materials.

3
t*'

Shuster, Albert a
and,Pigge, Fred. Retention Efficiency of Meaningfu,.1

Teaching. rithmetic Teache a2: 24-31; January 1965.

For six 'classes of fifth graders, spending betwen 50% and 75% of
the tame on developmental activities-resulted imbetteretention.

Silbaugh, Charlotte Vance. A Study of the Effectiveness of a Multiple-
ActiVitide Laboratory in the.Teachink of Seventh Grade Mathematics '

to Inner-City Students. (George Washington tniversity,1.972.) ris- .

ertation Abstracts International: .33k: 205; Jul) 1932,,

150
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MatheRatics laboratories were_attended twice a weekby.twelve seventh,
. ".

`ifadelClasses;_12 claSSes in the same school did,not -use.the laboratory,
,

arid12?ciasSes were in another school with no laboratery. The labora-
:eery appeared to have a favorable effect on achievement scores.

el

. I
t

Sampson, 1Ilirrord James. The Effect of Laboratory Instruction on the .

.

-

/.

q . Achievement and Attitudesof.Slew Learners in Mathematics. (Lehigh
iiniqersity, 103.) Dissertation Abstracts International 34A:

69554966; I ay. 1974. i
,

-. - :.

. Iri ,E1.014day study, 87 seventh-graders classified as slow learners
-. were taught by a laboratory approach (using-activities With an
19M-book) in one School or by a traditionai-approach- .(using a

-_dalimeicial. text).in_another,scheal. Fof two of six Units, signifi-
: a4t. differences` favored the teacher taught group; for one unit;

.,-

'!fhec..a, ibdratory group achieved better, =---,--

ca
).1:- . 4' ,

.

. .

SMith;. Emma_Dructila Breedlove.- The Effects -of- Laboratory InStruttion upon
- -

.Achievement in and AttitudelowardMatheMatiCS of Middle School
StUdehts. (Indiana University, 1973.) Dissertation_ Abstracts Inter-
hational 34A: 3715-3716; January 1974. - , '

. ;
.

tightp-tWo students from grades 6, 7, and 8 were taught by.a labora-
tory approach two days a week for one-and-onerhalf semesters, while
153 students were identified as the control group. Na significant.
differences in achievement or attitudes.; were found between grimps..

Smith, Jithmy Eugene. The Effect on AchieVement and Attitude of Three
,Approaches for Developing Area Concepts. (The University of Texas
at Austin, 1973.) Dissertation Abstracts International 34A:

5497-5498; March 1974.

.The expository approach was found to be superior to theuhimooel and

.multimodel approaches on most of the area-topics studied in four
classes at grade 7.,

.

Snyder, Henry D. A Comparative Study of Two Self-Selection-Pacing
Approaches to Individualizing.:Instruction in Junior High School
Mathematics. (University of Michigan, 1966.) Dissertation Abstracts
28A: '159 -160; July 1967. .

No significant differences.Were found in achievement or in the
characteristics of pupils in grades 7 and-8 who selected either of
two independent work approaches; however, gains were'greater tor the
independent ,groups than for the control classes.
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Snyder, Patricia Kay. Development of a Model of a Mathematics Laboratory
for Secondary' Schools. (UniversieY of Denver, 1975.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 36A: 4236-4237; January 1976.

A Model for laboratories was developed, including "physical facility
and equipment, teacher involvement, student activities and roles, .

'laboratory techniques and procedures, conceptual framework, and
matheTatical.concepts.

.Sole,DaVid. The Use)of-Materials in the Teaching ofArithmetic.
- '(ColtimbialJniversity, 1957.) Dissertation Abstracts 17: 15177

1514-July_195.7.'

Twelve third-grade cfases "(nt= 240.pupils)..were taught, using either
_a variety of materials or one-material. No-differences were found
between the two-groups. If more time w* spent in using.either.one
or several materials, then higher achieVement reaniteaThe effect
Appeared to depend more on the teacher` than onthe materials used.

7

If

1 4
--Spross, Patricia McNitt. A Study of the Effect Of a Tangible and

Conceptualized Presentation Of Arithmetic on Achievement in the
.Fifth and Sixth Grade. Michigan State UniVersity, 1962.) Disser-
tation Abstracts 23: 1293; October 1962:-'

"Tangible manipulativd.tems that had cultural significance "..were
used in this study with fifth and sixth graders (n = 166) "whenever
possible". Significant differences favored the experimental
group over a. group having "routine" presentations on both standar-
dized tests used except for one subtest on fundamentals. ,

Stanford, Thomas Eros. Effects of and Teacher Evaluation of Supplementary
Activities-On Seventh Grade Boys' and Girls' Achievement in and
Preference for Mathematics. (University, of Mississippi, 1970.)

Dissertation Abstracts International 31A: 2798-2799; December 1970.

Seventh-grade groups using games, non-verbal problems, or self-
selection of activities had significant increases in achievement.
A local 'control group also had a significant increase in achievement,
while a remote control group did not.

Steffe; Leslie Philip. The Performance of First Grade Children in Four
Levels of Conservation of Numerousness and Three I.Q. Groups When

. Solving Arithmetic Addition Problems. (University of Wisconsin,
1966.) Dissertation Abstracts 28A: 885-886; August 1967.

Steffe, Leslie P. Differential PerfOrmance of First-Grade Children When
Solving Arithmetic Addition PrOblems. Journal for Research in Mathe-
matics Education 1: 144-161;1 1970.

152 .
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Randomly selected first graders (n = 132) were categorized into four
levelSof conservation of numerousness, and given addition problems .

with physical, pictorial, or no aids.. Problems with no accompanying
aids were significantly more difficult than problems with either.
,physical or pictorial aids, which did not differ. Signif'icant_

Correlationa were obtained between scores on an addition facts_. test
and problems with.q.ds (r = .46) or without aids (r = .41),. -

sleittislie P. and Johnson, David C. Problem Solving Performances of .

Firbt-- GLade Children; ERIC: ED 041 623. (1970)

One hundred eleven children were given a 48-item problem-solving
test; with six problems from each of eight types presented in,a ran7.
domized_sequence. Half of the children in each ability_group were
randomly assigned to use of no manipulative objects, while the other
half were provided with manipulative objects referred to inthe-
problems and were allowed. to use them a y:gay thei, wanted-to help
solve the preblems. No 10 difference were found, but thoSe.using
materials scored significantly_ highe than those-not using -Materials:

O

St. Martin, Allen H. An Analysis of the Relationship Between Two Alternate
Procedures for the Utilization of_Teaching Aids in Piaget's Develop-
mental Theory During the Initial Introduction of Selected Fifth
Grade Mathematical Topics. (University of Houston, 1974.)1 bisserta-
tion'Abstracts International 35A: 7037-7038; May 1975.

.No significant,differencein achievement was f04d betwApfi fifth=
zrade.groupS using a concrete-seMiconcrete-abstract sequence and -

those using a semiconcrete-abstract sequence. 'Use of doncrete materials
resulted insome higher suhtest scores.

//

Swick, Dana F. The Value of Multi-Sensory Learning Aids in the Teaching-of
Arithmetical Skills and Problem Solving -- An Experimental Study.

--
(Northwestern University, 1959.)- Dissertation_Abstracts 20: 3669;
March 1960.

,Students in grades 2 through 5: (n = -404) ./made significantly greater
gains during the nine-week period wheni variety_olrmaterials i4as
used than were expected on the basis of their scores for-the previous
nine week.

-Tanner, Verdelia Jane Lindsey. A Mathematics Pr gram for- Primary -Age

Children: Concrete - Operational Approaches/to Number Concepts.
(Brigham Young University, 19/2.) Disserfation Abstracts Interna-
tional 33A: 2674;' December 1972.

A workbook developed for the bewinning oncrete-operation stage of
number development was found to be sup rior to commercial programs
for developing concepts; .,o differenc.s were fund for computation
skills. The manipulative atproa-ches developed:positive attitudes
toward arithmetic; with gireater rote lion of learning.

/. 1 5 i
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-Tholia0,-Gregory P. Field Impact Evaluation. Monmouth, Oregon: Teaching
Research, Oregon-State System of Higher Education, December,1975.

Tifteen Oregon Projects in which teachers had been exposed-to- mathe-
matics manipulative_materials, games, and the laboratory approach
were evaluated- through a series of field-site interviews. A random
Sample of 25 percent of the teachers in each project was selected;
each teacher was matched.with a teacher who had not participated in
any of these projects, but was located in the same building, and taught
at the same -level. In-addition to the 120 matched pairs of teacherd,
foUr students,were selected at random from each teacher'S class.
Both'participant and control groups wereverysimilar in their use
of .various materials. In no instance were either games or manipulative
materials found to be the basis Of a significant percentage of
programs. However, both were highly preferred by teachers, and were
Used quite frequently, particularly.by the participant group,(games,
93rand.manipulative materials, 87% for participants; for controls,

0 -coriesponding data were 85% and'69%). Both students and teachers had
positive attitudes, toward_ games, whilemanipulaiives_were-not-as---

.

-- Thompson, Charles Stanley. The Learning of Multiplication and Other
Mathematical Concepts and Skills by Fcur Children in a Fourth Grade
Open Classroom: ,A Case Study. (The Ohio St=te University, 1973.)
_Dissertation Abstracts International 34A: ,4584; February 1974.-

Four fourth-grade children were observed to determine the mathematical
concepts and kills with which they dealt, as well as theprocesses
they used. Tasks involving materials were administered to assess
understanding of three interpretations of multiplication.

*k`c.;

0.- ?

Tobin, Alexander. An-Experimental Study of Teaching Mathematics to
Relrded Educable Children-in Elementary-School Through the Use of
Concrete Materials in an Activity-Centered Environment. (Temple

University, 1974.) Dissertation Abstracts International 35A: 3412;

December 1974.

--No significant difference it achievement was fpund_fOr mentally
retarded children aged 6 to 9, but those in the group aged 9 to 12
who had the concrete materials program achieved significantly higher
than a group not using the program.

;,

- -

Toney, Jo Anne Staley. The Effectiveness Of Individual Manipulation of
Instructional Materials as Compared to a Teacher Demonstration in
Developing Understanding in Mathematics. (Indiana University, 1968.)

Dissertation Abstracts 29A: 1831-1832; Decellibitr 1968.
ir

Fourth graders were randomly assigned to be/taught for 69 days by (1)
individual manipulation of materials or (2') teacher demonstration
with materials. No significant differenes in class means were found,
but the group using individually manipulated materials made greater
gains in proficiency.

/

1
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Paul Ross. The Effects of. TwoTniEial Instructional Sequences
on the Learning of thetSubtraction Algorithm in Grade Three. _
{niversity of Michigan, 1970.) Dissertation Abstracts International

31A: 049-4050; February 1971.

In a study with eight third -grade classes, more.extehsive development
:of the decompoSition algorithm was found to be more effective than a
procedure which included work with concepts and use of the number 'line

rbefore the algorithm was taught.

Trask, Marvin Wellington. .A Study on Interaction Between Aptitudes-end
Concrete vs. Symbolic Teachin6.iethods es Presented to Third-Grade
Students in Multiplication and Division: (University of Oklahoma,

1972-.) Dissertation Abstracts International 33A:- "4253 -4254;

February "1973.

One group of random selected -third graders was taught for 49 days
by a syMbb-lithethud-, --MI the textbbbk, chalkboard, and multiplication
flashcards, while a second .gr:vup also manipulated concrete objects-
(-egg cartons, pebbles, counting, boards) (total n = 65). No signifi-

emit differences in AchieVement'were found. Regression analysis
indicated that pupils of-above-average ability were aided more by-,
the materials approach, while those of below-average ability
benefited more from the sybbolic method. "'

Trimmer, Ronald G. A Review of the Research Relailhg-Problem_Solving
and Mathematics Achievement to Ps cholo ical Variab'es and Relatin-
These Variables to Methods Involving or Compatible with Self
Correcting Manipulative Mathematics Materials. ERIC; ED 092 402.
(1974)

This research review focuses on determining the psychologiCal variables.
.

related to problem solving and presents arguments for self-correcting
manipulative materials to teach problem solving. Studies on Cuisenaire
rods and other materials and studies involving use of activities are

discussed.

Trueblood, Cecil Ross-0- A Comparison of, Two Techniques,for Using Visual-
Tactual Devices to Teach Exponents and NonDecimal Bases in
Elementary School Mathematics. (The Pennsylvania State University,

1967..) Dissertation Abstracts 29A: 190-191; July 1968.

Trueblood, Cecil R. A Comparison of Two T chniques for Using Visual-
Tactual Bevices to Teach Exponents and No ecimal Bases in
Elementary School Mathematics. Arithmetic Tea 17: 338-340;
April 1970.

1 r t
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*Pupils in, seven fourth-grade classes were randomly assigned to be
taught a unit on.eXponents:and nondecimal bases by (1) manipulating
visual- tactual aids or (2) Sierving and:telling the teacher' how
tomanipUlate such aids. Pupils obserVing the teacher manipulating'
,materlls scored higher (p = .10) than pupils manipulating materials

.ifiemselves. No significant difference in retention was found.

3

Unkel,. Esther R. A Study of the Laboratory Approach and Guided Discovery
in the Teaching learning of Mathematics by Children and Prospective
Teachers. ERIC: ED 056 986. (1971)

-;

Twenty-nine elementary-school pupils were tutored with some use of

Materials. Some significant gain scores were reported at most
vade levels.

Vance, James H. and Kieren, Thomas E. Laboratory Settings in MathematiCs:
-What Dqes Research.Say to the Teacher? Arithmetic. Teacher 18:

'585-589;' December 1971.

In this research review it was concluded that children can learn from
and like mathematics laboratory apprbaches.

Vance, James H. and Kieren, Thomas E. Mathematics Laboratories -- More

Than Fun? School "Science and.Mathematics 72: 617-623; October 1972.

For ten weeks, laboratories Were used once a week with some seventh
and eighth graders. No.significanr differences in achievement of
work covered in the regular program were found, although one-fourth
of mathematics class time was spent in informal exploration. Students
strongly preferred the laboratory method. Both laboratory and'
class-discoVery groups scored higher than students in the regular
/program on cumulative achievement, transfer, and divergent-thinking
tests.

Van Engen, Henry and Gibb, E. Glenadine. 'General Mental Functions Associ-
,ated with Division. Educational Service Studies, No. 2. Cedar Falls:
IoWe State Teachers College, 1956.

In this study4on the efficacy of the successive subtractions add
distributive algorithms for division; materials were suggested but
use was notcarefully'controlleth Some advantages were found for
each'algorithm

Vitello, Stanley John. The effect of three Variables on the Solution of
Verbal Problems Requiring Class Inclusion Among Educable Mentally
Retarded Children. (The University of Connecticut, 1972.) Disser-
tation Abstracts International 33A: 2795; December 1972.
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The group with a mental age of 10 performed Statistically better

when given two pictures and iconic presentations; differences, at

other MA levels ( *hhrough 9).Were/not signifident.

4' /
, .

Wallace, Pedilena. An Investigation of the Relative Effects of Teaching
,-

_a,4Mathematical Concept Via Wiltisensory Models in Elementary-School'

:MhM cateatie. (Michigan State University, 1974.) Dissertation

Abstracts International /35B: 2989-2999 Decembkr 1974.
. .

- Pupils from grades 4, 5, and 6 (n = 154) were taught fraction concepts

for three weeks,using,Cuisenaire rods and magnetic fraction parts dr
traditionai/approach. Theimaterials group, scored significantly

Higher than the traditional group on both achievement and manipulative

teste.. go significant differences were ;found between, welfare and

fidn-welfare: ,redipients.
ty,

AudraWheatly.Introducing Mathematics to First Grade :Children:'`

Manipulatie-vs. Paper and Pencil. (University of Calfironia,'

13erkeley, 1969.) Dissertation Abstracts. International 30A; 3373-3374;

;February 1970.

.
With six 'classes of first\graderai three from low and three from high

fdl schoOls, mathematical concepts were reinforced for one month- ' through use of -(1) paper-and-pencil follow-up activities or (2) manipu-

lative and, concrete materials for,follow-up activities. No significant

difference in achievement was found between groups, although a trend

favored thense of materials, especially for low SES pupils.

- Weeks, Gerald Malcolm. The Effect of Attribute Block Training on Sedond

and Third Graders Logical and Perceptual Reasoning Abilities/.

(University of Georgia, 1970.) Dissertation Abstracts International

31A: '5681-5682; May 1971.

In a study with, second and third graders, attribute block training

was found to-have a strong positive effect on logical and perceptual

reasoning ability. /

Wheeler, Larry E. The Relationship of Multiple Embodiments of the Regroup-

ing Concept to Children's' Performance in Solving Multi-digit Addition

and Subtraction ExamPles. Dissertation Abstracts International 32A:

4260; February 1972.- .

A random sample of 144 second-graders was categorized according to

three levels of abstraction by testing their performances in

regrouping two-digit addition and subtraction examples on the abacus,

sticks, place-value chart, and multi-base blocks. There was no

significant difference between their performance in solving two-digit

examples la the symbolic mode. However, children proficient in

r

z.
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regrouping on three_or.fouf embodiments scored significantly higher.1
on the multi-digit examples than children,not proficient sing concrete
materials. Significant correlations were found between the number
-of embodiments dhildr'en-were able to regroup for two-digit addition

,k
and subtraction and their performance on multi-digit addition and
Subtraction. r

C

F
,

" 'Whipple; Robert A' Statistical CompariSon of the Effectiveness of

. Teaching Metric:Geometry by the fahoratory,..and Individualized Instruc-
tioS:Approaches. (Northwestern University, 1972.) Dissertation
,Abstracts International 33A: , 2699-2700; DeceMber'q2,72.,

Students,ingrade 8 (n = 93) who used A.laboratory approach with
manipulative materials scored higher than students using individualized
instruction'units on geometric ideas.

/...

--Wilkinson, Gerald Glendel. The Effect of SuPplementary Materials upon
Academic Achievement in and Attitude Towafd Mathematics Among Eighth
Grade Students. (North Texas State University, 1971.) Dissertation
Abstracts.International 32A: 1994;. October 1971.,

0,

Students in grade 8 (n = 136) using supplementary materials (objects,
:filmstrips, and films) did not show a significant gain in attitude
Over those using a traditional method, but achievement' increased in
heterogeneously'grouped classes using, supplementary materials.

Wilkinson, Jack Dale. A Laboratory, Method to Teach Geometry ih Selected

9
Sixth Grade Mathematics Classes. .(Iowa State University \1970.)

Dissertation Abstracts International 31A: 4637; KarCh 19 1.

Sixth traders (n = 232) were taught geometry for 20 days usi g
(`l) labofatory units, with worksheets and manipulative materi is
requiring experiments and data collection, (2) laboratory unit
which included cassette tapes, or (3) a "more conventional app oach"!

No sigdificant differences in achievement or attitude were foun
between the three approaches.

Wilkinson, Jack. A Review of.Research Regarding Mathematics Laboratories.
In Mathematics Laboratories: Implementation, Research and Evaluation
(William M. Fitzgerald and Jon L. Higgins, editors)ti Columbus: ERIC.
Information Analysis Center for Science,-MathematicS, and Environmental -
Education, 1974. ERIC: ED 102 021.

Research related to the use of mathematics laboratories is reviewed.
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Williams, John D. The Evaluation of Three Math Courses. Journal of
Structural Learning 3: 41-79; 1972.

Data from.a study (1961-1963) are reported for geoups.using the
Dienes or the Cuisenaire program for one and two years, each compared
with,control groups using a conventional British program. Attrition,
and various other sampling problems occurred which ,reduced.the
experimental groups markedly. After one year's use of the Dienes
program, scores were slightly depressed by comparison with those of
their control groups. The first-year Cuisenaire groups obtained
slightly higher achievement scores than their control groups. After
a second year, both groups improved significantly above the level
of their respective control groups.

.Wolff, Donald. J. An Instructional Game ,Program:'-' Its EffeCt on Task

Motivation. (Rutgers University The State University of New 4ersey,

1974.) 'Dissertation Abstracts International 35A: 3535-3536;'

December 1974.

For 66,pupils in grades 1 and 2, preference for the cooperative

game format (using adaptations of "WFF'N PROOF" and "On-Sets").

declined significantly. No evidence ...was found for a format effect

-\_on interest in the subject matter, set theory. When pupils were

-fee to move at their own pace, cooperative procedures appeared

better than competitive ones.

Wood, Carolyn-M. A Comparison of the Effects of Sequence and Mode upon
the-Initial Acquisition,adtention, and Transfer of Elementary

Multiplication Concepts. (University of Pittsburgh, 1974.)' Disser-

tation Abstracts, International 35A: 2068; October 1974.,

No significant differences in achievement were found between Small

groups of pupils in grades 1, 2, and 3 who were introduced tp
multiplication rules and concepts through inductive or deductive
modes and with concrete or pictorial representations. On the reten-

tion test, the first graders scored better using the inductive pro-

gram and concrete materials.

Wrightstone, J. Wayne. Evaluation of the 'Experiment with the Activity

Program in the New York City Elementary Schools./ Journal of Educa-

tional Research 38: 252-257; December 1944. y

As part of an evaluation of a Six-37,2er experimentatioD period, it

was, found that arithmetic scores of:those in the activity group were
significantly lower than for those in he non- activity group on
one test; and not significantly different an another test.-

Wynroth, Lloyd Z. Learning Arithmetic -by- Playing Games. (Cornell Univer-

sity, 1970.) Dissertation Abstracts International 31A: 942-943;

September 1970.
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':':41Kindargarten and first-grade groups taught new concepts verbally

though IA series of competitive games, f011owed by self-paced /

.*ritten/work later, had significantly higher scores on achisveMent
tests. than those who had a "normal" program.

/

Zahn, Karl G. Use of Class Time in Eighth-Grade Arithmetic. Arithmetic

Teacher 13:. 113-120; February',1966.

Stadents in grai.e 8 (n :120) who spent or 67% of their time on
develOpmental activities scored higher than those who spent the
ireatier.proPortion of their time on Practice.

.* Activity Centered Math Pro:tram. ERIC: ED 093 676. (1973)

/
y -

Descriptive statistics were used to substantiate the claim that the
,program, modeled after the Nuffield Project-with an emphasis on
,activity learning, produced acceptable results.

The Use;of Coloured Rods in Teaching Primary Number Work. ERIC: ED 028 823.
(1964)

I9 'grades 1 and 2 in Canadian school$, significant differences were
folund on the Cuisenaire test but not onNaNstandardized survey test.
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Reference

Adams, 1971

Adkins, 1959

Aldrich, 1970'

APPENDIX B

DELETIONS FROM LIST OF REFERENCES

Reason for deletion

114-
content: linear ordering

type of study: ligt of "instructional aids"

content: Piagetian classification

Allison, 1965 focus: form and color, nptspecific to materials,
i

4,
, 4 C

AtkihSon, 1973 content: identification of geometric .s,hapes

`Austin and Jesson, 1974 not research

Bailey, 4.974

Baker, 1971

Bass, 1971

content: polygonal paths

level: grade 9

content: topological understandings

Bennett and Walker, 1971 content: categorization

Biancoviso, 1971 content: Piagetian conservation

Biot, 1970 content: Piagetian conservation

Doersig,.973 level: grade 9

Bowers, 1972, 1973 level: secondary

Branca, 1971, 1974; content: mathematical structure of Klein Four.

,Branca and Kilpatrick, group

1972

Brumbaugh, 1970 content:. geometric representations

Brush, 1973

Burgess, 1970

Gamp, 1971

focus:i materials only incidentally involved
in survey

level: secondary

content: Piagetian conservation

Carey and Steffe, 1971 content: measurement, not focused on materials

Carlson, 1972
.

_Chilewski, 1974

Collins, 1971

content: Piagetian conservation
ti

content: mathematical structure of Klein Fotir

group

focus: mastery learning

161
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Reference

Collis; 1971

Colvin, 1973

Cowan, 1964

4crist, 1969

:Davis, 1967

Deans, .19.73

Devor and Stern,

"Downs, 1969-

1967

English, 1961

Es'ty, 1971

Finch, 1972

Fink, 1974

Tinnell, 1973

Folsom, 1959

Tortson, 1970

balder, 1973

Gatz, 1973

Gavzy, 1974

Goforth, 1938

Gorman, 1943

Grafft, 1970

Gray, 1965

Greenberg, 1970

Greenes, 1970

B-2

Reason for deletion

focus: designing research using card-sorting
task _

not research

content: Piagetian transformations

content: telling time

level: grade 9

-not research

1970 level:

focus:

focus:

focus:

preschool

building birdhouses

use of automated devices

use .of color in printed' materials

content: topology

type of study: survey of materials cited in PLAN

focus: role of imaginative play and effect on
Piagetian tasks

level: grade 9

focus: teachers' manuals

focus: stimulus activities, including
rhythms, creative activities

not research

content: copying geometric figures

focus: not manipulative materials

type of study: drill procedure, 1938

type of study: list of laboratory equipment

focus: not manipulative materials

focus: meaningful instruction

content:- geometric forms

content: geometric forms

6:?:



Reference

Greer; 1972

Gulitud; 1971

Gururaja, 1911

Haring and Berman, 1972

Hearcrie1954

Hilliard, 1972

Howard, 1957

B=3

I

Reason for deletion

/ fOcus: effect of body movement

content: vectors

content: Piagetian'

focus.: not manipulative materials

unable to obtain copy

content: Piagetian

type of study:! British teachers' reactions
,;

I

Hutcheson, 1973 grade i9

level: grade 9

content: Piagetian classification and seriation

Johanson, 1972

Johnson, 1972

johnsoti 1970

Jones, 1971

Jones,

/Kampa,

1968

1971

Kerr, 1973

Khan, 1973

Kidder, 1973

Xing, 1973

Krulik, 1974
$

LCrosSe, 1967

, Lemon, 1969

Lane, 1964

content: categorizing behavior

level: preschool

level: grade 9,

content: Piagetian conservation

focus: only one reference to activitlies

level: presalool

content: transformation, not focused on
materials

I

focus: two forms of Skemp's test, not directly
related to classroom activities

not research

content: Piagdtian

content: mathematical structure of Klein Four
group -

focus: programmed instruction

LaRoche, 1970 n not research .

Lerch_ and Mangrum, 1965 type of study: list of "instructional\aids"

Lewis, 1969 content: measurement, not focused on materials
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Reference

Light, 1972

4

Reason for deletion
.\'

focus: program not stressing manipulative
materials

14.ndv:.11and Light, 1974, not research

LoOmis, 1965

McCuhe, 1971

1972

Miller et al.,.1:69

Murray, 1970

.4

Owens and eooney, 1972

Page, 1971

not research

level: preschool

not research

content: Piagetian topology

content: Piagtian conservation

content: Piagetian transitivity

level: secondary

Papert and. Solomon, '1970 not research

Pereira, 1973, 1974

Phillips, 1968

Porteus, 1972

Prater,. 1968

Price, .1951

Rea and French, 1972

Reavis,

ii'eeves, 1972

Regula, 1973

Schell, 1965

Schnur, 1970

Shah, 1971

Shively and Asher, 1971

Smith, D. D., 1974'

content: mathematical structure of Klein Four
group

content: Piagetian

type of study: no data reported

focus:. study of color in textbdoks'

unable to obtain copy

focus: varied mental computtion activities'

focus: , parent program, with games included
but use riot controlled

level: 'secondary

focus: technique for mentiftly retarded; with
no emphasis on manipulative. materials

focus: not manipulative materials,

focus: not manipulativeMat,erials'

content: 'topological concepts

critique of grade 9 study

focus: paper-4nd-pencilexample as a "model"

.1.611



- Reference

thith; 1975

,'teffe '1972

Steinway, 1918.'

Sttatford,i'19:71
c 0)

:Syer- and Ingeneri, 1949

I

1965.

Waters;_ 1972 '-'

Weiner,i 1972

-.Wi1dernian, 1974

Williams, .1970

.'s ginkelMann, 1974 _
,

--Young, 1974

'.049 062

EA 061 721

, ID 06,90P

!ED 069 Z58

,ED 075 561

,ED 077. 768

ED 078 611

ED 087 793

ED 087-835

4,

`Reason for deletion

content: Piagetian conservation

content: Piagetian claSSification

research design: 1918

focus: description of program

not research

focus: audiovisual materials

level: secondary

content: Piagetian: more/less

not research

using workca0;',.
'

level: preschooFtL7,-
f..A

content: PiageOantOnservation

content: seriation--

focus: no data on effect

focusimulation/gaming

focus:

focus:

focus:

focus:

focus:

focus:

focus:

of use of materials

not manipulative materials

no results cited for a range
instructional services

of

outcomes specifi, to activities unclear

effect of materials aot studied

not on use of materials

on general program, not effect of
manipulative materials

not on manipulative. materials .

or room

ED 097 20x4 focus: use of supplementary materials developed
to accompany textbook not controlled

..
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APPENDIX C

INSTRUMENT FOR.EVALUATiNG

EXPERIMENTAL EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH REPORTS

//

Since research efforts vary widely in quality, the question of the

degree of confidence which can be placed in the findings of a study

of considerable importance. Many lists of suggestions have been developed

.-e0 aid in making this judgment;, such lists,-however, lend themselves best

to casual evaluation. anethe results are often. inconsistent and unreliable.

Perusal of the literature (at the time the instrument was being developed)

disclosed six instruments for evaluating research. For three of these,

no reliability data were available. ror one, the reliability was so low

that the usefulness of the instrument is questionable. Two were found to

be helpful: Johnson (1957), with inter-rater reliability of .75 to .79,

-and GeOhart (1964), with inter-rater reliability of .74. But neither- --
seemed entirely suitable for evaluating expe'rimental studies in elementary

school mathematics. More information is needed to support the items on

Johnson's list. Gephart's instrument sacrifices the time-consuming rating

of each subitem to a purely subjectiw final rating.

q- Therefore, 24 1its of suggestions for,eValuating-educational research.

6

proposed by writers in the field were compiled. Nine points were found.

to be consistently repeated,-and-these form the basis-for the Instrument
1

for Evaluating Experimental Educational Research Reports. The nine questions
4

focus attention on the vital points, and the value of the research in terms

of these is specified. Possible flaws which lead to incorrect conclusions

and may negate the value of the research are analyzed. The sum of the

numerical values assigned to each question provides a basis for comparison

[providing the user can overlook the-question of summing ordinal numbers].

166
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Two investigations of the degree of reliability or inter-rater agree-

ment which may be expected in,tne use of the instrument with studies on

elementary school mathematics have been reported by Suydam (1968a, 1968b).

In one study, nter-rat r
/
reliability was found to be .91 (Analysis oft

Variance re lability formula). (The coefficient estimates the correlation

between the combined ratings of the judges in the study and the combined

;ratings of another hypothetical random sample of judges taken from the

same'populatioh and rating the same articles.) The coefficient of relie-

s..?

bility which provides a measure of the consistency probable with a single

rater using the instrument was .77 (Snedecor's formula). In a second study,

. with a more diverse population of judges, the inter-rater reliability

was found to be .94; while the consistency level was .57. In another

analysis of the reliability of the instrument when used with reports of

research on oral reading, 'Spire (1974) obtained an inter-rater reliability

of .72 (Z -test).-

It must be recongized that the instrument has linlitations. It is par-

tially subjective, and use of it demands some background in methodology

and statistics, as well as in the subject matter field. [For a fuller

critique, see Romberg (1970).j However, use of the instrument is more

reliable for more people than is a list of suggestions--and certainly

better than merely reading a research report without any criteria. A few

possibilities for plausiblyse of the instrument are:

(1) In many reviews of the literature, every study seems to be

considered as good as any other--and this is not true. Such

reviews could and should reflect careful evaluation. The instru-

ment will aid in directing attention to those studies done in

the past whose findings may be most applicable or most questionable.

(2) Use of the instrument can help researchers to iuentify studies



e.

doneso.poorly that replication with increased precision is

needed.

(3) The instrument seems to be plausible as a- guidefor evaluative

planning/Of
/

research as well as evaluative reading of research.

/
((i) The researcher should find the instrument valuable in writing

repOrtS of-lesearch, using it as a.guide to completeness of
/

yital information to include.
/

Johnston and Burns (1970) concur with such points in their discussion

of .t e nine, points of the instrument.
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Instrument 6r Evaluating Experimental Research Reports

a

Marilyn N. Suydam
The Pennsylvania State University__

1. How practically or theoretically significant is the problem.
(1-2-3-4-5)

A. PUrpoge
Problem origin
1) Rationale 1

2) Previous research

(important---nOn-important) ,

\

(logical---illogical)
(appropriateinappropriate) ,

2: How clearly defined is the problem? (1-2-3-4-5)

a. Question
"bHypothesis(es),

c. Independent variable(s)
d. Dependent variable(s)

(operational - -- vague)

(relevant--,--irrelevant)

(logical - -- illogical)

-(relevantirrelevant)
(operationalvague)
(relevant---irrelevant)

3. lbw well does the design answer the research questior?
(1-2-3-4-0

A. Paradigm
b.Hypothesis(es)
c.' Procedures .

d. Treatments

e. Duration

(appropriate---inappropriate)
.(testable---untestable)
(clear---unclear)
(realicableunreplicable)
(appr'opriate---inappropriate)
(appropriate---inappropriate)

4. How ,Isipm2L21i does the design control variables? (1-2-3-4-5)

a. Independent variable(s)
b. Administration of treatment
c. Teacher or group factors
d. Subject.or experimenter bias
e. Halo effect
f. E>ttraneous factors
g. Individual factois

(uncontaminated---contaminated)
(rigorous---unrigorous)
( controlled--- uncontrolled)

(controlled---uncontrolled)
(controlleduncontrolled).
(controlled--uncontrolled)
(controlled---uncontrolled)

5. How properly is the sample selected for the design and mrpose
of t..e research? ( l-2-3-4-5)

a. Population Aappropiate---inappropriate)
b. Drawing of sample /// (random---unspecified)

c. Assignment of treatment 7' ,.(random - -- unspecified)

7

c.



C-5

Size (appropriate---inappropriate)
e. CharacteristiCs (appropriateinappropriate)

6. How Valid and'reliable are the meaSurina instruments or observa-
tional techniques? (1-2.:3."4-5) //

a. Instrument of technique
1) Description.
.2) Validity

3) Reliability for population
b. Procedure of data collection

(excellent---poor)

(apprcipriateinappropriate)
(excellentpoor)
(careful---careless)

7: HoW valid are the techniques of analysis of data? (1-2-3-4-5)

if."Statistical tests
1) Basic assumptions

2) Relation to design
b. Data

1) Treatment
2) PresentatiOri

3) Level of significance

4) DisdussiOn

(satisfied---unclear)

(appropriate--.:inapprOpriate)

(appropriate --- inappropriate)

(clear---unclear)
(appropriate - -- inappropriate)

(specified---unspecified)
(accurate---inaccurate)

8. How appropriate axe the interpretations and generalizations from
the data? (1-2-3-4-5)

a. Consistency .with resul is
b. Generalizations

Implications
d. Limitations

(excellent---poor)
(reasonable---exaggerated)
"(reasonable - -- exaggerated)

(noted---not noted)

9. How adequately is the research reported? (1-2-3-4-5)

a, Organization
b. Style
c. Grammar
d. Completeness

V

(excellent---poor)

(clear---vague)
(good---poor)
(excellent---poor)

(replicableunrepliPable)

''.



Reference:

i.

P

APPENDIX D

TREATMENT DESCRIPTION INVENTORY

Research 1 1 Research review

Data detail: Fi little I much

Re-analysis: 71 possibly i no

.1. Math. content/concept:

2. Grade level: Age:

3. Theoretical basis: pi no n yes

Reference:

1- Non - research

Theoretical analysis

I
Position paper

1 ! .Teaching idea

Notes:.

4. Characteristics of sample: Title I - yes r-1 no El SES level

cultural factors

achievement expectation

geographic region urban pi rural ri
5. time: for entire study - weeks days minutes/day

for treatment - weeks days minutes/day

(material-r.se phase)

for testing pre post retention

6. Special time factors:

7. Sequence placement of activity: ; !initial r development !practice

8. Use of symbols: FI initial 1 throughout ,final culmination

9. Social interaction: fl large class 1---7 groups F--7 individuals 1 isolated

%1



0-2

10.-Materials used:

Generality of use: high low

11. Variability:* number of different examples or explanations

number of different materials

12. _Manipulative level:

a. level'of access: El remote demonstration

cooperative demonstration.

large group action

r--1 small grotip action

1 1 indiVidual

b. Type of use: 1--1 object manipulation

object study

I picture study

rjsituation-object study

El object-symbol progressiOn

L,. paper-pencil Progression

c. (hy manipulated: f game puzzle ( j experiment (7-1 procedure

:,.. -:..
s

-13. Guidance: highly i moderately I minimally free
s

! structured i

varying
structured i structured;

i

exploration

a. Teacher: 1 f--1
I E [Ti I CI] I LI

,

;

1

, [ _
LI I

i
i

b Material:; 1 1 1 [ I 1 i 1
Ic 1 1

c. Rules: El arbitrary 1 1 material-determined L __inon-releVant

14. Cost of materials.: commercial - 0 high ( (moderate 1---] low
I

non-commercial r_1 high J moderate I 'I low ,

i

l f

r

15. Special classroom facilities:

1 ,

16. Teacher training: L, 'experimenter L_ gpecial L training Li minamal
taught sessions --materials I training

1

17. Extra staffing:- 17-1 no ED yes,

----,
18. Total cost of implementation: F-1.. high Lamodarate

I I

. I

19. Correlation with educational program:
-t 'i

- . i I

, \ I

. \
-1

Ej.). low

I

-4



Part II. Study Description Inventory
D-3

Number:

1. Purpose of study'

2. Type of st,Idy: ii experiment

I survey

I 1 ex post facto 1 action f--1 case study

Comments:

3. Sample size: total - classes "students

per group

4. Sampling procedures: I selected I I random, (-1 unspecified

5. Variables: lindependent:

dependent:

tests/measures used:

controlled:

6. Statistical procedures:

7. Procedures:

8: Findinf;s:

1

t

Prediction: discuss C:=11 definitely I !probably

cite I definitely I probab]y

.1 7 3
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a

DATA FROM STUDIES ON TABLE
_/.., .......,

1-)
1 t

..ik ,rt.*

4
, , I '" - .

:1-
Study by 16derson, 1958,

, / _ -,- _

- ,
. i

I .

I., Test . .D.Ita: Means t-test _2_
/ . '',-_ .. ,

, Progress Test KzIterials Control
._*/-. ......---
.. ... ,,

(experimenter-
constructed) 26.'0 26.67

40 items
/

r = .87 (KRY

APPENDIX E

.

P . 4 ,
/

.

Surfades Test N
:-..'

...

. / 30 items

2728.47 27.70.15 n.s.r = .87 28 1.15'

Solids and Right
Angles Test

i

t
-. 26items

.d

r = .89. . I

(bdth experimen-
ter-constructed)

Retention Test
(experimenter-

constructed)

28 items

r .89

11.25 10.68 1.42 n, s

172 .7/

0



;

=

-Study by Babb, 1976 O."

fe6t Data: Gain score
*

Recall of
basic facts ,

(6 versions of
Stanford

4 -DiagnOgtiC
Arithmetic Test)

A0 items

r =,.90

Materials Imagery Text

89.17 70.26 78.56
* *

4.86 .01

A -;

0

Sum of scores on*5 tests during treatment minus initial test spore,
after adjusting with covariate of score on Metropolitan Achievement Test.

**
M-1 is significant, T-M is not (p. 71).



II

' ,.
,

-Study by Bisio, 1971

Test Data: Comparisons'of means t -test
i

P !

.

Use , use /

Tagtteat in Passive
Fractions Non-use

(experimenter-
. .constrUcted)

d i

27 items

:-

East 19.21
school

4

19.34

1West 19.87

19.64

17.60

17.41

. 1.85

19.46 .378

.766

20.84 2.19

.

22.22 3.24

19.32 1.79.

t

n.s.
1

17



:Study -by B1eds6e et al., _1974

'

Basi&Skilli in Materials Paper-pencil
-:Afithmetic Test

Posttest 30.70 29.19

Data:. Adjusted means (Covariance: pretest),- F ratio

A,

Retention test

27.39 .001

30.88 26.28 63.50 .001

iv



by Bolduc. 1970

Test Data: -"Means F ratio

Direct Indirect Verbal
Constructed test A

Experimenter-

12 items

r.= .65 (KR)

2.97 3.19 2.03 10.79 .01



Study by Bring, 1972

Test Data: Means

Posttest I Materials
(Experimenter-
constructed) 21.94

16 items

r = .85(KR)

t-test

-Control

19.92 1.42

7
.;

Posttest II,
(Experimenter-
constructed) 25.02

173

20.79 2.32

de,
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..

Study by Brown, 1973

Test Data: Means

California Test
of Basic' Skills

Text+film
/ Text-only Text+film Text+mat. +mat.

30.79 39.81 36.67

Test-of Basic .-

..Arithmetic Skills

(needed to under-
18.53 20.13 19.92 20.11

,

stand. concepts

in film)

24 items

Experimenter-
constructed test

8.04

11.92

3.88

.1873

9.38

12:§2

-.44

.2156

Paz
-,

30 items
-n,

Pretest
-...,

Posttest

Mean gain'

Effectiveness index

7.80

9.01

1.21

.0546

8.18
,.-

-
.2, 1-3.91

5.73

.2597

. ,

No significance levels were reported by the researcher.

.160 ti
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Ne

dy 1.).Cariley, 1973

'rest Data: Mean gains
//'

Fractions test.' Materials Field axioms

InTFincher
9.963) . IQ 108+

IQ 96-108

IQ 96-

16.880

10.230-

10.940

26.875

19.986

13.555

F ratio

33.78 .05

1.

V

1.82



1

Studby

'Test

Achievement test'
(experitenter,
dbristruC"ted)

,

Data: Means t-test

Concrete Abstract
, t

28.30 27.54 MI . n.s.



Study,by Cook etf,cal:, 1968

Data 'MeansTest

Cr ,

Teacher
constructed tet

Text TV TV+text Materials

F ratio

87.85 82:78 88.17 88.47 2.536 .10

Metropolitan
Readiness Test 16.21 16.52 15.85 15.51

(used as covariat,e)



StudSritg Davidson, 1973'

Test,

Iowa Test.of
Educational
Achievement
(Arithmetic
ConCepts section)

Data: Mean gain in months

Control

Gtade

Materials

3

av/lo IQ 5.05 7.58 n.s.

3

hi -IQ 3.86 7.74 n.s.

-4

av/lcVIQ 7.62 7.88 n.s.

4

hi IQ 8.04 7.74 n.s.
ye

Note: . Significant differences were found on conservation tests.

18)
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Study by Dunlap et al, 1971

Tes Data: Means

Text
6

ComPiehensive Test
of Basic Skills:
Arithmetic, Form 01

Materials

Computational pre 35:41 36.71

Skills Subtest
r
,

Knowledge of

post 42.42 43.71

pie 15.53 16.81 .`t

Conceptd Subeest' post 17.51
1,1.

Applications pre 10.33 10.55

Subtest post 10.90 11.47

Total pre 61.27 64.07

post 70.83 73.69

/

Arithmetic
Achievement Test

(experimenter-
constructed) posttest

Manipulation 11.01 10.26

Computation. 18.31 21.41

Applications

rk

1.72 1.57

Total 31.04 33.24

1St)

n.s.

ns

n.s.

n.s.

.05

n..s.

n.s.

n.s.



StUdy, by 'Earhart, 1964

i

,

,

, 'Test Data: Grade level equivalena t-test

'or' .'-

..

_1_,_, , .v ,

0
:

,

,

,-
,

, -- _ .CaltfOrnia' . Materials / Control- -,
. ,

.40a6VeMent Test,
AJop'er Primary

,

Reasoning

Fundamentals

4.15 4.27 1.95

3.84
-5.82



Study by Macy; 1957

Test -

Inntory Of
Mathematical
Concepts (7d)

for Grade 3' (pre)

50 items

r = .944 (KR)

for Grade 4 (post)

.56 items

r.= .929 (KR).

Data: Means

_Materials .

29.2

30.2

,41 - .

Control

29.0

t -test

34.6 1.45

'Teacher-made tests:

'Calendar (19 items) 13.6

Addition facts(81) 71.4

Subtraction facts (Si) 61.8

Measures (13) 10.9

Decimal system,
fractions (17) 12.,6

Place value (13) 9.4

Fractions (8) 5.3

Problems (10). 4.8

Total 23.7

/

14.7

69.4

58.7

11,4

13.0

10.3

6:1

6.5

23.8



Study by,McMillian,' 1973.

...

.. .

'ledt, -
; .% Data: Means

-Learning tesec:. - Materials_
.(experimenter- .

.conSt,..:-ted) : 33:12,
..

S -:. 59- items

.

c Transfer test

experitnenter-

conktrUcted)

Retention test
(experimenter-
constructed)

3.40

29.85

Control

'36.19 1.47

5.28

30.15 0.14

e

t -test

- -1.35

a

tti

n.



MICROCOPY RE SOLO IION 1ESI 2IAR
TIA16NAt flOPt A+1 ,tr ,T;'140;44;) 1,41 A





"tAgicheig,197211

.F- ratio

pre

poet

retention

Pr-e-poSt

_difference

post-reted=
:tioh diff.

=

Materials"

'21-.56- 1.

i

19:.40; =0-('.0

-o

1.76 =1:86

.551.85_

26..74 .01

1.4-Js

19.36

1.6.-26

7(q

429.56 -

544.0p

4164

-2.89-

Separate covariance is also shmin for pupils whose' IQ
0:rendS a5.d the Same as .above.

1

f.Q

less than 105.



Study by Nickel=, 1971_

rest
-

-Stantotd.

*Oc e
Arithmetic-
Applitations
_ _Form -X, posttest

Totm;1,1, retention

Data: Means),

_-.Materials-

A3

14.43

:Verbal
A2

Control:

Al

13.16

Tukey. test:

A2 - Al = -1.94

A3

A3 - A2 = 3.35

ns
0
t

.1

14.59. -14.86 13.96 F = ,0.092 n.s.

:".

-cf`

Yr.

19L



NI!

j.97,4

I -

I

develoved `tests Multimodel Urd-rifOd'el, Expository
825- (KR)

-,40-40:rint40:

,
=to-sta.:- ke-alimirs

f. .5833 .4614

-.0.#41e3.ogiSm,, ,..2499 ..7999,
.19.99- .ri.01'-,.ft,I.4ig)-.6-_ ;60-oo

::4-Irg?-e::: _ .006,2 v.A662-

-44 4014: .0000 :0000-
..

- 'Applying- With-
i-ilfg- 0,-r: -

. =

qq1441Tp :0606, -' - 000u
= right-' =triangle- -.6606- i.:72.9,099;,

-palaPrlelOgfain 1:2500
-tri-a41-.0---. `, ,.00po .0000

_---. tfarisol.d. "- .:0000

4

._

-. A

.

..

2
,

,

...

. .0 00, 0

Atfqyig10tl
.. ,, 11 .. , ,rational .numbers:

= 1. sci ' .458J- .I538 -

". 1.,37

0 4- -ieZ-7"6 .1499iight ig 4- 60
:3ai011e ogrkt "649'-<- r 000 .8000 / \.=,

r14pg) :0000 . d000T,- 3

4
2857

, trdpeioi .000C _:0000 '"1:''"5-1846-)"--.

=

:8888' n..S._
:7692 416-, .029:

W- C. 03:5'
;5-744

At

. -ir.S.-
tire; .0O77-

1.5999
:4286 . ir.s
;5384

nth.

.629

193



Study =by Tob in; 1974-

.Data:

mend Achievement=, .
-TOO :fOr, Retardedi

(given to

:t40.,-...t00:-

,AM.A.c#-I.04:-

l'ogt

,fr'- ,<i

,.CA._

#.47
,..-!'"

I4.'7,'

=ages.

-99 -

krifti-;.

etic Test for
'Children

Operat itOpa:- :-'1 26-.74' -.'

:Oorittot, -?,-;$ :56-19

.-.-

Ago-

9r3 items

total test:

Applicatiohs:-

1

<.1

3-5,

2.23

Operations '1.68 1

T.

Contents:

M . s.

.xari



Sr

0. -

-.

Study Trask, : 1973

N

Test Data: Means trtes

-Computation test
(Experimenter-

Materials. Symbolic

constructed) 14.90 16.14 .765

24 'items'

r = .8048 (KR)

Applicat -ion test

(E:iprimenter.,

constructed) -6.73 7.14' .405

16 items

r :9061 (KR)
0

Total teSt ;21.'63 21.14 .580-
. .

40 items'

r = .8923 (KR),

n.s.

4

n. s

195



StUd'y by,Weber,

11etropoll.tan

Readiriegs--test

At3thriaetia

Data:

#
.keatik,_(pt.e)

-kid 8ES,

LoWSEs

Mean
ferentes
(pre, post-)

kid\ SES

/LOW ES

01

Aaterits

48.,46

2,38

2.82

ap'er=Perieil

/ 47.44.
/

-44.86'

2.45/

2.5'3

F. ratio

Methods,_ .492'

SES:, .615

Interest, .003

ns

'Oral TeSt1Of
Understanding.,

(interview);

..
numbei
correct

number
incorrect'

percent
correct:

percent
incorrect

901,

155,

.853

.147

301

:685

.3i5-

. Chi square =
80,6233' .001"

I


